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' L '• 
. . ' 
. .. 
. ABSTRACT. . .. 
... 
, . 
. . . .•·. . : ' . "' . :. . . . . ~ . . ... . . 
An.,ei'gh.t week fie~d study.~ .~tilizi~g .,natur~li~ttc; ·me~·hods o·f ·observation, . 
} "I• / , ·• ,• • • •_.-rr· , • \ 
'· · .. .a . . . . . . . . /" 
w.as. conducted in_;a· S.t. J_ohn:1 s· day . car.e centre t 'o asce't:t'ain. 'th·e effects ,of .rank 
• .: . . •"1 • • 
· .· in the. domi_nance•hiei:arcllY· a1_1d sex o~ p·re.school. c~~.l~ren'·~. proxemi~. beh.av~r 
• ' • - . • I - ' . . 
·. ·:·· ori ·.both. the ·mic~ospatial and macrO.spatial .behaviciral,levels. ·· · · 
. . . '\• . . 
' . , . 
A dopri.nance hierarchy bas.ed qn 'the · outicqme of dyadic phy~ical and verbal ·· 
., 
v. :.:: ! . "' 
'· ag~~isti~ eri:cout:tters was · construc.ted' fo'r ;each\ se_~· ·.J t was found · .that males .. 
... 
.. :' 
. ' mar~ . ~I.l~.rolved it'l doJllinanc.e · behav.ibrs ;thaii. girls • . . ~oys were also foun'd to · be 
. .. 
• .. , . 
..... 
' ., 
generally dominant ···over girls. 
. ,, 
~· - . 
.. 
... 
·' . ~n ·o.~der to test th~ ~sefulness of dominan~e rank ·and ·s ·~~ as ·interveni.ng 
· .. 
I •', .·~ · .. , 
variab1~~. • a numb_er of hyp~t~eses concerning preschoo·l.rchildren' s · p'roxemic 
• o 0 o o ' . , I ~ ; o • 0 o ' ' , I 
·behavior were· derived fro~ studies on nonhuman prl.mates qnd human adults and 
. •' . . , . 
... •• . .• •• ' .1' .. .•• 
.. teste-d, on a group of: preschool ·ch-;!.ldren • . Dominance ran.k differen.ce~J · with 
, ,• . . ~ 
.... f .. ,• •• .. ' • : · ... 
dominants. being. more direc~ th~n subordinates, ·'were fo~nd. to be ··significant 
. .. . ·. ~ ·. ~ ' . . ,-·: . ·::~.. . . ~ 
for. tactile contact'· and voice 'loudness in both s·exes, and for . eye co':ltact in 
.· . ' 
,_ .. 
~ J ·' 
gir.ls: •. ... s~x · diq~re~c~s w~re .. found i:n 'eye contact . and body orient:ati~n.', with 
. . ' 
. 
males being more direct and involved ·in both cases. 
. ... 
there were r'ank di!f.fereilces i~ j~risdictional behavior · and· ar.eas avoided for 
; o l I o lj I ' ' ' ' • ' ' ; I o ' • ' : f ' -~ o 
. .. . .  
gi~~s, ~ith dominants . showing moi e ju~isd~ction and fewer avoided ~reas, . b~t 
' t.h~re ··w~re: n~ ~r.a~·k .· !li~f~r~nces .~ott• any :measu.res ~~r b;ys> ' No ~e~ · d~f;~;~nc~~-' 
,, ... 
··wera f0~nd ~O~~d 'in the presChOOl . chfld~en IS nJa.CrOspatitil pro:xemiC behaVfOr . 




p; .. ·~ • 
~ ' , I • • 
, • , ot'' .' . . • . . ' . • • 
· It was , ~.~ricl.uded that· bQth.._ s~x and. ,domin~~ce: ra~k ~a.r·e ~~e'fb~ _as inter.:. 
' . 
. . . ~. ~\"'. ' 




. . . ' . 
vening variables · it;l the · prediction . of pi:es.choo~ cb.iidr~n' s proxemi c .behavior. · 
f. • • • • •• ... . • • :. ·" 
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. .. 
... INTRODUCTION . ' ., 
. .. . 
' ' 0, .. , 
.. · . • . . 
... . 
• • 1 ' 
· Fiai 1, has -~~rmed 'proxeD)ic~ .. - ·Hal·l -(~966) -coiQed the · te~ proxemics . to · refe~ .. 
. . 
. . · . 
· · · · t6 _ th~ .study of m<;li1_'s ~e.la"tion~hip to. the spatial d;lm~'nsion.--ot' his ·envi~on-
·' . ·.. . ' . . 
. me.nt ·-: -his. _spatial nee_~s- and percepti.on~; - his structu:i:.ing an~ use of· space . 
Th.is. i!}cludes a broad ra-~g~ · of sPat:i.a-1- behavi-o'r~ f'ro~ th~~ ~~e· _· of space 'in . . 
~nterpers~-na~ ··interact~on· t-~;-~e·. iayout ~f c-:l~ie~. ~~~s-bn (:197'4); d:raw~~g-.·. - ~·· · :- . 
~~npl' $ re~1~r~~·. d~~~de~ the s iudY of p~oXemi6 6ehayi;t· itit~ thre~ 
ca t;:egori.es: (1) . mic.rospace·; . ( 2) .·. ~esGlspace:;_ . (3) . macrosp~ce. · The ·-
. . 
•l 







. -:-:·_- . . mi.s'cr~p~-t·i~l - levei .. refers . to. th~ -~s'e ~f · ini~ute. quantities . of_:~pace .in , inte~~: !.· 
. . ·: . . . .. . ' . . ' ;,• 
: , " · 
. ,. ' 
·:· ' ·.perso~~i s .9Cial.:i,n.te.ractib.n ·while the ·meso .and l!lacrospati~~ _1evels refer to 
th.e · t):ansactioils that take place betewen. man _ and· his p.rox_i_mate - ~n~iro~ment:~· · ·, .. , ·· 
. , . . . . , 
L e • . mesosp~~iai refers to ·the arrangeme·nt of furniture and other . architect- . 
. . . ·. . . . . .· :: .: . ·• . • . . I . ; . • , . 
u·r.al _feattires .whil~ macrospat~al refers to the a·rrangemeni: o~ .thea~ fea,tures . 
. . . . .. . . ,. ~ 
'in to larger uni tf?. T-his th~sis is: conc:-erned with ~res.choo_l children '.s ~-se of . 
_space on J;?i:>th the 'microsp~dal and· macrosp~tia·l· levels. Th.at· is., the' use o -f 
space . in 'interpers~nal encounters' and_ trans,a'ctions ,bet~een -the children · and the ' . 
.. '. . 
'·arch'itec t~nil features-" of the nur~ery schoo~ were .examined. · 
Hall (1974: 16) ~otes that ht?W an i.ndivid~~l reacts spat:Lally ·to ·others 
. . . . . ·~· . \ . . .. ~· . . , ..... . ·' 
.is· the •proquc.t of · a. nu~be7; of si tuadonal factors · such as the context ·of' the 
. ·. . . . . . : ) .. . 
• . • • ' . . • t ' • 
si_t uation and./the e~ot_iQnit .a~d ~-~rs~~:~.{t~es _of . t_he indiYidu'als i_nvol~e~ ~~ 
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-2-
. . . . . 
• :· , . . ....... · ·~ •• .: • • : ... - .: • •• • •• •• : ,_;. •• • ~. ~ ... ... ,~ .. • • : : ••• ' 1 "-:J:· " · ·~ - ..... ~ . : :· •• :. . -~ i.• t ~ ; ~ · : . .. ~· -~·;. '·.,'' -~ • .... :..:~ ::_,. \': .:. :!•• !•.:•.•"o ...... ~ .. :-': ... ·:··0 ·~ ··. t•.. .. . ...;, •. ~ 
example, c<:mtextual variables · include · the. physical setting of the interact'ion; 
o o t I o ', J ,• o 
• . the.:- i:tct±~ity 'takl~g:pi_ace and 'the relat.ions~~yof the in~ivi~uals to. ,one 
' . ·. . .·. ' . . ' ' . . .. ~l ' ' . ' ' ·. 
another· in a sociai system. · Hall notes . that each of .these subdivisions . 
. . ~ . . . .· . . 
constitu~~~ ~ . major·. are~·. of. ~}o~~~c· res-~ar~h··. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
. . . , . I . 
It is .wi th. this last set of 
. 
·. 'factors, 'the relat'ionships off individuals in a social system, 'that t,tli:s thesis · 
' ' 
... 
·' is sp~cifically concerned. 
•. 
... 
. " · 
.. by ·pr~~emic:ists but ~he importance o~ .t<pik in . a ; s~pi~~l · ~ys_tem ·}:las been :t~e · 
' suhj ect:' of ver'y li tt·l~ 'emp{i:'ica,l '·~-~-s~arch ·: : ' J\e~~~rch ~'~ ... ~~~~,--- ~p~tia~:  beh~v:io~ .: 
. . . •. . . ·t · ' . . . '· . . . . ' . . . . ' . .. .. . ,. 
,· ' ·'' ' ha~ ··been Ca'rr.i~d OUt 1 .fOr the !\'OSt. p~~t 1 • ¢h dy~dS and . nOt . On ' ~e8.b1e grOUpS '?.f . •, t . 
rela tiorish'ip ..,. (~) relative status or rank' in a soCial system;. (b) age ; ... and 
B~th age and sex ~r~· . vaiiabl:es whl.ch ha~t~~e~· 1~a'ir1y wel; · studied 




' ,, . . ~ . . . -~ I . .. 'I • · , • ... • • • • • • • • .~ ' • : • ... • • • ... • ' • 
... , 
'-individuals interacting 'within a' social system.. Because. o( th:is research. . , .. . 
' . . . . . :, '. : . : . . . . ·. . . . ,. . . . .. \~ .. · .. ·: . ~ : . . \ . ' - . . . '· . . : .. · .... 
. . , ( 
' 
' .. . 
. (j 
·, . 
;. emphasis ·on dyad,s . ~n·~ .n·o.t · on ·stable group~ .of; ~ifl:di'~id):l~~:i,, cbnte'xtu~.~ . vari.~les 
. . .. . . . . . . . \ . 
such as do.minance rank in the group t s hierat chy '.have· ge'nerally : be~n . n~gle'cted ~ 
Hq~eve~, .meas\]~es of ·rionv·erhal ·b~h·a.vi~r b~~~rne ;m~~~ ~~~n~~~l't\.ih~ · se~~ .i~ the ·. 
. . . . . . ' . . ~~('i ,, .. . . ' . 
' . .._I • (!:' O t, 
social con't~xt -i n · whic.h .they· notmaily :.f unction. · · ~s· Hc;tll (1974 ~ · ·2~) ·$tates, . 
I ' 
.. "Irtformatio~ oat . of · cori~ex·t ,is ~e~nin~le~s . . and· .cann~t be . rellabi y. interpret~q·". ·· 
' • o ' I • I • o <'o • • o 
~ r~searc.h str~t~.gy ...>iti~h . . tak~,s :t;he "social organization of th'~ . g~oup . .. , 
' I • • ' ' : • • o t\ I • ' ' .. : :• • , •' ' o • • ," 'I ' o • • o • • • '/I • • • ,• "' • , 
account w.llen derivi~g "hyw_theses ·a~d/or explaini ng result$ is bet.tei . . . 
' ~ t : ' ' ' ' 7 • I 
•, 
-~ . . . 
1!0 offer insight ::into t):le dYn~ics •Of spatia;L ·."behavior than is . a 
strateiy ba;;ed on~~· on m~<isur,; of ~erSo;,;,l Sp~ce , ln d~~ds o.r -i~d~~~du.ai.s ~o~~ 
whom little .is· known·. · _By taking the .'~ocial _.qrg~nl:~a~i.?n· · C?f the .9roup ·.'intc) 
account one is \in~~i~9 tnany. c~nt~Xtu~~ . varl>b1es; s~C~ a~ ~~~~~;~dividual ;., . 
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r.elationsl;lips, which exeJ;t important . influences· on ~roxemi~i b~havidr. 
(ol • • • • 
gene~a?-itY of scope~ 
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• . r~ 
~.. . . 
' · . . · ·· 
•. 
. ,, : 
of dominance rank and sex oh p.tesch~ol children.' s behavior in ge'nerai, . , ~nd·: 
,. 
·.• 
~ more· speci~ically on thei~proxemic behavior. ' . For · e·x~~ie, :Blurton: 'J-on~~ · . 
0 • • 
\. ·. 
"\ . ~- . . . . . . ~ . . ' . . . 
' ~ ' ~ I • • have quest1oned whether or no ao~1nance (1967) and Edelman and omark (1973) 
is a useful concept for describing and for explaining ' ~r~sC~oc;>l' ch'ildren '.s 
r .. ~ 
Howev~r, dominance is .a useful concept only'· to the degrEle that it behavior. 
\ . 
ca:n be .u~e.d as an i~tervening variabl: which can pred~ct ~:r b~h~viors · .. .. · 
(Richar~~, 1974) ·:. · . ~i~c~. · neith~i !Edelman : an~ Oroark· .nor ;Bll\rt;on J~ne~ -'a'ttempted . . 
to. predict o_th~r .beh~vior~ ~s~n~do~inance rank~ a~ · an in~.~rven~ng variable, 
the,y cp.n~ot. ·really conclude that domi'nance .is not a useful ;<?nc~pt for upe on 
' ·"""' ,. ' . . ' • - . . ' . . .Ia 
th~ presch<;JGl age: l~vel. ,'):he present study aims to ShOW . that dominance rank · 
I .•_' • • • 
r) . . : : . . . . . . , . . 
c~~ be .u~ea ·as a~ 1nte~ven1ng var1able ~o pred1ct spat1al behav1ors. 
• ~· -! .. . • . J 
' ' . ' ' . . 
To the 
, de~r~e : that; this" goal iS SUCCeSSfUl 1 the COnCept ,Of dominance is• USefUl.. 
' • " : '= • I 
Conc.erning the· issue of sex d:i.fferences in proxernlc .behavior, Aiello ·and 
I 
. ,' Aiello ·(1974) have studied the .de'velopment of ~roxemic ·behavipr in ch.itldren 
·b . ~- ' ' . ~- . . ' 
. 
• • I ' .. \ • . , • . ~ . 
"· :age.d six through s..ixteen; From the res~ts of work on ;his :age group they : .· . . . \ 
·• ~r·gue : that sex d-iffere'nces ware of ol).lY miniinal importance .in 'the proxernic 
• \ '· . ' r 
. . ' 
behavior of young children. However,. before ·any conclusi()ns can be made 
. ' . . . ·•. ' ·.. ./ . . ' 
.e~pirical studies ~ are nece~sary. on young childre~, especia~ly preschoolers • 
· · . ~ . . . '· · ,. r . . · 0 • · , ·· • 
: on1y twp studie s have examine~ pr~s~hool chiddrerr'~microspatial proxernic 
... 
·· b~h!=lvior.'and one (Eberts _and: Lepper, 1975) found no sex d~f~erences whi·le ' the 
. . . .. 
' \' ,,
... , '\ 
;ther study' (Beach and Sokoloff ; . 1974) found some sex. differences and re)?ort~d 
re::lt~. wh'ich:. !o'fer~ sug~es~i~~ ~f ~t~e;~·. ~ The ~~se~rch ~e~orte<;l -in~ this -~~ 
. / . ·~ ,. . () .'( . \ , . 
. ( ' . . .\- .. 
.. aimed ~o add some. empi rical . data on sex ·differences"'which might help in 
• I ' , I 
.. . ··. 
\ ·.resolving this .tssue-~ :. Also, there are very few ~mpirical : st~aies 0of .p~e~chool ., ~ 
.. 
. 
-~ o:., ., 
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' . · .. 
chiidren'• s m?.c.ro_sp·atial pt'9_xemic behavior available a~d· Edne~ (1974) 1 in ·a 
.. 
' . ·. ' 
\) 
recent revl.ew· article ;~:m human ·spatial beh~vior 1 · cited the need· fer r~search . 
-; . ·,on both' the dev~lopmenta1 aspects of, and sex differences in·., human territori~'i:-- ... f 
. . 










J, • · · ' 
behavior. ' 
: (J' . 
As noted, very few studies of n~tu~_ally occurring children.' s p:r:oxemic 
I 
behavior have been carried -out and the few that have been.' dorle ·'wer~ generally 
.. '. •. . . '· . 
.. restri.cted to t .he microspatia!' or intei:pe.rso'nal . proxemic - l~v~i'~ ·-a~~ - e~eii. h~~e ~- . .. 
. . . . . . . - ~ ' ' .. . . . 
-re.stri~t.ed 'conside~ati.on . almost· excl~~ivei~ ' to. _m~asu-~e~ ·of·. pci~~onal spac:e . ... My 
• • ' ' 0 ' ' • • • • • • • • ' 
. . 
-research e~ainined preschool · cnitdrei1'' s sp.itia~ be_havior · o~ ~wq levels: ··· (1)__ 'the . · · 
' ' :' _ _.. . . . . .. :· \ ; · . . · . . . . ' ' • . 
microspa,tial or_· interpersonal 'leyel; _ .a·nd "(2) the niacrospa'ti~l _o.r p_hysic~l . . . .. . 
~ 
env:ironmental l~vel (i.e_. s~ DeLong, · 197o')'70; · Watson, . l?'7_4:315). ~lso, _a 
. . 
.more ·complete proxemic study ~ncom~assing .-five variable·~-~ - · .(,1) . ~er~onal.: :~lstanc·~~; '- · · · 
o ' ~ • ' o • ' • ' • ~ • I , o' • • ' o :' • • "' 
4 (2) body ~17ientation; . (3} ey~ contact;. (4) tactile .contact; a~d '(5) .... ~a·ice ~loud~.·~ ·· 
' . '. . .· -. . : .. 
ness, was undertaken. 
;) . ~ : . ' 











. .·\ '1 
, \ . impc;>rtant as actual distance for the study of
4 
proxemic behavior, so they .' s~.ould. ·. . .. :. 
• . lo 
-be_ taken . into account in -_ any proxem~c· research stud.¥· .. . ·:; 
I ,,' ~' 
. -~·· : ' 
. - .( 
· -·Limitations of the study ' .... . ·, 
~-
.. 
Due .t:o 1 imi ta ti.ons in time', money, and otper factors, . there ·ar·e, a numb-er · ·. .· 
. I 
of shortcomings -in this study: First of all,, the ··concept· of dominanc~· .hierarchy · · 
. , .... . .. . .. . 
· ··- is not equivalent tQ social- qrgani~at_io'n; there are· many aspects . of both social 
'. ' . )· . . 
. ~- . 
organi~ation and individual rel~tionships ,· of which dominance is only one';· . . . ·. 
/. . . 







' . ' ' .. f' ':. •., . ) :'··. , . .,. 
I 
/ . ' : .. · 
' • .· :" 
···. ,. 
.. · ' · 
·'· 
.. _6- · ,· . . 
·' ' 
. . ·\ 
:pe-~sonal._relationships ana which also ~rob~·~; afFect\rox,~ic . be~· vior. 
~ ~ ' :,. : .. '\. 
·Also, the .study was done on only one-- group· qf ·pres.cl:lool .c~d::-en 1 ho may :or . . ·· · 
may .. n~:t b'e repre9en~at~~e . of '~re.schodl . ~h~l~ren ·~n g~neraL·. . . . · ' -:~ .. 
. · · . . . · .. L/ . 
t - , • I I ' • f. ' • ' 
Methodological .. limi"tations: incl1,1.de .. , becau~e 'C:lt· 'financ.i,al .reasons, lack 
• • • 0 ,. 
\ '· . . ~/ .. ' ' ' -
of inter-rater· reliabilit;y tas.ts a~ci lack of more complex video recording · 
' ' . . ' .. . . ' . ~.) . . . .. ·· . 
, . ' . ' . . . . 






persona:~ lev.~.l ~ere -carried o.ut only 'on. ~a,me-s_execi· dy().cls .. :· No data on male-. 
. . 
female 'pl:'oxemics were. cqllected. : ~in_~_lty; a ' lar?er ~ample of proxemic 
·. 
. . . . . · .. ' ··.; 
observations should .have been carril!d out. 
!. ' • ~ • 
Th~s · last limitation wil~. b~·come 
evident· in the discussion of the findings. of . the th~sis ... . · 
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CHAPTER II .. 
. ·. · · _.~VIEW OF THE · LitERATURE 
·. 
Domi'nanc·e· Hierarchies Introdu.ction . .. , 







'f. : ' 
v 
_T~e_. c6t:cept of. .. d6~io~n~e· hierarc~y was firs.t, used in 1922 by Schje+derup.:.. ·· 
. ·. -
. ~ : . 
He discove·red th!lt if. Ebbe in hJs study -~of the 'social · ·organi~ation of · .fowl. 
,· . . . . . . . 
. a number o~· birds 'are.·placed 'togetlier in a pen they engage in a ' series of figh~s · 
. . .. · . . . ·,·. 
.· witli' ~ach indiv:l,.du~l pairing off aga~nst' e~ery ~ther. ·-~ndividual, one at'· a time~ . 
• ,1.., ' I ' I 
•' ·• r 
un.til a pecking OT~er or 'dominan~e hiera_rchy is . est~blished. ' once the· hier~ 
' ' 
archy has been ·established, the _f~quency of 
//'' .. in-dividual 'rec~gri.i~~s ~is . ;os·F:~~~- .and trf~s· 
I . 
~ .· ,. . . 
figh~ing declines''because each . 
... 
not. to an.tag~ri.ize. hls superiors. 
.. 
Each flock of fowl usually has two ·hierarchies, one for · each sex. (Guh.l, 1956) . 
.. 
The co~cept · of ' d?~inanc~ hi_erarchy b'ec·~e very · pop4iar and' has been usJa 
in ;the study of many .animals species w~l.!.:h . the result that, .today, do~in.aqce \: . 
• ~ ; • • • f 
. . . 




common' . to many animals. ·. · . ·A· . l;;ii ' 
. .. ' 
·: 
.... 
As · the concept came to be ·applied to the E!tudy of nonhuman P.rimates /a · 
·•. 
number of pr_oblems arose , for the · coni:ep,t .' of domin·ance hierarchy err oneously 
. : 
,·.: .. ;6 .• 
• I bec(lme synonymous wi.th s ocial organizati<?n. · Several · primatologists ·criticized · 
. . ' · I 
this use of .the. c oncept · in field studies· .on primates ( i. e. Gartlan, ,1968; . · 
• • . , . • I . ' •• ' .' • . ' •. • '; . 
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·--. ·_ hierar:chies ~er'e" a~-- ·ever-pre's~nt ~ ~a-11-p,ervasive feature ·of soc~al life ·in 
I • 
{lrimates. - B~t -as the ·above critics have pointed out, hie~archies.-·are not very 
. ~ ./ ' . . . ' ' 
important in scime specie~ and they'.do not· determit;te gr()~P swuctuie as _was once 
tl:iou&Q~· . Rather, I>rimate social organiz.atio~ is determined ~y a number -of 
,. 
fact<;>rs 'of which dol1,l'in~mce is but -·one: '. 
· ·The critics also rejected the notion -~hat dominance is a cluster of inter- · 
' . 
related behayior pa'tter.ns. Fpr example,_ BernsteJ..ii . (1970) studied six spe'des · 
·.of monkeys, noting the frequency· and di_rectionali"ty of three behayior patt~rns· - ·' 
. . . . . ·. . 
. . . . . ~ ' \ ~ .. 
·, co~o~ly associated witb dominance:; ·.agonistic behavior,. mounting -and . ' groomin~: 
. ~: 
,• .. . :. ... 
'·He found that there were no signifi~ant correlations be_twee~- the . hierarchies 
d~te.rmined from ·each of ·ttiese · thr~e measur-es in any group. · He conclu9ed ~hat 
. ' . ' 
'thses ~pree behavioral syste~ are not derived fro~ any single' mechanism· and 
. " 
most important~y_, . thai, qnf:! measure does not necessar_ily a~l·a~ One to predict 
.· . ' .. ,. " . 
Thus, ·the critics note that since the concept ·of 
. . . . . 
. . ' ' . . .. ' ,.....____ . ' ' 
dominance hierar_chy .ha~ ~imi_t'at~ns both ~n describ~ng group ·structur:e and 
~ . . . . . ' 
. predic"ting 01~he:r behaviors> the I concept.,' should b7 re.~ia'~ed by• -~ mpr~ useful one~ 






















may be useful -in more limited ways (i.e. Bernstein, l969: 45Z). Many ·o.th~r prJ.mat- \ 
ologists have foun(( th~ (:eQcept oi tf~ina~ce hierat'chy · ·t~· b~·- u~-e-ful_ in describing .' 
' \ . '· 
so~e aspec'ts of group struct~re, and also in :helping to predict other social be-
haviors. ,For exam~ie; Richards . (1974). ~n a study of six· gr~ups o~ !D<l~ague monkeys, 
'• 
used ten diffe-re,nt 'measures o{ .dominance and f~u~d significant correiation~ between 
. . . . .. 
. ' 
the ranks 'determined by_ the different measure~(.: .. Richards concludes that 
!- ., 
' I . · 
' • . 
l o • • r 
' .. 







~ · •. 
. : 





dpminance is 'useful as an intervening variablei that ' is, it ' maybe used to ' 
' .. 
. ... 
.. pred'ict a. wide variety of social interactions. Nume~6us other workers -have 
also found the concept · to · be useful in a variety. of w~y·s in studying non-
.: • l . , • 
. ' . 
. human primates . 
Callan (197.0: 1.25) asks the question, "Qo :the various ranking systems 
.. 4 . 
. . . reported for. a wide ~ang.e . of species, have,.a common ·structural core? 
,. 
~d . if 
• J 
so, -what ·are the consequences for .. a.ll : socia"~ organizations including human 
. . 
.ones?". . In the remainder· or' th:i,s· .chapter, primate ·dominance hierarchies, will 
~-\ . ... . . ' 
. . . 
. be examined ·i~'. an a~~empt. t~' sp1~ify some•of t)'leir common-core structural 
f~atures. .Next, ~e .i~p.lic·a·ti~ of 'these core structural· ~eatures for human · 
· ranki'ng 'syst~ms will be ·discussed. '. 
Dominance: Hierarchies.- Primates 
Hierarchies are ,comrnon- features in ,primate group~ although· there is a 
, .. gr
1
eat .deal of variabili~y between·, and eve~ ~ithin< species ,.in ri~idit¥ . . of .the 
hi'erarchy, amount o:( agonistic. behavior·, a.nd so ori. ' The open-countJ;Y baboons,. ; 
I ' ~nd IJIClCaqu(;'!_S ·have . hiera~chi~s wliici:t bes't approximate Schj eldE7rup-Ebbe I s 
~ / ·< 
origi_nal. concept of a dominan~e hie.r;archy. , They 'have 'well ~efined, stable 
.. 
hierarchies ·in which the frequency of agonistic behayio~ shows ' the importance 
.• 
' \ 
of ·.rank for social behavi·or. . ~ In ·One . of 1:h.e early ~lassical st~d:l.es on baboons 
' I ' 
Hall and Devore (1965) fo\m~,._that ·the. group was ?~ganized arounci the male 
.. 
domi na'nc.e . hierarchy. . .Adult male s wer e . dominant over 
bulk of the domi nance ~nteractions took place between 
, 1: t 
·' 
the adult 
, I I . 
the ,'rn<Hes 
.· . . 
fema l e s and the. 
w.it~ little 
' 
. ·.: . 
. {'? 
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' ·. . . 
fighting occur!~ng between ~e sexe's. ·: 
. . . . ·y 
/. 
The ranks wer~ not linea:r; :for the males 
~ . 
beeause coalitions and other factors cooip~icate.~- the picture . .. 
' •' 
hierarchy ~on~ist~ng·of three·~dult .mal~s who'~losely ' asso~iated with one · 
another in the centre . of the; tro~p while .. the le'ss dominant males . congregated 
. I . . 
on the periphery_ of the 'gro~ was the\ general s-tru~tu~e; . . ~h~ adult female 
""-
ranks were more difficult to del~neate and were' ~ore unstable. . . Younger maiels 
·separated into· same-sexed peer groups arid spent a great de~i 6i time 'play.i~g. 
. . ' . . 
Plai 
intense. 
'iri the all male. groups is· rougher ancl dominance interactions are m~rEi 
'By ~t~eir fif~ - ~E1.ar, 's$!...adult males are d~mfn?-nt over_ .adul~ femal_e~_. 
Thi!:? ge~eral pattern. ~s . co_rnrno~. 'to ~aboons .. and mac"at,es alt~~~gh there_ a~e . 
· , ~ variations_ in ~'igidity -~f . the, hierarc~, . f~eq~ency ~ ~gon~·~tic be~avior; etc .. ' . . 
• ' I ' ' •, • 
due to ecoiogi~al and other differences between groups living~in different 
areas (i.e. -~ee Patterson, 19731 Rowell,- i96Gb; . ' and· .Saayrnan,_ 1971) ~. 
~ . . . 
From this ·general outline of baboon 'ranking systems I f;mr qore structural 
-' units can be .identified: -' (1) males are ' general,.1y donjinant over females and 
. - . 
are more involved in .dbininance interactions; .. (2) .· males·are. easier to "rank thari ·r 
females and have more stable hierarchies; . · .(3) · each sex has a separat'e · 
.. 
hierarchy; and · (4) · eaply dominance relations are le~rned in peer iiroup play. 
. \ . l ' .. 
, 1 The term 1 play' ,is a waste paper' basket category for various behaviors 
and a general' definition of 'play is h~~{ to,1give ·. . LOizos- (1,967) defi:nes 
play as a" positi'{e appr<;>ach .to~ard.s cirid a non~rl,.gid intj!rac~ion wi~h 
other group meinbers which · involves stimulation of -the sensory · 
. modalities. Most researc'hers agree that · play helps .socialize the young-
ster ancl determines to · soll\e degi:e'e · one 1 s adult behavior (Jol.ly ~ 1972; · 
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) ... ,' 
' )' I 
Tnese £our core' ·units. ·are quij::e cornmoniy fourid throughout the primate~>' 
..... ~.'\ 
. :· .~ 
order. 
• . p .. • 
For e~ample, ni.ales are generally dominant over fema.les in virt':lally 
, ' 
.~11 ~pecieS 1 the only cieaJ;'-CUt. e~Ception being letgurs in Which feptales a,,re • 
' . ' 
dominant ov~r ·~ales . (Jolly, 1972: 185) .~ .M~lesi are al-~o usually more aggressive 
, ~ : , . . I . 
. ·and engage, in more dominance ·interactions than females iri pr.~a~es,- · For 
' ,: • ' • I • 
instance, Goodal (1965) .:r;epcirts ~at among c'pimpanzees, 76% of the d~minance .. 
. <> · 
interactions took place between adult. males, 'W~ile ·Poirier (1910) found that 
.· lan9urs adult. males acco~~e.~ ,,for 88% of th~·. dominance iriteractio~s. · 
~:--.!. · ·, . . ' ; ·' 
among 
The second prin~iple th,at m~les ·are .easier to· r~nk and have more stable 
.· . ... ' . 
• ' .>" ' . • 
hierarahies thru:t females has also been reported for a number of ~pecies • 
. ' . 
Chance and Jolly (1970) term female ranking systems "assemblies" since their 
, I ,• ~ 
structure is generally less rigid than those of ~ales. candland et al (1973) 
..,.- ,-
found that in captive 'sqt)irr~l · monkey-S'; the males haq a h,j,.ghly ' reli~bl'e lfuear 
• . 
...  
rank' order while' the ·female had no reliable hierarchy~' . Jay . (1965) found that 
... . 
• ' 
Whereas male ~an~UrS had a we'll defined and ~Onsistent hierarchy I the female , ' 
{ \ ' 
hierarchy was unclear, and·only~e~eral levels of dominance -rank couid be · 
• • • • 0~ 
., identified. h ·This finding/of males bein~ eas~er· to rank and having ·more stable· 
. .,. . ' 
• t • 
rank orders has al~o been reported fo~ gorillas (Schaller ,. 1965) 1 rhe~us . 
·. 
macaques (Kaufmimn, 196.7; ~dberg, 1971) I ~n.d bonnet ma;c;:aques (siin~ndsl ·. 1965) ,• 
I ' ' ~ ' 4 . ' ' '• ~ • • : ' l • 
f{owe'-:e~ I ~hil:e; in m~ny spepie~ this ·J?rinciple ' h,olds true I it does not 
• • 'I!> • • i 
a:~p:l~i t~ p.ll: .speCies :~tudi~d: For some ·species:; for.· example rhesus ~~n-keys:, 
... . . . . . 
·' / . . i •. 
femal e ranks can sometimes 'be as clear ~s ·~a+es '(S~~e, 197G) .and even on very 
. ' . 
. 1 -:- 'rare occasi ons clearer· tl:lan male ranks J~k~ anq · M~eda 1 l97'3). 
-' 
One of the · 
' . . . . ' ·. . . . 
Feasons Why inales 'are 9·enerally easier to rank is._probably that they · engage in 



























more agonistic interactions (Goodal, 1965-;- Poirier'· 1970J,r ~-- The compa~atfv:ely 
. -· ~v . 
infrequent dominance encounters arno~g females makes tbeir hierarchial relation-
ships more d~fficult to determine; 
., 
The . third arid fourt}'l principle's, 'that · each sex has a separate hierarchy . 
and: dominance · relationships . . are learned ln ~arly peer play-, ·have also been found 
~n a numbe! o~· species • For example, males .and femaJ,es in most sexually 
. dimorphic species form separate-sexed hiera~chies primarily be~ause of the .males 
larger size and greater, ·canines .. · . Beca.use of these features, dominance .inter-: 
; , . , . . 
acti~:ms -between the:_. sexes ar~· dangerous and 
. . . 
therefore· uncommon. . Lancaster (197i) . 
. • , . . ' • I . . ' ' 
found that in ·vervet monkeys the h1erarchies 
. . . . . 
cif . the ·sexes often functioned . 
• • I 'o 
separ?-te.ly. Poirier _(1970) also foUnd -that langurs formed separate hierarchies 
on the basis of sex and that most domin~nce interactions ·were between members of 
. .  · 
like· age/sex classes. 
These· '::;eparate sex hierarchies may well have their on~ogenet.j.c . origi~s in 
·" 
.·'the same-sexed peer play groups which are · common to. many. species. Ranson and ' 
Row~ll ( 1972) found that at around the age o·f six· months young · baboons begin to 
' 
sepa'rate into same-sexed play groups' By the· seco~d year the ma1es1 g~ou~ is 
. ~ ' . . . . . ... 
·'··more .permanent. and rough and tumble play and play fighting are more conurton . 
' ' ' 
Femal'es ~void rough an9 tumble"play and spend mu_ch of their time with older- · 
f~males, caring'for young· infants.~ Poir~er (1972) paints a 'simila~ .P~cture of 
earli langur social interaction.. . After Weaning,· • infant 1angurs beCO!l\e •, 
" · . 
segrpgated by ·s~x with the m.il.e groups be'ing mo_~e .stable and engaging in mo~e ·. 
rough play. riol.}:lino~, and J:lishop (1972) note that in. all sexually' dimorphic 
. ' 
species, · young males play more roughly than females . T~ey. state that the great 
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. , .. . · . ,· . 
.. . . ! • 
' .•. . ' \ . ~p- ' .. . . 
deal of physical ·contact. that occurs· in play "mak¢s ranking almost inevitable" 
(Ool~inow and Bishop, 1972•\ 324), . . ' " 
·· -Tt~us, early ,dominance1patterns appear in .rough 'and tumble play and .it ·'is I . 
. dur~ng such_; social interactions that individuals become ·.familiar w.itl) ';both 
'' ' '. \. . 
dominant and subordinate roles~ 
I 
The ·basi.s of the adult dOminance 
. I . .. - . . . . 
be fprined in the?e early pld,Y. groups (P(?iri~r and Smith, 1974)· •. . 
hierarchy may 
l . . •' •' . . 
This early sex difference :in ·rough and tUmble play probabiy also leads to . 
' .. 
.. '· . i . . . 
males being. genz{ally dominant over females and also to/,their. having mbre. ·cte~~ · · 
'' 
The follo~ing section on li~a~ dominance hi.~rarchies _ wiY., : 
. I . 
·ex~ine to. what extent the. f~~r core 'structural uni~s . of 'pr~ate domirt~ce . ·,-
cut hierarchies. 
hierarchies" ar~ · present in hdman rank~ng sys~erns. 
•, 
l 
' . . 
· I'' 
... 




Domiria'nce hie rare hie~ are also a. conspicuous . featur7 of human-~behavior and 
·. ~ . 
~he four cqre structural units of primate· ranking ~ystem_s have analogie·s on the 
-human ·l'evel. 
I. 
·. Tiger (19~9) notes that cross-culturally,· ma~e dominance occurs almos.t, 
. . .. 
'· •:. 
'if not, universally· . . . He 'refers to the male dominanc~ hierarchy as being · 11 the 
• spinal cot;d" of human society. .Call.in · (1970~ , after also exCl:lninin<:1 c;ro!:Js-:-
cu'itur~l da,ta, · argues that the status of··w.omen 'in society ·is often a loosely .· 
define~ one, b~th for biological (i.e. females s pend ~uch time· in child rearing) 
and cul tural . (i.e . . exogamous and viril ocal marriage) reasons • . 
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·' .. · 
.· Grant (1972) found that. the male mental pa_tii:mts that he studied had a stable 
. ~ . 
· r~nkin~l ·sys.t;em which p~rsisfed ~ver considerable periods · of · time . 
, • 
1 ~ G 
These 
sy·stems varied, fr911t linear ranking ~ystems to pyramidal ranks with several 
subordinates. at ' the oottom. Esser (1 ~i70) J:oun~ similar· raAk orders in another 
_gr~up of ~~le _mental·patients. 
. ' •: . ~ 
~. Studies .pf hum~n ac;lolesce~ts report siniilar results; ' · sner;i.f (1956) •' 
studied group for~tion in · ll- 1~ year old boys. A group of st::r;:ang~rs were·· 
' oroug~t toget.ner. and-' withi,n a· few. days ·~ leader with, lieuten~ts em~.r:ged while 
'· ' . 
~ 
others s:i;'fted to the bottom _of t4e hierarchy.' Williams (1974) found tHat six 
..· . 
' thirteen · ye~r .old males in a swmner camp also quiekl):' arranged thems~lves. into •. · · 
. \ . . 
' 
a: hierarchy. ·. He found correlations between dominani3e :r;ank and .athietic ability 
\ • ' ' • I • ' • • •' ' , ' ,. ' f '• ' ' ' ,, 
and leadership .. ·· H~. also ·ax:gites that the dominance hierarchy acte'd to reduce 
·. . ~ .. 
.. 
aggression. · 'Esser ·,{1968, ~973.). found tha;t ,two groups_ of--boys ·between the ag~s 
·' 
of six and fourteen ' had rank order~ and also tha.t rank order was related<'c_to .. 
. 
·several measures· o f spatial behavior. · 
· · . · Co~cern,ing the age group, · with. !Nhich'. the. present . thes~s · is concer'ned, the · ·· 
.. . 
·. 
. . ~ 
.. 
..... pr~schoolers 1 some ·researchers h~ve questioned whether or not children · of 'this ' 
: _age.'a.re c~~al::ilEi. of. f~rm.ing a domin~nce . hie:t:C:r~~y . . · Fo~· ex~~:ie; Edelman · ~nd -Omark 
• < 
.. (~9.73) : examined peer group .. hierarchies: as they are "perceived!' ,hY: childr~n .~d· · 
came t ·o the conclu.s~oh that preschool .children do' !'lot form dominance hierarchies~ 
T~ey bas~d this conclus·i~~ on their. fin.ciing . tha~ .in only 10 ·out of '20 dyads · . . 
~ ~ . . . 
. COUld dominanc.e be determi ned thi-o~gh asking the ··chi'ldrep 11Wh0 IS tOUgher •..:. . YOJl 
. . 
. or x?"! ·.a_nd thro~gh various . other•' pencil arid paper measures of dominance. 
. . ~ 
. .. . '. 
However 1 this study was· based only on the cl}ildi:en '. s :"perceptions c3;nd not on .. actua l 
' . 
\. /./ 
. ~ . . 













































< I. ,· 
· -is-
.. 
behavioral·observations. One can thus · conclHde many things. For instance, it· 
J - o I 
. . 
might mean that the t~sts do not really reveal the true perception~ of .the 
children or that the children are not capa~le of a cognitive representation of 
the d~~ance 1hierarchy. 
I • } •) Hm.iever,;o~,h.is does noi: feC!'!S~arily mean that they· . 
-~;·,~;~ ,. .. 
do n~~-:~"have in a domifi:ant'/ s~bordinate ·: f~shion > 
.. ,~;?~ .. . . . . : . ~ 
Blurton. Jones (1967:351) stated ' that· "dominance·· says nothing useful about· · 
. . 
the social organiZation of the class· '9f three to five year olds I obs~rved". 
. ... . ' 
. . . 
He goes on ~o state that dominance/subord:if\ance.~ay be useful only when ld~king 
•' . 
at the beha~ior of . ~e;ry low rank:Lng ~ndividuals.. However, 'in later. papers 
<>. • . . ; ' I . 
· · Blurton Jones (19]2a: 277, 1972b :'111) .appears to have mo'difie,d. his . pqsition. · 
. . . .· . 
For e~ample, i,n. disc~·saing nonverbal communication in "prescho"olers, he stated 
• I •o 
·that, . 1',In chi~d~~htld inter~ctions,'. a great m~~Y. vari.able!3.~ . such a·s :rel~~itive_ 
• c • • 0 ' ' • - • - • 
. • .. 
size and weight and poii=loition .in the.peck order, . would al·so ~ave .to he. taken 
. 0 . ,. 
into account11 (Blurton Junes 1972a: 277). 'J;'hus, .he ~oW .ap.pears "to. believe · 
that dominance is a ~seful co~cept . for preschool ·children:. 
... • • • 0 • ; • • • • • • •• • • • • • • 
Oth~·r :t.,;orkers have. found · that ,~hildr~n in this age· group ~re sen.siJ:iye ·to 
.' indiv.idu~~. d~~ferenc~s . i:~ ·domip?nc·.e and tha-t these . difference~. a·~e: quite stab.H~ 
. ,. 
,. 
o"j.er time (Gellert, 1961, '1962; Cates, 1939; .~mii_ ·Ha11f19aim, 1935). Other 
' . J. 
. . 
. rese~rch~s have also · foun~ the · con~ep~ of d_ominance hierarchy to 'be useful in 
·. . .. 
de.scribi.~g preschool c.hfldr~n~s ~~·cial . behavior . (McGr~w, 1969; 1972: Knudson', 
. .. . . . . :· 
'. 
: : : 1973; . and Waterhouse and Wat~rhouse, . l973)' • 
. 
··The four core structul."al units of· primate -rank orders have analogies in 
. ' 
I 
pre~C:h9ol children's dominance behavi~r·~ · For e~ample, ~n primates . males ar~ 
:usually dominant over their f ,emale count~rparts. A~derson (1937) .found males 
. . .. 
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study 'of children in n~rsery-,school . thr_ough. grade f~~r .. .. · oiitark et· a.l (1973) 
' : I 
r:eplicated this findin.g on .five to ten year· old children living in Switzerland 
r . 
and Ethiopia. I • 
r , 
· , · Males .also participa~e . in ·more dominance interactions as· is the case with 
·l')onhurnan-primates. 
. ...._, ' 
(1969) . 'Studiea a group of .'pres-choolers in ·which· McGrew 
I I ' ' 
mates formed 7·.0% of the group but were involved in ·.99% of the agonis-tic 
~ · ~ . 
intera'c~ions . . : Waterh~use artd. Waterhouse (1973) report th~t in one _group 'of 
. ~·· . . . . . ' 
.. . · .. 
preschoolers, boys were involved in 66\ ·of the agonist'ic. ·interactions while in ' 
anc:>ther group. · they were involyed ·.in_ 80%, 1 even th~~gh they formed only half of 
, • ' I I ' 
each group. ,_ This findi_pg has also bee!} _replicated cros.s culturally;_ 
' Jones and Kort~er (1973) ·found that 1 fo~ both ,London apd Bus~en- childre~, boys 
·. 
SGOred ~igher on. aggression. 
i:ri turn.,' ~his grea't~r .~9~x::essiv~ness of the males leads to their 
. . ~ 
hier~rchies :Qeing . Cl~arer and more stabte •. . . ~~h McGrew (1972) and Waterhouse 
. - . 
and· Waterhouse (1973) :f:ound'· that while male l?reschoolers could be rariked 
'J ~ ' 
... . . 
. hier_archially: females coulc;l not -be ranked either because they did not 
·., .. 




i.e~ - first one girl wins the~ the other and so on. 
. . 
Knuds~n · 
(1~73) ranked b h sexes· h_ierarchia~ly but f~und that ,the boys ~il the.· thr·e·e 
. --· grou~ she 
found that·, in 
d we~e easier to rank. . ~imilarly, Edelman and Om~rk _ (_19~3) 
L .... , . 
eight of nine classes of children, boy-boy ~yads ·had a higher 
/ 
.. p_e~centage ·of established. dominance ·than girl-girl dY,ads . .,.. 
'\ 
. ' . . ... . 
Again, as was · the case _with non-human primates, . these sex differences in 
\ . 
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. ·. . . 
: .... 
• ' .. 
.. . 
wher~ 'males in . th'ei_r rough .and .tumble . . play learn and pr,acti:Ce -domin~nce skfl,is . . ·: 
• • \ .. 0 0 : • • !.! 0 • • • • • 
o"' - • . • . • ' ." ') • ·. • · , . • . . ~ . • • . ' ~ . •. . . 
Omark (1972) foun.d' that foJ; chil#en. aged · ?·· ..:. 9, boys . tended to pliiy ·with - other . 
': .. .~ . . : ' . . . . . . .-
boys ·wh:lle gi!l~ p'lay~d. with .$irls·. · - ~rindle~ ~t ai _(1973).and~~~d·s~n (1973)_ . 
. ~ . . .. . ~ 
.. 
bo~h · report same-:-sexed J?,lay ·g.roups for prescho~l . . children and Knudson a),so 
. . . ' . . . . . 
. . ' 
found that males: ~ngage in mor~ rough and ·.·tumble play. this· eiex diHerence· in ·. [ . . . 
0 
. . 
rough . and tumble play 4ha~ been rep.licated cro!:ls-culturally .by Blurt'qn Jones _.;~_nd 
- . . ' 
. : 
Kanner (1973) and Whiting and Edwards (1973). 
' • • • 0 • <I 
The rem.aining core ·s~ructural un~t. 'of p~imate ·ranking syst'e~s, . t~~t males 
. . . . , 
·and females f~ sepa!ate sex hior~~chiOs," ~a\t;Oen' iepgi'ted f.or .. pr~schobl .: . , • 
children ~~y KnudS?n C}973) whi~h sugge~ts \ba~ this ;"y ~o~ b~ On i~p~:~~~t · 
. feature in their ranktng systems • . rh:s could be, duoe t() the : fact that sexual 
dimorphism is not~ as pronouncelii in ·. ~l,lman 'chiidren ·as i.n' some · nonh!Jmin primates, 
· . · ' a .·· . t · 
. so ~'he .. da.nger of fet:nal~s fighting with ma les is minimized . · 
.. 
' I Thus fa'r . in our consideration. of .human ·a:nd· primate . . . 
, 0 . . . . . 
. hav~ been concerned ~nly.wi~h the ont?geny of sue 
·· section· the phylog~netic·- o~ biologf.:cal aspects 
b~havfor . will be discussed. : · 
nce ·behavior we 
.. 






. ·') . . ·. ., . . . . · ~ - ~ ' .. . -.· - . . . 
• 't • 
~. Biological Bases :of .Sex ·Di:fferences ' in Pominance- Behavio.r ~ . . 
• f} - • •• 
.. · .. 
Many re~~archers .of -~eJ(~i:i.ffer'ences in behavior have s~ggested .that _some 
• ' • • • 0 
• " , • • • I ' •' • , 
o.f these diff erences may be <due to blologi,ca l factors. · For instance; :a great 
.. :· . 
·deal ~f re~.e·arch in· e~docrinology has led 't:o the conclusio.no. ~at ·'the presence . 
0 . • . ~ • . . .:1 • • • • 
or absence of the male sex hormones, or androgens, . during the cr~ti~al ' per iod 
.. 
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' . ' . . 
of· braln. organization and -d.ifferentiati6n affects later behavior. There is 
.. • •• c • • • • • • 
a substantiitf tradiqon of :~e~earch implicating\. ma1e sex hormone~ in the 
aggre~siv~ ·behavi?r Of many anfmal ' SP,ecies. 
durin~ crit.ic~l. (eriod~· ·o·f· br~in :~evelb~~nt 
The presence of testosterone 
is required for the appearance~£ 
f - • • 
: horma1 adult ·.~a1~ :~gg~e~·s.i ve' b~ria~ior. 
.. . 
' "t ' 
-
For example,· the treatment of newbo~n 
o o ; I ·~ o f~ma.le r·at:s with. t~~ male sex ha~one~ testost.~rone, resu).ts in tne apoli~ion 
: ' . . . . . ·.~ 
•' ,· . 
of normal feinaie .'beh&v:lor · and 'the exp.ggera.tion of ma1e' behaviors, ~articularly ~ 
• • .. : • • ' ~ f " 
0 \' 
. ...... 
aggression.' ·· Similar' results have be~n ·garnered from research ''on 'gUinea . pigs, .· 
~ . . ' . 
. . . ~amsters, ana mic;e. (se~ Reinisch, ·~974 I f,or re:riew) . • It ·ap"P'hars . that· ·the'se . .. ·. 
. ' 
.. . ·. 
• ~ \ • J • 
hormones affect -the brain in :.such a way that males are predisposed to l~arn 
:,I. ' .. ~ . • ... . . . ,· • . . ' . . . ' ' . 
: . a_ggre~s:j.ve beha~io.rs md~e · easiiy t_han fem~~~s.' .'· This biologi~al pred.ispos.ition 
. ·· .. 
···. 
;._ ~ / ·_:: .. e~terf int6. · ~ com~-l~x 'inter_al=!t~~n. ~ th :.e,tperi,ential facto.rs t9. p~oduce· sex~ally 
. . :- .. 
~imorphic adult behav.ior: . 
... . 
. . ; · · .. 
•. 
. ')' . . . . ·~ . . . . . . 
.. ... :·We wiil n·ow ·examine the nonhuman primate ·and' human data to. s~e .. what· effecc· .· 
... . \ . . : . ·., .. 
,; . 
· ~. · ·: t~ese :biolog-ical pr~·a'ispo~'itio~s · ha,;~·- on-.the. fo~r core· str~9·t·~ra_1 u11.its. o~f ·_, 
... · .. . . 
. ·. p'rim~~e domi.~ance· syst~!'l:~ · that ~.e ~~~·~ined e'~~+ier _._· . .. _ ·': .. . 
0 • ' • 0 • ' · • : • •• 0 • • • • • • : 
:!h · :)u'st the i~·st. d'ecade res~arc:ti, ·on .' the roie of 'testosterone ·in·· the · 
. . . . ~ . . . .. . . . . . · . •. .. ·'I? . ·~· . . .. ... :.' . :·· -: : . . ., . .:~: . ... .. . • -~ . . 
_·medi~ticm· ·of aggres's~on·. has been extende.d ··t :o · primat-es~ .·· c;oy .(1·9.68.) and· his 
' .· .. .. . .. . . . . · ... · . . . ·.· ... ·. . .. . 
. associ~~-es treated pregnan-t; _female · r_hes~.s ·11\onkeys. wi~~ · tel:1tos1;:~ron'e :thereby · 
• • • • ' ., •'. -· t. • f ' • 
··: :· 
. . '·masc~~i'nizing : any females .they 'ga1f·~ _.birth ·.to . . ·.:within .. a few w~eks . of lif~ . . th~'se 
: ·: .. :. . . /. ·,, . . •' .. • ·. ' . . . . . :_ . ·. . . ' . . ..... 
masculini'2ea:-Jfe)'llale rhes4s' in'Eints :engaged -i~Q far· more rough and tl.llllhle play and 
• • • • ' . • . •• 0 • • 
. . ~ 
. thre·at behaviors. than n·orrna~ ·females "did: .,No ·-nQrmal control females e~u-all~d 
., 
or exceeded: the!masculinlzed f~ales in these beha~~~rs. 
• • • - . \ 4 •• •• • • • • 
As ~dults~ th~se 
f emale,s contfnued t? 'sh~w ,abnormally high threat. b~ha':'ior .. · Phoeni?C, (;9y, and 
\ 























Resko ( 196S) cof\.clude that these results sh~ that ~ort;nal action ·early in 
( 
: an· ind~yldu~l' s de~elopm~nt ha~ profo~nd effec~s on _later behav;f.ors 
1 
such as 
aggre,ssion, figlit:Lrlg, and dominance. 
. . ,· 
•f 
In stu.dies on captive groups ~male rhesus.monkeys, Rose 'et al ·'(1.971). -~ -
• '~, ' I• 
. ..... ' .. 
found that. I?lasma testqsterone levels are cor-related with dominance_ .. rank and· ' . 
frequency of ·aggress_ive behavior .• In · later .e-xperimental s.tudfes.t they 
. ·. . ~· 
. . .. \ ,. } . 
dis~~yered that. males,' when allowed to become d,om~na'nt~ ' showed two· ~0 th~eefold 
·increases in ' testosterone. levels ·whiJ_e ~hen·\hese. males were lat"~~·· ·subjected to 
I - • .._,. ' , ' ~ • ' • ,. "' • ':. • • 
-· 
_;defeat, their levels ·fe·ll 80% from baselin~ leve;t{· . (~ose ··~~ al, 19~2 ,_· 1975) ·. 
~ ' ""· . ... ,,· .. . 
These results gi've some . ~ndication of the. comptex interaction between environ- • 
men tal events and biological · process~s. ., .. 
. · , 
.. ·- . 
··· .. ·.whi~h 
, . 
On the human level similar results have been' }:'eported from 'tfu~:few. ~tudies · 
. • 4! . " ' . " h?-ve . bee,n done . . ·Persky ~ al . (1971) found that testosterone levels were 
.. 











·: . .. highly· correlatea with a . measure. of aggres~ioa derived· from que~ti'!nnaire..:.~ike 
·. 
repor·ts~ Neither· Kretiz and R~s:e· :(l97:i) nor ·Meye~-Bahlb·u~g et _ ai.~_l9.74)~. for · 
,, 
male ·prisqners and studeuts respectWely, , ·could replic·ate this·. fi~d.ing~ However_, 
Kreuz .9rid .Rose did find ~hat prisoners .'with hi~to'ries . of ~violent crim.ea in 
. ; ' . 
ad-~lesaence had s'ig~ificantly .higher levels of ~-test~sterone .than pris9hers ~ho' 
. . had ·no history of violent crime. Also, since all·of thes'e studies used pencil · .. 
' . . . ~ . 
and paper measur~s of aggression and . not actual observations, they _p.,re . hard to 
~valuate. For example, Ehrenkrariz, .£! al• (1974) fouqd no significant co.rrelation 
. . . 
. . ... . . 
between testoste.rone level$ and ps~Ychological measures ·in a group of . male· . 
. ~ . . ·. . . . . . . .. 
' . 
. priso_ners. Howe:vet, on the b~sis of personal obse rvations· carried 'out :over. a 
. 
. . 
; pe'riod of year~~ 36 ~risoners were_. categ'?rized as either chronically aggressive,. 
.-.. . 
{ : 
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/ . ·. 
.. ,· 
socially domif1ant but .not aggres'sive~ or not dominant arid ~on-aggre~sive. ." They: · ,.. 
~ • I o • 
·then fou'nd significant. re'lati(?nshl.ps bet.we~n teS'tos,terone ·and aggres·sion, ·and · 
..... . . ' . . 
SQCial dominance~ . Tve · chronically aggressive and so~ially Cominant pr~soners 
\ . 
. . ' 
had' higher levels of testosterone than, the non..;.aggressive/non-dominant: · grOt!P· 
This st'udy ·clearly. :shows the impor~ance of·a·ctual.b'ehavioral obsex:val:ions in 
such studies·. 
Sex ~nd·ethrii~.differences· in testosterone· levels have al~o been reported. 
r,• 
Money ·~tria E~hardt (1972) ··note .that· adult males :h~v~ te~ turies as much. ·~e.stost~r~~·e 
.. 
~s female~ and Lunde and_ Hamb_urg (1972)·: note that thete are ~ex differences in 
I : • • • , - • • ' I . . ' ~· ' 
these levels from bif~h.~ .. onwards. Briggs and Briggs (19.12) f.O\lnd differences in 
.J • : ' • • 
• : . a, . ' . ' . . • 
the testosterone level's of men, and. women of 'European, African·,. and Asian orig_it:l.~ 
.·. 
· .. . 
l~ving i!l Zi=Ullb:i.a~ .-Africa. 'One c~ul~ecul~te that p~rhaps c~~~~-cultur~l 
differences in .ag~ression may be parii~l~.caused'by~correspond1ng endocrine 
differences. ,- .. . .. 
I • 
. .. .. 
. ·The. expe;rimental 'work c;m rna'sculinized rh'esu's females also h'as i ts counter-
... 
. , . 
part on the h~an ievel. . Money: and 'Ehrhardt '(1972) :have 'studied 'groups of 
., ~ \ ' . 
human femaies -who 'have been"masculi nized in utero either ·because their. mothers . 
. · ··-~ .. 
. . ~ . .. 
received androgens · as· a. · treatm·e~t to p~event tttreatenecf misc~rriages ' or b~caus~ . 
they ·~uffered from ·a congenital-disorder of .the adrenal cortex·. These: gi~ls. 
·· .. 
were oorn .· with genit~ls whi~l,l r~sernbl.ed. ·ehose o£ bhys, . hut they we're surgically 
. . . . . . . 
•, . . .. 
feminized at a~ early.age and._they' grew up to -see th~selves as girl~, as· well 
: . . 
. . 
as to be seen ~s girls by peop~e who came into ' cqntact .with them. 
. i When ' these 
. ·. : . . girls .were matched with;. and · co~pared to, a . carefully se~~cted_ group, .of _controL 
• • • • 0 - ' ' • • • • • • • • 
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. . ~ -
girls, more ·so than the c _orrtrol. gir~s, J;"egard~d themselves as· tomboys,· engaged 
. • .. ' 
. . 
.. in more ·vigorous activities, :pre'ferr.ed to join in with boys -in' their energetic 
•\ 
play, showed ·more dominance ?ehavior, and so on. Money and Ehrhard~ explain 
their ·"tomboyish" · b~havio~ as a sequel to the masculinizing effect of the exc~ss 
~ 
androgens on the fetal brain. 
'· 
·These prenatal · dete_rminants are later 
. . ( . . 
1.ncorporated w1.th pOStnatal socialization · ~xperiences and exe~t an impor.tap.t 
' • I o 
' . 
. .. 
influence on g~_nde_r _activity ~nd. behavior_. 
, I 
To: conclude this section, we can see' that ·the -four core stru9tural units : 
ofi prr:'atf~ierarch;es, id;;.,tif.ied earlier, · ·specially the sex diffe,ences 
incorporated ·in these principles, .may-be partially determined by biological · · 
, ' 1 • • 
fact:ors. 
•;.'• 
. . \ . . . 
In the case of the higher priinates· 'incl1,1dj,~g man·, endocrine influences . 
. . . ' . ' ~. . 
on behavior are diluted 'by social and' experiental factors bu~ even ori this le'vel, 
behavior is the product of the inter~ctio~ bet~een. biological and env.ironmen~al 
t • • ' • 
. ' 
variables. The prena_tal hormones affect. the ease of. learning· certain 
. 
behavio'rs such. as aggression and dominance. L_earned cul~ral beha\rior does no.t 
represent. a break with biology _but is rather involved :i;p a complex interaction 
with it. ..As La~~en o:973) notes, culture and testosterone are in r~arkable 
agreement .as to sex differences ' in behavior. · 
In the following sections we \tfill examine the .effects of dominance rank 
I 
artd sex on proxemic· behavior. 
•,, 
\ · . . . 
· · The Effects. of Oominanc'e Rank· and Sex on.' Microspa'tial Proxemic Behavior 
. I 
·In. this ·thesis five microspatial.p::oX'em~c variab~es are examined. . Here 
,If ., 
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we will reivi"ew the literature to see what effec;ts rank and sex have-on each of 
these variables~ The five· . variables· are : (1) int~rper.sonal distance; 
(2) body ori'entation; · (3) eye·contact~ (4) tactile contact; · (5) ·voice 
,, 
loudness. 
.; . .. 
The first varj,able, interpersonal distance, refers to the d{stance between 
) . ' 
.two ''int~racting o'rganisms •· . Several authors have noted that· .there is a close 
connection between · pe~sr;mal sp~ce and rank. Leyhausen (1971) sees p~rsonal · 
: spac'e as a status symbo~'; ' the size of an ' area around an. individual is often .a 
· prec'is~ .indicator· of ~bel rank .that the i~di;idual holds. The -observation that 
dominants. have larger personal spaces has been noted. for . r,nany animal species. 
For ex~ple; Ginson (1968) found thi'S for fi~h·, whi;te on the ,primate ··level thi_s·· 
u ... • • • • . • • .: _. . : ., 
.. ' . 
relationsh.ip has been noted 'for langurs (Jay, 1965; Richards, 1974)·,· and 'for 
. .. . . . . . , . . ' . ..~ . ~· .· ·. . . . . 
. Japanese monkeys (Alexande.r and Bo~ers, 1969;. •iamada, 1971) •· .. This c~~cept of 
. . . . : .· . . . ~ . . ' . 
"dominance q=i,stance" ·also forms .a Il,lajot part of :Chance's (l967} theory on 
'. :· 
primate.rank orders • . He_h~lds ~ha't ~ocial relationships: are ·to ·be. understo?d 
. •' ., . 
from t·h_e · w~y : i.ndivid~a-~s ·orient the~selve~· s~atially_. · · Do~in'ant males ~ct ~s 
sources of Both pain and.P.le'asure and their tieing a source . of 'pain ieads t::o 
•• ! 10 • I ' ' 
· ·. equiLi.briatory techniques ' or spacing out: to d·ecrease the pos~il:!i.l.ity. of _pain. 
. ' . . 
sex differelldes· in interperson·al distance -have ·been. rioted in many primate 
-- ' '. . . . . 
studies. Bernstein (1971) ~tudied the spatial behavior. of ten_. diffe.rent species · 
' . . 
of old world primates -and fc::>Wld that in nine· of these groups females teri'd.ed to 
·use . less space in· ~ocial :i:nteraction than. · mc:tles: · KUmnier · (1974) found that 
~· . 
.0· 
t • ' ( . ' • ' . . 
··:females aiso 'l;lsed less space' in gel~da baboons and ·patas mon}<;eys. 
, . • ~ • '• ~ . . • , I . ~ . • • , • . ' . : " • ' .• : ' 
'Ma~y ~f these. findings are also .common on t _he n~a~ iever.· _. ... The •. influence 
·· .. 
-·. 
• 'I : 
, l ·, 
'. 






























of rank ·or status has been noted in many studies. 
•.. 
.. ' 
Engebretson and Fullmer· 
: (1970), using semi-projective methods, found that in the t,hrae cultura~ groups 
they stpdied, a figure de.sig~ated "professol;'" ·was pla~~d at ·a greater distance 
0 
:·than ~igures termed "friends" or "relative".. . They found relationship t 'o be a ·; 
powerful determi~ant of perso~al distance . Barash (1973,) observed more spatial 
. J 
equilibri~Hon in students who were approachec:I by · a high status individual .. than 
for students.' approached ' by in~ividuals of . lower status. 
- . . 
Hudson ~-~ (1972) 
/ 
ex~iped pre~chool . children'~ spatial behavior in ~errns of Chance's · (1967) 
conception of attention structure and ·found dominance to -be an important factor , 
. ' ' 
in th~ir ~ehavior. King_ (1966) noted that the ratio of "friendly" :to "urifriendl¥'' 
. . . . I 
acts was strongly related to .personal distance in an experirne'nta'l situation 
,. . . . •' .. · . . 
among l:>r:escho9l ch:iJdren. '. ,Als~, .a reworki~_g of his :data2 shows 'that the 
average approach distance in dyads with established dominance was greater than 
for· dyads without established dominance . 
. Studies conceqling ; external sources of threat, which. is 'somewhat similar 
I , 
to ~ominan.c~, ' als~ show similar re_sults~ 
children · used -greater distances when . one figure was :·t~rrned "feared peer•.•. than 
wit;h figures cdesignated "friend", "ac~aintance", a~d: so on. · Kinzel (1970) 
I . 
notes ·tnat viblent male prisoners require _~ larger pe~sonal space zo,pes than non-
, . 




2 Kin~· (19~6:112) gives ·a table which shows the ' data that he . eoll~cted on 
each dyad. Thirt'een of twenty si~ dyads showed · ~stablished dominance 
which was determined· oy very short .'observations of unspecified "friendly." 
a~d "unfriendly" acts. The table was ·rearranged -to give comparisons 
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. . . 
As in the nonhuman primate case, sex differences, with females using less 
space than males, h(\ve,been reported for human,s. Evan:; a!ld Howard (1973) in 
' . 
a review of personal space studies, note that. one of . the few· g~neral finoings 
. ~ ~ 
'_of many 'researchers is that" adult females use less personal . distance than males. 
. . ' '• . 
However, .mixed results have been reported by investigators of this relationship 
.on children: 
I • J 
. Aiello and Cooper (1972.) and Oroark ,(1972) did find that females use less 
'. 
space in grade sc!lool . children of v~rious ages, while Guard6 (1969) and Guardo . 
·and Meisels (1~69) likewise found that ·they used ' less space than boys ~der 
' ' ' 
p6siti~e affect cond~tions but more under · negative· affect conditions . 
. . . 
Pe?!ilrsen (197.3a), Jsing. a si.m~lation IJleasure, als~ ~~u~d th_at females .. used less 
spa'ce between grade two and six, but that th~re were . no' sex differences in the 
. ' . 
· earlier grades. · . Aiello and Aiello · (1974)u also report; a similar· developmental 
' . I 







trend for sex differences in six to . sixteen ·y~ar olds, and they arg\le from this . . . ' ;!: 
I . that . sex . diffe~en~es will be· minimal among young children. 
. . 
This is supported 
by ,Eberts and Lepper (1975) and McGrew and McG:i:'ew ,(1972), who fo.und ,nQ sex · 
, • . 
differences in nu·rsery school children.... .·0~ t~e· other :harid, ·B~ach ~nd -Sok<:ilof'f 
· (1974) ·report that: males·, and not f~ales, ·us·~:a less space in the preschool ·· 
. ' 
' ' c~ildren 'they ·studied, as did Ba?s and. Weinstein (1971) -for . fiv~ to seven year 
'• ' ' I 
. olds9 al t;ho\igh the sex differences in the ].atte~ study were no~ prono\mced. 
Strawbridge (1974) also could not replicate the' adult sex ciifference of ·femal~s 
• • < 
' using 1ess space on grade school children • . 
0 cultu~al or subcul~ural differences .further cloud .tpe'issue. 
; 
Baxter · 
' . I 
(1970} . found that female children used .les.s sp~c~ .in · Mexican ',Americans, but 'the 
. ' 
'. ' ·, 
.· ,. 
,. 
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opposite. was true :for black child.r~n. Jone!s and Aiello (1973) and Aiello, 
,· and Jones (1971-)- re.P<?'l't similar confourtding results. ' . 
• 0 ' 
We can see fro~ tbis review of personal · space research .· that · there exists 
. . . . . . . ' ' . ' . : 
. . ' . . . .. 
a substantial lack of 'consi'stent, fi'nding's,· especially. regarding th~ effect of 
' • I lo ' f • " 
sex on proxemic behavior. : · Also~ data from · P..reschool children ·. is very meagre . 
. . 
The second micro9~a7ial ·proxE!J!l~C vari!3hle .·is body or,j.,entation, . t~i~ 
• . . . . t . 
refers to the re.lation of the axis .of one per~on.' s sh.oul ders to another,' s~ that 
· ·-!' is, . hqw directly they are facin~ one another. Much le~?s research' has been 
done 'on bOdy orientation than personal space,· but some studies have examined 
.•. 
the effects of rank apd,. sex on this variable. 
MtBriqe et, al (1963) note that in domest.ic hens two 'birds approaching: one 
' . 
an0th~r. tend·. to a v101id each pth~r' s ,frontal· aspect wh.ich is co'nsidered to be a 
·dej:ensive ·ml¥sure. Ripley (1970) observed that . in . langu~ monkeys if two 




















•.' ' , , 
occur; She further· notes ~hat . langurs use· a less direct ~dy orie.ritation to 
avoid social contacts. 
. . ... 
Van Hoof (1971) sees ttirning the back a~ ·'a form of 
avoidance in chimpanzees. finally, Poirier . (1970) .not~s that. subordinate 
langurs turn their b·acks to d.ominants. 
. . 
· on the topic of sex differences ·in body 
' . 
ox:ientation·~ the animal behavior literature has littie· to ·offer. 
On the human level., Hall (1963~1009) not~s that body orientation is · l inked 
with ."t~e social setting and the age, sex1 and . status of the two part;ies". . 
, H.:Wever: . v.ery. H t tle .empiricah:.or< has been d~ne on t~ese vari~l~~ and w~. . . 
little has· ~een done has come up with contradictory results. . For . example , 
I ' 
Barash' tl973) found tpat college students turned away when approached by a higb 
•. 
. . 
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status individual, whiie Mehrab:ian · (1969) notes that bo.dy orientation directed 
'· 
.. at, a h.~_gll staJ::~s pe_rson' was more 'd.~r~?d than 'that ·used when interacting with· 
. . . ... . . . ' .. .: ~. . 
o , 
· a lower status person. 
.In a simiiar vein; Guardo (1969) found tha~ about- 20\, of . th~ children 
she tested placed a figure represen~ing themselves in a back-to-back boqy 
<l 
orientation' w~th figures 
I,' • ~ ... ' ' • ' ~ • 
designated "feared peers", while :Aiello and Coope'r 
" • . , • I 
. . 
high schqql stu9knts · who were positivel·y disp9sed to 
. . . 
(19_72) ·found that ju~ior. 
one another. int.eracted at· a: more direct angle than did ~e9atively disposed 
dyads . . ' . 
Cof!cerning sex dif~erence$ in body orientation,. the literature als9 shows 
. ( I • 
opposing findings. . · Jones . . (1971) studied. four· sub-cul turaJ,. groups· in New· York o 
• ' • • :· 1·.. ~· • • • ' • .. .. 
City and found th'at1 females used a more direct body orie.ntation in all four 
groups. Aiello and Cooper (1972) also ·found females 'to be more direct 'in a 
· , . 
stud:y o.f jurtior high school' students. However, developmental studies 'show 
somewhat dif_fererit sex' di·fference~: For example_, Aiello aJJ.d Aiello (1974) 
.. 
• found · that ,males. were slightly more direct in g~ade one · but that r~males were 
·' . .. . . . . . . .. . . 
_: ~- -
more direct at the otbe;r grade levels. · · Aiello and. Jones (1971°) also ofou~d m~ies • 
to. be more _di_rect in grades one and ~w?, but Jones and. Aiello ( 1973) . reported 
. ~hat 'males were less. di::-ect in. black first to fifth grade childrEm . 
.. ' 
_The 'on~y · 
·study 'co~ce-l:·ning bqdy orientation in presc;:hoolers found ·no sex differences 
? . . 
· . (B~ach and . Sqkoloff, 197Jl) although they · used ~ very _general measure C?f direct/ 
nondi!rect 9rientation. Clearly, more ~esearch is J!eeded on s~x diffe(!'ences in. 
children's body orientat'ioh to help clarify this i .ssue ~ 
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variable,. eye contSlCt( which :_haS"· J?robably b~en ~e. subject 6f niore resear_c~ ' 
./ - ~ - ~ ! 
·than any . other pro:xeml~ variable. 
·. . ' . . I 
' .. , ,// . .. 
' ·:-:''g . . 
In many nonhuman pril)latl,;s·, d_~rect eye contact - ~unc.~io~.s as a threat 
behavior while averting . tile· gaze is submissive and perhaps acts 'as an 
. . . 
appeasement gesture. This has been foU!)~ ,:for la'ngurs (Jay 1 1965)·, baboons 
(Hall and Devore, 1965) , gorillas (Schaller, 1965) , ~d ·chiJ!lpanzees (Goodal, · 
.1968), among other· species. Rowell (1966a) similarly reports· that 76% of · 
stares followed the pattern ~ominant threatens subord.inate. . · yine (1970) . . 
comments that a stare during threat' a~pears to .be an homologous behavior fat: 
·,a ":ide range. of primate. species_. 
. 
~-
However 1· while direct Ei,~ar~s usually follotT the pa~tern. domiri~t s1:ares 
at subordinate, a central part .of Chance's (1967) ·"attention structure" model 
. . .. 
of primate rank orders is that subo~dinates shou~d look· 'at dominant.s m9re. 
.. 
For example, Richards (1974) reports that .subordinates .frequently glance at the 
d~~inant male \'lhile. t1itchell (1972) also found that monkeys ·glance nervous·ly at 
. <dominants- but that they ·look away to avoid . direct eye· contact. · Thus 1 we. can 
,• •. 
• I ,. ' 
.·see that the duration of ·a. look is very . important and is. associated with' 
. ' .. , 
different behavioral states. This often leads to problems because using 
nat,uralistic' observation r,netl\o~s, a stare ·and a glance are often very difficult. to 
differentiate. 
I 
- Sex differences have been reported' in nonhuman pr~mate .. lookin<i behavior. 
. . . \ 
Ro~ell (1966a) ret?orts that in her study group of baboons,. facial threats 
' . . 
involving stares are m.ore comrno~ · among· females th~n males. Mitchell {1972) 
and . ~ompson (1974) both report that in rhesus monkeys females look more 






















frequen'tly than males . arid this :·sex di~ference appears as. early as three mon'ths 
of age. 
., . ./. 
Mitchell also· notes that. females' elicit ·more looks than males. _ 
{ 
One~ again, these resui ts h~1.ve parallel~ on the human · ievel; but again 
. . . 
there are ambiguous findin_g_s. . Staring a~so '.functions. as : ~n aggressi~e 's'ignai . 
in human adults (Ekman,· ~972) and -cpildren (Blurton Jones, -1972a). 
··~ 
'Ellsworth 
.et. ~1 (1972) found· that staring elicit_s av~iqance ·and. acts as~ a . ·threat display 
. . 
while Hutt and Ounsted (1970) remark that gaze aversion in autistic children 
functions. as an app~asement gesture •. C'ross:-cul tural data · a~so support ·the 
· .hypothesis that staring is a :- i;hreat behavior in man. Watson· (1970) reports 
. ' 
that ~is · African, Asian, and · Indian- Pakistani informants stated that eye contact 
. . .· . . r . 
conveys aggression and wpuld not be . used iri interactions with high status· 
in.di vidqals. Hall (1974) points· out that among the .Navajo_· direct .gazes· imply 
hostility whil~ for the Bushmen · staring is considered rude aJ?·d abhorrent . (~homas ,. 
... '1959). 
Eye contact has also beeri related to do~inancci. Thayer.: (1 9E?9) reports 
. ... . . ' 
, : that recipients of. long looks rated an ~xper~enter. higher on''dominance than · 
..0 · 
did -recipients of shorter looks. · .Arg_yle ~ al (197·4) found that a continuous 
. . .· 
ga~e was rated highest on dominance while his subjects rated the zero 'gaze 
• • • • • 0 
. situation lowest on dominance. ··. Solll!tler (i9~7) rei?Or,t~ that little direct eye 
0 
. . c.ontact is made with dom~nant ' individuals at close . quarte·rs, while ·strongm,an 
. ·~ 
. . 
·and ' Champness (1968) found that dominant i~dividuals won staring en<;:oun~ers more · 
often· than subqrdinates . However, both ·Meh;rapian · (1969) and· E~line . (1972) 
report that individuals U!?e more ey_e contact' whE!n interactiQg with l1igh status 
people than with lower status individuai.s. 
. ' 
_.,, .. 
. .. , , 
I ' 
·sut, Mehrabian di_d ~ote that liking 
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was also invo~ve.d ' s~ it could be that, as was the case with the p~i.mate data; 
'. ' 
that diff~rent;. types of ey~· ·<?o~tact . ~re a:ssociated .. ~it;~ different· motiva~ional 
states .. 
. . . . . . \ 
In fact, a number· of researchers have .sug.9ested this. For ~.nstance, 
Argyle and Dean (1965) argue that there are "a!?.P~·aac~ and avoidance" forces · ·. 
behind eye contact, while Kendon (1967) speaks of "¢xpressive arid monitoring" 
b • • . . 
functioriE? and Exline (1972) of glances of "power and preference" •. Theoretically 
. . 
·these distinctions are easy tc:> make,· but empirically the distinction· is not so 
cl.ear. For example, ·Kendon (1967) reports 'that mutual gaz;e~ ·are usuafly only 
about one second in dur'ation. If looks are this brief, how is ·ane to determine 
' ' .1. I ~ ' • 
the motiv:p.tions inherent ·in them, especiall'Y when' one leaves the laboratory to 
do field observations? 
Never'tlleless, some authors do r ·e.Port results which seem 'to sup.Port these 
motivational distinctions. For example, Otnark (1972) found that in first grade 
. . I . 
. . 
children dominants were more likely' to win starfng en.counters than. subordinates, 
... :-:..;;. 
.  
but he also reports that low ranking children look at dominf\.nts· more th~m 'vi.c 
I 
versa. WaterHouse and Wate:rhouse (1973) also--r-eport. this .. latter finding which 
shows' that Chance's (1967) ,;attention structure~' model works on the huinan level 
. ~ . 
as well1 oma~k' s. d9-ta ~lso suggests. that · there do exist: both appro.ach and 
avoidan~e tendencie~ in eye contact. 
.. · 
In the area Of .sex differences in Jeye contac-t, the results· are more . -.. :--
. . . . ' 
con-clusive. Ellsworth and tudwig. (1972:379) state, · ·;,In .res earch 'on visual 
' . • I • • • • • · • • ' 
" ... 
·behavi9r; sex dif ferences are the rul..e, rather than the ·exc·eption". 'Adult 
women have usually been found 1 t? engage in··more' eye .~C:,ntact· · than' men (Argyle. 
. . 
and Dean, 196?; Aiel~o, 1972'; Exliri.e, . 1972;· .an~ Watson, 1972):, while 'adult males 
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have .been found to · avoid more eye contact than females (Argyle and Dean, . 1965; 
Exline ~ al, _1965) • · 








. . . . ' . ", . ' . . , 
conflicting data as to when this se.x . di~ference first app.ears. . Russci (1975~
found . fbat for~ c~ildr.en. in kinde~garten -· grade si . m~eye . - · . 1 
con~t _.~an rnaws-..:.·--H1::n;~Ee~v~·eerr-:, IP~o;-;s;it~a~n:d Hetheringt:on .(],974) found no se;( . 
~ 




but by, SiX years of age girls are Using ,the <?Ue· b~tte;r- than boy_s ·, which:. suggests 
<! 
~at this sex. diff~r~nce i~ Jlbt _prevalent. in t:n~. preschool ye~rs. .This ,is 
' . . 
supp~r;ted by Beach an~ Sokoloff's (1974). finqlrig . that there we~e n<?.>s·e~ . 
·.differences in, pre.sc;:hool children. However, some circumstantia'l data· 'sugg~sts 
that female P,reschool~rs may engage in . more eye . contact than males . 
. , 
.and at preschool females usf!tl more eye cont.act when 
aonversing with an experimenter than males. Also, Ebert~ an'd Lepper .(1975) 
'" ' ' . 
fciWld simil.;r ities betweer{ ·adults and pr~schoolers ·in the relationshi'p between 
. . . .. ' . 
eye c~mtact . _ and . interpersc:;nal distance, ··wh.ich suggests that other ~indings from 
' adults, such as ·'s'ex- differences~., n'tay also operate on the' IU"eschool level. 
. . .. ·' __:.-..--- . . 
• ' . . ~--,-





· i>:i-o~de a. great deal ot 
. , ... " .. . ~ · iant::~~ing ·~ank, it has 
i~formatio~ · ~n relat~·~"i'tsh±-os::-a,t'lcln:.3a7:ctt~i· ll~e;-;c~o~n~t~a~c~t~ .. 
. .11: 
ofter«een found that dominant s determin'e the . a:moun-t.~_o'f ·; 
. . 
physi.cal ·cont~ct ftlhich t~kes place i ·n a s.ocial~ interaction. · 
' -
Subtle dominance 
' ·' i nte ractions .may. inVOlVe the USe· O.t: ~ight tOUCheS in Ch~impanz'eeS (Goodal, 1968) 1 
gor i llas (Scha~ler, 1965) ,· and langurs (Jay,_ ~965). . Rowen· (l:966a) 'found that · 
. . -;·' 




. ----·-- ' . 
•. . ~ ' • . ~ . ~ . . 
., ._ 
, I . 
-;3i- . 
subord~nate, while Bernstein and Sharpe (.1966) :lowest ranking 
• • • 0 • •' p 
members of ~ rhe~us .mon~~!. gro~p ~a~w st s~or.es for contact. · ~ Similarly 
Talmage-Riggs an~~sche~~und that s~ord~nate squil:r~l monkeys . . rare:ly· . 
. ~~----'-initiate huddli.ng' with higher rankers .and Weber (1973) observed that when · 





0 . . • ' • Q • 
subqr'dinate langurs touc.:h a · domi.riant, this behavior is' ~ccompan.l,.ed ·'by · 
0 • 
•/ 1: ~ 
expressions of st.rong fear. Thus, ~t appears that dominance is cl,early 
. . . ' !'\_ . • 9 
associated wi t)1 !:aking the initiative in contact behavior. 
. . . i.. "' 
d . ' ) 
For ·sex.odifferences in c~¥~t, ~ern_st:ein (1.9TI) ·• fo';IDd ~t ~ii. ·;;in~· of ·~e · 
ten different species .of old .Jhric;(' primates he observed, females e~gaged in more ,o 
/'""' . 0 I 0 • • • . ' 
· 'con~act than males. RoyJ"ell (l966a) also . . found. this for cap-~iv~ . b~oons." · . . 
,
1
• c I , HoW~ver, Nadler and Braggio (1974) -~oUnd ~at ma~es, ra.th~r .thana-.femal'es, .. enga9~d 
q •. · ~ 
in more ·contact behavior in .. captive chimpanzees a~d .orangutansf ·so this 
'1 e f .. ·, 0 • ;-- • 
: rei~~_ionship between sex and contact _ b . no't as clear as tha't for rank:' and 






Much les.s .research has o-h~~:~t. be~~ior~ -~specially .. . d • • . . ! . , •• 
its' ·r~_lationship 'to rank. , Hen e - (1973} argues· that status d1,fferences are · 
. ' . ' 
_procal touching, tha.t is domin~nts can, touch subo~dinat'es · 
. 
but not vice versa. She found that males touch females m~re ~d :interprets 
. ' . . 
this as "i,ndicative that touc~ing 'is one ' molfe 'tool . \i'sed·'by U\ale S'llpremaci~t 
·:- · .. 
society. to keep WC?m~n .in' their place11 · , (Hen~ey~ 1973: 431} ~ · McGrew. _(1972) 
.• 
found · that in ~r.eachool: ·childr_~J;l,." the m?st and l~pst aggressive. ch~ldren sho'f{ 
• 
· little physical con~ct, It is clea r that, 0as Weitz tl97~) ppints o.ut, .lJIUCh more . 
c! •• • • - 0· • • .. 
• 'J • 
' 
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Sex dlfferences in contact behavio~ havybeen studied in···only a · lit tie 
I ~ ' • , J. 
' .· ' . 
0 
mqre detail. Whiting and · Edwards . (1973) report tat there are ~iversal sex.·-
~; _ ,., . . 
differences, w:~.th females engaging in more contact', fqr ·chilc.i~en aged three to. 
. 
six. Draper . (l973) a'lso reports that Bus}).men girls ,engage in more cont~ct · 
\•th'e~ boys; as do. th~ ,British coiiege students that Jojlrard~ (1966) studied; . 
c • . ' , , , . 
'~~wever,' G~tt~ri-ed and S~a~ (1974)· found that whil~ .young black f_emaie.s ·aa 
~ ' 0 
engage in more contact ·at age thiee·, ··males engage in . more at ac.1e £~\~e. ·:· Again, 
•· 
mo~e· r_~s~ar~_".is ciearly needed., · ·. 1 
f ' • • ~ • ) ~·For th~ final· miqrp·spat.iai prox.~ic 
. . - . 
variable,· voice loudness, · the non- · . 
. '.; 
· human prim.C~:te· d~ta · is of no help because verb~lization is tinique to inan. On 
. ,. 
• ~ c. 
.huma~s .r{tt~e researc;h has ,been 'don~e on' thif:! 'variable l!iy proxemicists.· 
l . . . . . ·"' '... . . ·. . . . ' . '" ~ .' . . . ' ; . 
' ~onc~rnin~; ~-  _dtjf~renc~s '. -~-~r~ifin_ · (197~) ~r_gues ~h<;lt .. sub~is~i~e : ·~eopl~ _,hav;. · .. 
· ~ofter voice.s . tha~ · d.ominarits ·while- Argyle• et ~1 (197o) · feel that "a ·loud J 
. . ·.··· .~· . .. · .. ~ , . .. ·-- , • 
.. dom~nating voice" is· use~ to communicate 
0
SUperiority.·. There 'is also some : cross- . 
.. 't ~ . •. • 
J • 
a • ' ~ 
. . . \~ . . 
cuttU~?-~ ·~ata ·t~a-~ . ·b~ars .this out. ' .~atson •'s (1.970) Asian infbrmants felt t!hat 
.. . 
. . 
. :c· raisin~. t~·e v~ic;e . ~~nvey's . anger, while Indian-Pak~stani_s: 're'port~d that it',' convey~ -
~ ,..., , 
·•an·. att~J:-.-'~t 'domi:nanc~·. lian (1974.l similarly reports that.·a loud v:o;ice 
,. · • .. ...; ' - !' . ; ... · • 
. l . 
, . 
'sig~ais -a~ger ·- ~o the Navajo. 
; . c . . . -~ . • .. 
· ,< ori· : ;;o~;/diff_er~~ces, . wat·s~n ( 1 972) ·f ourid that whi~e -~~~s· used ·a. 
"' . .· . . < ·-_ . , . 
' _ , I 
• 0 
~ louder 
. ' . 
. ~·-
No p;:dxemic. studies have repor t ed . sex 0d~ffere11ces . ·f or . · yo~~e t~a.n ... f ema l es.· 
'" • ' • ' J I • ._ • ' •' • ~ • 
... pr'eschoole.r s. ·p'~t Om~rk (1972) . found •t!iat"' 'rh.t .le g'i:r:)s .'t~lked mbre .while Gott::fried 
. . . . . ' . . - . . 
' ,r' Q 




· . ':\hi~ c~m~l~t·~.s ~cir · r~view of ' research :ori ' mi~ro!?pa.tial · pr~xemic behav~~r. 
' ~~~ril - this ~review. tf:wo·. ge·n~~~~· concl~~~~ns .'~an be :m~d~··: : '(1) . t~at th'e effects ' o~ ' 
• ' • \ .. • ' • ~ • 0 • .' ~ • 
o. 
•' 
. I ' 
9 
. ' . 
· .. , . 
. . . 
. ' 
. ~ .. 
. . "" 
' / 
.· 
. . .. ~ . . . . 
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' 
• "'' ·-· ·{ 
. .. 
• • . c 
dominance rank ahd · sex on human proxemics are far from ~lear; and (2) there 
\ 
is .a: lack.'of data regardit?g the effects of .these two variables on preschool 
\ 
children's proxemic behavior which retards the study of the development of ' 
. ..· . · .. · j • .. I 




In the next sect~1on the effects of -rank. and .sex on· .. macrospatial wo~~ic ·-:_~~ o I • 
i. beha~ior, that i!? . the use of · spac·e· on the. lar'Ofe~ ~hysicai e·nvironmEmtai ~ev':l, ·-~'• 
will be· examined.· 
/. , .· 
._, 
l " ·.l 
'The Effects· of· Dominance Rank-and 
,-
Sex on Macr~spatiai Proxemic Behavior 
.. ·. ( '· 
.. 
. . 
o\ · On this level five· variable!?· will b.e discussed · in relation to · rank and 
' • . ' •' • • ,'I .;, . 
~ex. · .. Th~y_.are: . : {1~ . freedom of movement; (2)· avoided are{ls: (3) monopolized 
.. . 
zones;· (4) juri.sdict.ion~l or territc:>rial. pe,ha.vior; a~d. (-s);·relad.ve domi:t:ance. 
- . . . I . . ' . . . 
• < • . .· 
'· 
The first two variableq, freedom of movement- and ~vo;i.tled · areas, ··are quite 
. . . 
.. ' I 
similar to one a~other s6 :they will be discussed together~ _< Call')oUA (1962a) 
' . "' . 
and Barnett . (1958) both found .tha't do~.i~a~t ra~s .V~~~t mo~~',  'th~ir.· . 
ev~ryday act\viti~s ~nd have rtl?~e freedom ·of moveme~t ,than ~-~dinates • . 
. • • ' . • • • . . .l \ 
McBride (1964) .and Wood-Gush' (1-971-) also both repo.rt· that dOminant chickens 
.. 
mo~e f:t;"eely through. the enyironrnen~. while subor.dinates are ~estricted , to smaller 
areas . Thi~ differ~ntial mobility according to rank has also been reported 
. for nonh~an prima:t.es·. 
' I I 
monkeys and lan~urs · respectiveiy, note t~at domin~rlts move a~ut ' more fr~ely · 
- ~ 
than subo.J;:dinates. · Yamad~ (1971) ·foul'!d ,~hat . J<;lpanese monk~ys _ ha.Ve a 
. , .. ·. . . . . I : . . 




·• ., ., 
. r . • 
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-~ 
. tr.oop with lower _ ranking me'mbers being situated 'on ·,the troop's periphery. ·. These 
... 
:. ; 
lower ranking metnbers avoid the ·central part · of the troop ~h:Lle more dominant 
mo'n.keys roam _at will throughout the . troop. Lindberg (1971) and .Southwick. et 
I • 
al (1965) also found this structure to be characteristic ·of ' rhesus·monke·y g_roups. · 
. . . \ . . 
Alexander and Bower~ (1971) reported that this ceritral:..peripheral. structure was 
\ . 
not present in captive Japan~s~ monkeys but Alexander (Alexander and Roth, 1971) 
does not~ that s~idi~ate .~ales prob.ab~y stil.l obse_rv-=: sp'atial restrictions: 
; . . .. 
Subordinates have also J;>eem _fo\}nd to be _spatially restricted ·in captive ~igtail · 
rno~keys (Jensen and Tokuda, 1974) and ca~tive s .iamangs and. gibbons (Fox '-1972). 
•, ~han.ce (i9G7). points out .· that·this. lack . of mobility 'place.d _on· s~rdinates . 
restricts the availability of what 'the environment can offer them. For exa1nple I 
' . 
ip the· Japanese monkeys ~e subordinates· avoid the t:ro<;~p • s centre where much of 
the br~e_ding takes place; . so their ~i~i~y t·;, reproduce. may be . imp~ired.· Thus, 
thi~ differential mobility ac~ording to rank may be both?atural~y ?nd s~xually 
selected fo'r. 
SeX differ~nC!'!S in these macrospa~ial. variables have _also been· reported. 
Kaufmann .(1974). notes. that aduit male w.hiptail 'wallcibies have larger home ranges 
' • • ' • I ' , 
than feJllales. Menzel (1969) fo'und that in captive chimpanzees. mal·e~ · covered 
more SP.ace ~han females' and Kilinmer (1971) argues .that for primates in general 
.. 
' • I . 
males are more prone. to .wanqer and explore in space. However, .. co~ and Rosenblum 
' . . ; . (1974) found · that in ~qu,irrel monkeys females . had . more ·spat;.ial mobility than 
· males, which indicates that the sex difference Kummer pr:oposes is not conclusive •. 
. . 
·Sommer (1969), ·Mehrabian (1971) and ~all (1971) all _argue that this 
principle of d~fferential · mobility according to rank holds for humans as well 
·' 
.. 
. . ' 
... 
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' . I 
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but they cit(! no. empirical ' proof of .this and only .a few s.uch 'studies have been 
carried out on human!'. Ess.er et· al (1965) found·· that hi(jh ranking .adult male 
-- . ~ ; .: 
ment;al 'pa tien:ts had ' more. freedom of mqvernent· than middle and lower ranking 
·individuals who avoided more areas than dominants. Fleising (1973) replicated 
' . 
· .' this finding on adult male, prisoners. No . research ~xploring this relationship 
. i 
has .l?eEm ·done on pres~h?ol . children .. · , . 
. . 
More literature on sex differences in hwnan·ma9rosl?~tial behavior· is 
. ' 
':available. . Among young children, boys' are often mor~ active .~nd exploratory 
0 . . • 
·. than girls · (Goldberg and Le"-:is,. '1969; Hutt, 1972; and MacCoby and Jacklin, 1974), 
J . # • • • ... ' 
·while bo'th ·. Qmark (19.72)' ahd Harper and.-$qnders (1974) found that males from 
. : . ' . . - . ' . 
·preschool to grade two use more space in ·outdoor play than females. Also, 
Whiting and Edwards (1973) note that studies done :i,.n Kenya and Guatemala found 
that yo~g g~rls had l~ss spatial. mobility than boys. 
· Biolo?~c~lly based sex, ~ifferences ·.partl,y account for .some of these 
results. . Hutt (~972) poin't~ out that males have struc~ural and f~ctiona·l 
., 
features '(i.e. larger hearts and lungs, str.onger muscles, etc.) which equip them 
f~r ~ inore .active life . than females.. . Endocrine" differenc'es are 'also involved 
.. 
. . 
for when adult females ·are inje9t~d with androgens, the male sex hormones, they 
experience an · increase, in activity, (Bardwick,· 1971); : · Also, Money and · Ehrha:t:dt 
. . . . . . ' . 
. · (1972) found that hormonally "masculinized" females are mo~e active than normal 
'. 
. '. . 
females. . However, cultural differences in socialization also play an important 
part in th·is sex. di'ffe;rEmce. 
• • 0 • 
For example, Blurton ·Jones and Konner .. (l973) 
found that while English boys were more active than · girls, there were no sex 
' .. . ' . 
















Th~ _thi:t;d anq ~~urth macrospatial proxemic· varia~les, mor:topolized zon.es 
and· jurisdictional or territorial behavior, will also be considet:ed tog-eth~r. 
. . . . ... . •.'. . •'. . . 
. . ~ . 
The concept of monopolized zone .was introduced . hy Jewell (19?~> to refer 
. ; to the situation where the home ranges or core areas of different 'groups or 
. . . 
individuals do nc;>t ·. overlap and are used exclu~ively by those groups_ or 
. individuals but are riot defended, as territories · are. 
. . . . 
This cc:mcep~ ·has b7en 
·· used· ,pr.imarily to. descd.be betwe~n-gr~uJ? behavio.r and· has only rarely been . 
. l . . . . . ' l . 
· ·j applied to . iritra-grotip ,s~atial behavior. , Hq~ever, some. f.i:ndings of other 
i::~searchers beai: s _ome .simil.arity to ·Jewell.'s concept.· For example I CalhOl,lil 
·.· ( . . 
. . ' I : ., 
(J:962a) notes .that· iri his experimental colony of .rats, .the dominant male took 
~ t • . • ~ ' 
qver an · areia of ·tlie p~n ~nd had· exc~~sive···~ccess to' the a_re~ ,-arid the females 
it contained • F-or primates, it is· generally found that where there is 
. .. .· , . 
. . . 
competj,.tion. for.· .desirable areas, they are most often ·occupied 'by dominant ~· ~~ 
individpals (S~ynes ~ al, . 1968;.· .BraJilblett:, 1970). 
The concept of· monopOlized zones has not ·been used in human spatial .. 
'$ 
~ese·arch but. sundstro~ and Altmann (1974) . found ·that high ra~kihg individuals 
, . ' . . .. . . 
in a group of teenaged boys used the' qesirable ·areas 'of their environment mor~ 
often than oth~rs .• .No sex .differences. in. monopolized zones have been reported 
. ' 
for humans but· thi$ is not·' surprising .in view of the fact that virtualiy all 
of the research' on. ~crospatial .behavior · has b~en on_ all male groups · in psychiatric · 
. . 
hospitals;· prisons, reform schools, and sci on·. 
' I ' ' • • • I 
.The English naturG'list,· Howard . (1920) -is ·general·ly recognized as the 
I • • 
• . - • ' • 0 
. · person who introduced the concept of territory, or defen.ded area, to the field . · 
. . .· . . . . ' . .. . . . 
. . 
of anima! behavior . 
. . 
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... ' : '" "'• • •• l o •' 
~· 
'con~ept became populilr very quickly. and has )low .been. applie'd to a ~ast · rang~ 
. ' ~,..;\ 





of species·, ·· from· fish to man. Carpenter ·(1964) notes that territoriality is . . · J 
I r: , I ' 
r' almost univ~rsally .eXhib~ted by all animals in some' 'form or other which 
suggests that it probably has been .an important factor in an:Uital evolution. 
·. 
He offers more than thirty 'sut:Vival functions which territoriali~y h~s been 
inferre¢1 to ·px-ovide for many (Jpec;:ies, 
Dominan~e a~d .ter~~~oriali~y are · ofte~ i~terr~iate/ ~l~ 
. . . ' . high r~kirig 
individuals commonly defendi~g .. larg~r. 'territories. than subo·rdina~es. (Wynne- · 
Eqwards, .19621 Noble, 1939) • · . It i~ also commonly found .. that males ·are more: 
' • . . I ' 
act;i. ve in ·.terri to rial d~fense than are females (Bates·, 1970, Carpenter 1964) • 
. . ' 
In the· study of human territorial behaviqr there has been a .heavy .reliance .' 
on . animal' data and theory. However·, in animal · behavi~r the term territorial 
0 •• '\ • • • • . , 
behavior is almost always used to denote a ' defended area, · · TJ:le criteri~n . of 
defense . is· .c~ntral to the c:~ncep~· but r,x. authors use this term in describin·g 
human macrospatial o~iiavior where active defe11se has not be.en found. .For example, 
Altman (lg?o(artd Edney (19'74): in· revi~ws of human territoriality bot.h . n~te 
. ( 
that the criterion of ·defense is rarely . used in · studies on humans and they 
condone this use .of the · concept. . I would argue that· if defense ~~ taken ' out 
. .. .. . . . . 
. . 
the concept .of territoriality loses its meaning and· usefulness. ' There are 
. . 
numerous other corice'pts in the anim~l behavio~· literature (i.e. heme range, 
. . ' 
c.ore area, foci. of activity, 'monopoli.zed zones, ·etc,) which better describe 
... . ' . . 
the; behaviox;s being terrne~ _te.rri toria~.· _i'n .. humans. Where this is· so these other 
terms should be u;,;e.d in place o.f · terri tori ali ty ~ This will become clearer 
. -:.. . 








The _ most· prolific investigators of human territorial behavior have been 
Aristide Es~e:r and his colleagues. ·. ·A nUitll)er of his studies have investigated 
• • ' .' • • • ~ . ,I • 
the relationship between~ dominance · and terr.itorH1.lity and have come up -with · 
. ' 
contradictory results. , Ess~r ~ al (19~~) studied territoriality, in male 





dominants .did not. _ ··However, territoriality was· defined·. only in te~s of 
• t . ' 
fre_quency of use qf certain' areas' and not in terms of defense, · so Kaufman •·s 
' ( 1962 )' concept of core area, or areas predomin<l;ntly . used, is more applicable 
than territo'ry in this case. · 'In later s -tudies Esser - (1~_68, ·1970, 1973) used 
. both freqli_e~cy o.f . use and .defense. in d~fining ter:r:itorla~i ty so . the.se studies ' -
do fall under the rubric of -terri tory. · For six ::_ ten yea~ - -old psychiatric~lly 
I • I (J 
ho~pi tal~-ze~ b~ys·, h~ .~ound ~ t.h~'t most ter~ito~ial holders were ~edium · an~ low 
·rankers (E~ser 196e) w,hil_·e '!or ·adult male . me~tal' pati~~ts, 'this was als.o the 
/ 
. ' 
Hqwever, in another st~dy on nine : ..: ·fourteen year old boys, : 
Cl . 
case (Esser 1970) • 
terr:i toriai'i ty_ was . found only for . hi.gh rankers (Esser 1973). _Sunds:trom and . 
. ' '. , , . . . ri .• 
Altmann_ (l~i74) als~ found · domi~ance , to. be as_sociated O"Tith territorial behavior,_-
() • • J ' .• • \ ' • t • • • '• 1 • 
1 
• ' , 
, in a group of t~enage juvenile offe~der~ · but they defined territoriality as 
' . . . . 
I • • ' • ' 
exclusive· or habituai.' use' of particular' areas so their -results fit' under the 
4 • ' ' ', . • 
concepts ¢f core area and monopolized · zones b~tter. than under the c_lassic 
. c~nception of terri_tor:y. . . . . ·We ca~ see . that the rerationship, between· 'dominance 
rank and .territorial· behavior is unclear and needs to be further studied .using _ 
better ·ae f'ined concepts• and measures. 
-· ' . 
Ter,ri tbriali ty ·is. alsQ?influenced by sex in humans. Edney and Edney 














Sommer (1969) notes that males are more l~kely to invade territories than 
. ate females • Knudson (!973) likewise ·found that among preschoolers, .males 
are more.involved in territorial acts than females. Ho~ever, Cheyne and 
I 
Efran .(1972), in a study of .group controlled territorie.s, found that f~m~le-
female pairs were better defenders than· male-male pairs. · .- ~evertheless; on· 
. . 
an in.di vidual basis, males .. would be more expected to engage. in- more 
territorial behavior than females.· 
Some observers have argued that preschool' children· do •not show 
terri to rial· ~ehavior . (Blurton: Jones, 196 7 ~ . Castell, 1970) ·but. other authors 
::have described it r'or th~s age · group , ~Hutt and Hutt, 1~70; Knudson,- ~973; .. · 
Zegans, ,1967), although rto detailed studi~s of this behavior have been done on 
presch.ool· children. · 
As .we . have s¥e~, 'the concept of terri ~oriali ty has bee~. use'd very lo?sely 
in · studi~s on hum<\,~S ~ . Be!=ker . (1973) ar:gues that Roos i (1968) concept .. of ' 
• I 
jurisdiction, or temporary defens~ of some spac~ qr .object, •is more appropria~e 
for desc.ribi'ng . huma~ spatial beh!ivior t~.an territoria.lity .because it makes 
,fewer assumpt,ions about the occupants relation to the space he ·i~ using and 
about '~;he Ut:\d~rly.~ng' origins of ,his attachmen.t ·t-o that .place. . Also~ a central 
part of Altman's (1970)· definition of human· territoriality .is ' that territories 
are temP,ora~ly durable: Because of ~e misus~s of the ~oncept of 
. . 
· territoriality discussed. earlier and since ·a pi~ot stud:y on a gro)lp of pre-
school children done in · January-February 1~74 failed to discover temporally 
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place of t.erritori~lit.y .... 
'l;he fin~l mac.rospatial variable t .o be c'onsidered is ·-relative dominance ~ 
. . 
I;.eyh~usen (1971) notes that the outcome of agonistic interactio'ns, and hence the 
... , 
· dcllriinance hier?rchy, often depends .on the lo<:atiC?n ofo the fight (i.e. in whos~ . 
territory the fight oc~urs). He terins th~s .ranking. relative tq sp·at.ial 
. . . . 
location, "relative · dominance" .. Lorenz (1966) likewise ·notes that . in many 
. . . . . .. 
animals readiness · to' fi~ht is·. gr~atest in t~e most . familiar place, usually the 
I · . . 
hone case or · terri~ory, whi~~ as the distance . from the hbme increases . the . 
readiness· to fight .decreases.. This relative . dominance has been report~d for. ., 
captive. gr?ups of rhesus .monkeys (M~rsden, .1969) and w.ild lan.gurs (?oi~ier, ·· 
1968). Leary· and Maroney .6962) al~o . found that in captive ~onkeys an 
individual •·s· dominance · q .nk was highE7r wl)en tested in his hOll\e · ca~e than when · 
he was a ·guest . in .'ano~he r' s cage. 
., . 
Rel.ative do~in~nce ha-s been 'reported in on~y dne stu4Y.' on humans. Esse·r · 
. i,· . .. . . . . 
· (1970) fou~d : that. in t;he group of male mental patie~ts. ,he' stt~dfed; . some . :lndivi-
. I. / .. 
' ' J I 
·duals had a power to· dominate others within their owri ·territory . beyond that which 
' I o ; " I • • 
/' ,. 
their overall dominance rank would 'indicate. The territory hQl~ers won a7.5% of . 
/ . 
. / 
the fights within their territories and only/ 55% ovtside ·o.f their dqminance. 
• . I ~ ~ • • • 
However,· Noble (193~) concluded that, for / birds, .territories ha.ve clear ·advant-
. • I , . . 
. . • :. , ' I. . . , . , . . 
ages for . subordinate13 because they cal): domin_ate higher ran}t~ng ~~rds· there. Edney 
/ 
'(1974) on this point notes .. that ' teriitory acts as a "social .equalizer" .. for 'lower 
• .. . ' . 1 / • 
. ' / 
rarikii1g anim~ls ~ In this thesis ' the concept of core area was subs t ituted f or 
, • I 
~ "': .. 
/ 
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' duJable and also· because this term more clo~ely resembles Esser's criterion· 
of t~rritory .. 
This· concludes our review of macrospa~~al proxemic ·beh~vior. 'As we 
have seen, research regarding .the effects ~£" ~ank and . S~X on macrospatial 
b'ehavior needs .fu.rther study. Also; ver_y little data is available on this 
. aspect . of preschool chil~ren Is . behavior. For: e~ample·, Edney (1974)' in a 
. . 
recent review of human territorial behavior; explicttly .calls for more ~e~earch 
on se~ differences· in territoriality . as well as · ~evelopm~ntal" studies. 
(· 
Theoretic9l Background . ~ 
. . .. 
Evans and H.oward ( 1973), Edney ("1974) and Altman' (1970), in recent 
review!'i of human sp,atial behavior all' com~ to the · conclusio~ that: there ·'is a 
paucity of theor~tical · discussion .concerning personal space· and 'human 
' • I • . • . I 
territ<;>riality and tha~ bo.th fields still lack full-fledged theod;es. · 
Because of this, ·one has to be eclectic ·and ·draw Ot:l theories .from related 
. . 
disciplines . .' In this 'thesis, three primary theoretical · pr,ecepts will be used: 
,. (1) an ethological. orientation:; (2) social .l(~arnfng theory; a{ld (3) Menrabian' s 
. ' . ~ ~ 
' . 
'(1971) upower metaphor" of nonv17rbal communication. 
. The ethplogical orientation consists of two interrelated parts: (1) the 
. ·, 
r 
use of etholo.gical methods and concepts, ·and (2') the ·use ·of a cross-specific 
. . . . 
· evolutionary framework-. Et.~ological · methods. of ·"observation stress the 
. . 
6 
impor-tance of direct observation of naturally pccurring beh~~ior as opposed t9 · 
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behavior. 
.. .. · . 
The use of these l~tter two methods has caused problems· .. f()r 
' • 
resear.ch~.rs ·of personal. space. For instance~ 'some studies have found 
. ' . 
. . 
. correlations between simulated measures ' Qf personal space and actual 'personal 
space' meas~res 'under laborato~y· condit;ions '(Little, 1965}·, but others have 
' . . . . 
· · ~· 
f'ouna t;hat s 'imulat_eo measures do t:t~t. predict.' 'the ·actual dist_ances 4sed ·in 
. . ' 
labo~atory social 'inter?ctions ,(Dosey· and Meisels, 1969; 
Mallenby ~ 1974) •. ~·a:~s .. ~nd. We~ns.te~n· (197~: 3~S) ::~~'? used 
~edersen, 1973 b ·and c; 
. . 
a simulated personal 
·. 
·_' space me~~ure, admi_t that . '_'natu~-~1.,. obs~rvat!~ns .. _of _child'ren in th~ e:nviron~ent, 
. . . .• 
..... may bE( more fruitful than pape.i: .'and. pencil measur~s11 , · 
Reliance on verbal accounts of· behavior .and paper and p~nci~ measures 
has also caused problems iri the study, of child~en.'~ .dominanc~ h:i'eFar~·~-li~·s. · 
I • 
For example, th~s·e measures were used. by ''Edelman and Oma~k. (1973) .and ;caused 
' '--:-" • , • • 'I , • u • 
· many "difficulties. ·T.hey t'~und that boys generally ov.hrateq t~ems"E!lves whep 
comparing themse,lves to others. 
C) ~ .• • ' I • J 
When asked "who's tougher,-· you or X?" they. 
answered only ·on t~e basis of their .own present feelings and not on past 
. . I 
e~periences. They fll~o .exp~e-ssed dou~ts . ~s to w~ether . or no~ · the ~reschool' 
children evt;!n fully understood ·the· tests· to ."l'hich they wer~ subjected 
~ . . / 
(Edelman,- 1973). · Also, nq,. atte~pts were made to determine ~f the children's 
• ' . • • I 
self. P,erceptions. bore an~ rela~ionship to their evetY,day b~havior. 
··' 
• • • • ' I ~ ' • 
While these experimental .test~ and verbal reports are useful in some ways, 
a solid o~se.iine of dat~ ls needed ~o ~t ··h ·e results of ' ·the~e tests can ·be 
compared to natura listic behavior to see if : &here a:re any ·correlations·. The 
results -from experimental ·, ~ata a.re of little value without this baseline data 
• .-•t;:o ' 
,. 
gathered by direct obsetva t 'i on. 
, .. 
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observation were used in 'this research. 
' . . 
A number of ethological concepts were..also.utilized in this research. 
, Animal edlologists l:tilve ?e.en studying nonverbal behavior .for ··many years and 
, , 
have developed tools of investigation and concept!] which-· .can be applied 
. . .. . . . . . . . 
to the :'study ot· the hutila~ a~~ma{:(Tiger .and Fox, 1"966). Ethologic.al . 
\ 0 ,' , •• • ' •• • • 
l!lethods :and concepts' have_ been profita~ly utilized :in the .~tudy of ·we.stern 
presc;hool chiJ_dren (Blurton Jone.s 1972c;· McGrew, 1972), in cross-cultural . 
a·t~d~e~- .of childre~ and a~ul~~~ ·Devore, ·l~l~.;. Katz-, 
1
l974.) , ···in .. the· 
study of psychiatric .patients (Hutt and Hutt, 1~70b),' as well as male-
• I " • ' ' '\' t 
pris'on in~ates (Pfeiffer et _al, 1974;. Flei:sing, 1973); 
,, 
' I . " 'II 
' ,The use of.ethological methods and concepts facilitates cross-species· ' 
. . 
~omparisons. Callan ( 19 70)' ·argues thit by co~paring and analyzing'. the .logical 
possibilities of soci~l orgari.i,zation in different speci~s' we may hope to end' 
o \ I o 0 o I ' 
up with ·a set of mininally defined, _possibly inte~li'nked.; · con'c.epts, which would 
form the _bas~c units of an analysis of all s~cial organi~atio'ns. A good 
. • . . .--* ' . . ' 
example of this ··approach is Mazur's (1973) cross-specific analysi's of status in · 
sfall gr?ups. By studying species other than man, we may be 11,1 a b.etter 
position to get the "deep structtJres" ( 3) that; · underlay hum'an social sy_stenis. 




Thi~ ' term is ·borrowed from Chomsky's (1968) linguistic sch~me. He uses 
the term t~ refer to the. general, underlying pr-inciples tha~ restr.ict · 
and_ condition language ap.d which·· are tooted ·in man' s· phychobioligical 
maKeup·. 
. ' ' 
• j 
·. 
' .. ~ ( . 
... 
'• . 
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K~er (1971) n6~es ~at we probably have inherited some of our spatial ;· i 
·behavioral repertoire from our prehuman ancestors . . This thesis ·is based 'on 
. . . . . . . ' . 
,the assumpti~::m that .there are· phyl~genetic· contim.ilties.-.in d.ominance and 
spati~l beha~io.~s betw~en hi.unari and nonh~n primates. ~ .An. evolutionary 
f'r~~w~rk is useful for · deterininin<J ~hi.ch kinds of que~tions need to ·be asked 
:" '/ . : . . .• ·. . . 





. ,· . 
\ : 
., . 
s~ggesting hypotheses which ·can. ·be te~teJi fo~ generality on humans. 
f,' ' ,... • I • • ' • •' . , I ' • • : ' ; • •. • • 
last p6int1 that hypo.t;:heses de~ived ·trom .·animal ~ehavior. must b~ .tested on 
This 
humans ·a~~ not direct~y analogized, needs to be emphasized since human ethology r- ' . 0, . • ' • • • 
has · o'f~en been criti~ized as ,being. repuctic:mist~c (i.e. Mont.agu, 196!3}. In 
' 
. . 
. .. . 
fact, just. the opposite is true,· biologic~! anqly'ses··o~ ;behavior .invoiv~ the . 
... . 
addition of new.factors 
traditional ov,es ·(Tig.er, 
. . 
to the .research 
I 
1975) • . Thus, 
strategy .and .not. the .replacem.ent. o':t; . 
throu~h the use o'E' etholog~cal' metl}o.ds.·. 
and COnCeptS; alo~g with an eyolutionary fiam~W'OrK 1 we, may ~.Ope tQ be., able 0t0 • . 
pinpoint s~milarities . and ·differences . between :·hmna~· and ~onhuman behavior . . 
The se.cond theoretical. pe:p;'pective. is Baldwin and:. Baldwin • s .' (197.4) .• 
. . . . ' 
• 
· ".soci:al lparning theory · of spacing:• Awhich is . derived ~rom behavioral psychology. 
I • • o 
In. view of the fact · that an ethological formulation has ;plready been presented 
. ~ . . 
and because o£ · the view held· by many that ethology an'd behavioral psychology 
'are in opposition to one another, a few .points shouid be made here . . Recent 
J . 
. . ' . 
research in the area of learning theory is showing that learned cultural 
. . I 
behavior does · n·ot .represeqt, a break .with biology but .. rather is involved in a 
. . . ' . ..~ . . . . . . . . 
0 
complex inter~ction with it. For example, Seligman and Hager (1972a and~ 
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· set by the species phylogenetic histocy. · ·An a~iln,al' s- ~v:olutionp.ry ·.hlsto~y' 
0 • 
• ' e ,, . . ., . ' 
h~s the effect of making .some things easier. td learn than o~ers; ·_ some ~ore ~ 
difficult to . forget, some more ge~eralizable ~a· so 'on. ~earning_ is no~ a · 
random 'process, "tl!e learni.l!g. appara1;.us of men and. ~nbna~s m·ay ,be"just 
4 ') • -'t . . . , .· • . • • 




I . . 
Hager, 19y2_a:'a7\; ... _skinner (197~) likewise a9re_es that .operant· c~nditioning 
~ . . 
is a part of·~ .anima~'s geneti; e~~q~e~t • . -· ~af h~s ~een .naturally'selec~ea· 
. . . . . ' . ... . ... ... .. . 
.. . . "· 
' ' . 
dichotomy ·for learning ttow bebomes continuous with instiri~t, .. "inst~nct'-' simply 
. ..... . 
' l;'epresents an extr.eme case of ey~l:Ut~~n~ry pr~epJra~'~O~ foi' l_earni~g. 
· With these ·points made_ ,·~ ~e . .xtta;r. r~tur~·-·~o the. B~lftwin·'s . ~eo~ of · spacing~ 
They ho'Id ·that in t'he, dlff~~ent typ·e·s ·of social interactions ·that an an.imal 
. . . ' . . . ,. . . . ~ . 
expe~iences, it ·will ' recei~e diff:erent 'col}lbinati~~~ o'f. reinforcers ~d 
p\lllishment~ depe~clirig · on. ·tl).e· int~ractio~ d:l.stand_e~ used: ·. This results :j.n a 
0 
situation in whlch animals _~ill use small . pe~sonal distance~ · when interacting 
. . . . 
• ' 9 . - • . 
with .animals associated with pos~ti_ve ·reinf?rceme'ni:-, while animals who· J;eceive·· 
• • 0 • 
neg at;!. ve reinforcement should; use great~ distances •. · 
. . ' f.-: ' / 
< 
Now wl.1~~ · .1.-nj:eracting · 
~ith. dift~ren~ fn4ividuals 'of~~ ~rou~,differential treatment acco~d!~g .to 
• • • • ' I ~ • ~ ~ ' • r 
distances ~aintained can be expected. 
' "i • a ' '\ 
For exam~~ile, a ~¢J-ordlnate' would .l~kely·· 
receive .a diff~z.:.ent' '!esponse i'i h~ approached a domin~~ very: 9~<:'sel~( than if 
• •tJ . ,. •. · I 
he ~pproached another .. subordinil te in the same· ~ay: · U. e. a · dominant ·would be ·. 
ThJ.ls, . since· · 
L • a . ":' ~ ' •. 
differential ~Atment according · to· rank. is probiili:le, dominants and · s.ubo~_di.nates 
. . \. . . . 
'"'" 
. •' 
. ,:,. •• 
0 • 
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would b/e.kpected to maintain different distances. 






~imafs wOuld·· b~ inQre c 
.... .. ~ 
likely tq .have a'fersive encounters with dominants·so ~would be ·c'ondit;i.oned·to 
, · .. rft;.i.~t!li~lng ;~z:ger diSt;nc~s when interacting with higher ranked iri~u~id~a1s·. ~ 
" . . . . . . . ,. 
J:n'te~actipns with lower ·ranked anirfials· wo~ld J.ik~ly .be more po's1tive, ·as · the 
. c 
'I • . 
. . 
each individual would be · expected to maintain 'different individuai 'distanqes · 
0 ' • 
vis...ii-v'is o\:~er .individua_ls d~pending on past· socialization :experi~n'ces. · 
... 
• I ": 
. McBride (1973) nol;:es that a. sununary of: ~his pas·~· behavioral. exper_iences ~s., 
carried ·forward into each new encounter.. He uses the t .erm :·'!rel'ationship" to .: 
refe~ to this mutual residue of past behavior. Orle such· r.elatio.nship variable 
.. 
is d:ci~inance rank. 
' 
··This social learning· theory ff't~ in nicely wi·th th~' .ethological ~phasis 
on t~~ funcciona~ aspects br behavior (Vine, 1~7J). Evai)S and Howard .(1973) 
have suggested ·that pe~sonal space ~ids in 'the control of'a99~ssion. 
Subordinates, for ~xampl~, .~y keeping their d~~tance from dominants: use 
p.ersonar. di'st~nce .a·s a ~ind of .','body · buffer. zone"· thereby ·minimizing the like-
.. . .. . 
. ' ' 
• lihood of physical damage be!ing inflicted .up.on ·them. The ~ocial '!e~rning 
model also partly' subs~es oth~r theo,retical models of sf>acin~ . ·behavior~ · ~or 
' (I 
' example, · both Altman and. Lett's (Used by Watson, 1970) and Lei~man's (1970) 
' . . . ' . ' ' ~ . ·. ' ~ 
mode1s .empha:size that perso11al space is. a psychological variable which inter-
. ·, 
' ' . . ' . '. .. . . . . . . ' . , . 
. ·venes between antecedent factors or conditions and consequent interpersonal 
'' 
... 
behavio;r:. That is, past behaviors serve to define the situatio~ which .in turn 
' · 
. ' 
affects · the behavior that pr~sently ·occurs . Ih social learningYterms, ' this ; 
. · 
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.. spacing ·according to the . r~lationship~ .. Prev~ously ~stablished. 
-· 
learn~ng theory also embodies aspects of Chance's (1967) mod~l of ~primate 
sp.acing behavior. . ~ major part 0~ his ~tt~ntion _st~ctur~ model is his conce&t . 
. -~ .. .'t, 
of . spatial equilibra"tion; ·or the .~djus~E!nt · c;>f dlstan~es · between o~e individual 
-
and another so that the balance of attractive and repellent ~orces are . 
ina'intaj,ned. A dominant animal· can act as .a· sourc~ of both·. pain ·and 'pleasur~ .. 
. ~er~r!'lssion·: is ~redominant, other animals space themselves out an~ · away 
from the dominant, whil~ ~here pleasure i~ involved, ·a.~ . in s~y· grooming, lo~er. 
. .. . . . 
\ . ; . ' 
rankers use small distances. .·We can see 'that a negative r~inforcement (i.e. the , 
dominant IS aggressi.Vene,SS) l.eads to g~~a~~r perSO.nal d'lst~nCeS ·, While pos,iti-ve~ ·. • ' 
. . ' 
reinforcement (i.e. pleasure of gr~oming) leads to s~aller distances. 
' . .. : . 
The third theoretical pos.tul9-te to: be -u~ed, Mehrabi_arr• s (i97l.>' "~wer 
( 
metaphor" is really only an h~othe~is ~s he off~rs _ ~i.ttle empi'rical data to 
support th~· principle. ' . '\ . . . 1n fact, ttiis ' thesis can pe seen.as a test of 
~ehrabian•s hypothesis. Mehrabian ?elieves 'that-:nonverbal ·beh~vior pommunicates 
· -feelings which can be .. classified along three dimensions; ,like-disrike, statu;:; 
. . . 
.. ' 
Each o·f these fe7lings is· repre~ented by . a , . ' . or dominan~e~ and responsiv~ness: 
.• 
' . \ . 
"metaphor", the thr~e metaphors ar~·.: immf:ldiacy; power, and responsiveness. 
The "powe~ ;~taphor" holds that. the . higher ~ltu~ ~perso~ in an int~r~ct~G>~ i.$ .... 
... . - . . . 
the pa~ty wh~ch determines,..}-~~ degree of intitna.cy which · _wi~l pr~yail in that 
interaction . fo~ example; ·if tactiie contact take~ place the dominant party 
. ' . . 
·. 
will" be more likely to initiate · it than the subordinate. · Mehrabian 9-rg~es· that · · .· 
thes~ meta_phors .are_~asic' an_d transcultur~_~: "·' . 
Thes.e three theories;. ·(1) the etho_logical ori.en.tation ,_ (2) . the socia,.l 
~ .. '· ... 
· , 
0 " ~ • • < ' 
.· 
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' . learning 'theory, and (3) the power metaphor, were used .to derive ~ypotheses 
.. \ 
.· 
on pr~!;lchool · children's ap~tial' behavior and will 'also be used in:;~e 




. ... ·, 
From the ~eview of the literature concerning the effects· of rank and sex 
on prox~c behavior in animals and man, along·wi~ a . -consid?~ation·· of· various 
theoretical precepts, the following hypotheses ·were generated and tested' on 
a group of ··preschool children. 
(1) Domii'l'ants·, since' they woul6 be ~pecte~ to be more intimate and 
\ ' 
have less· .to 1;ear, will use a smaller personal dis'tance than lower 
ranked children.• 
(2) Girls will' use ·less· 'person.al .space than boys; 
. 








Boys will use a more direct . ~9d~ orient~~ion than girls. 
Dominants will use ~ore ~ye con~act than lower rankers • . 
Girls \·Jill use m~r~ eye CC?ntact than boys. · 
.. . 
-Dominants w:ill initiat;e' more tactile contact and receive .le_ss 
than lower ranked children. 
~irls w~ll engage in more physical co11tact than .boys. 
Dominants will use louder voices than other~. 
. ..
































(11) . I Dominant's wil+ have a higher level of intimacy than oth~;:rs. 
(12) Girls w~l.l be more intimate than boys." 
(13) Dominants will pave·mor.e freedom .of movement and avoid fewer areas 
I ' 
than lower !ankers. 
(14) Boys will use more space than giris_. 
·. 
· ·(l5) · DolJiinants will be' more ~ikeiy to occupy.monoJ?Olized zones and 
. . 
·.jurisdictio.na·l behavior tha~ others·. 
· (16)· · Boys ·will b.e more jurisdictional than girls. 
' I 
(17) I{ relative d~narice .. occurs, it will be shown by ljlubori:iinates. 
' . •' 
. ' 
I ' 
•,1 .. . 
· , : 
•' 
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METHODOLOGY 




·A.'field .. observationill study. was conducted in a St~· John's· dsy care cen.tre 
• I 1 • ' ' ' o : ,
1 
• • 
which consisted ~f·~ number of ro~ms· ~ocated · on · two iioor~: . rh~ ~~esc~~ol . 
. . . .. 
' childr-~n ~ont_ined : t~e~r act~v:L.~ies to t~o. 'iargec;~ ooms ~o.cat;ed . ?"?- . dif·f~ren~ 
: . flo·~r·s (se~ ]figures ·1 and 2) ·. . In the J~~ur~s eac~ nu~p~r'ed . area .-or s~uare' 
~ ' . 
"" • • • ' , ,'' 0 ol •
1 
0 1 • 1 
. ·(F-igure 2) . was .. designed._ for. more st:os.s motor ac;tivity. · , ';l'his. room ~Qntained 
tricycles; . sand· box, pl~ kit'cli~n, gyninastiC .. \lPP~ratUs. )md qthei ·toys.-. · .The 
c~.f~d~en ~ere o~~er~~~ on. ~~r~i~~~ .. ~bile · t~~Y ~ngage~ ·.~n :free -~lay~ Three· . 
;I ·. - . 
. . 
female teacne.rs were .normally .present . . .. 
..... 
. . I 






··: The ·study was · carried out on a group of thirty- four ·children aged 
.: . . . . ... . ·. . . . . . 
.. 
3 to 6, (~eiul' 46 .-_6 ·months, s .. D~ 6·. ·3 months) · ~h<,> ha-~i'll'ee~ ·together for · 
I .· ·' 
app~o~imately fpu~· U)On.ths pdor-·to ' the · ~;~tart of this . study. ·· The gr~up 
. ' 
~~nsis_ted .'of- - ~l~v~n· -~b~y_s . and .. t~~rit:Y thre'e ··g_i_rls ~ . Of 'the th,irty. f9U~ 
chiidren, a varying . number ·w~re , pres en~ _e<;lch d~Y:• The ·population was some- . 
. · .. 
what . u~s-~~ble · ~s\a nu~~~r· ~f· ··c~-~~d.~~n" le~·t ~he g·t:ou~· . fo~.·- ~ /time : b.~c-aqse 
.. , _ ,~ .: 
. ., . . . ~ 
of va~at:l:ons ~ " s1ck.ness· _and · so o.n. ~ _few '.cbildre.n, ~:ithcll."~w from 
.. . ,. 
• ' . 
·' . . 
. ' •' 
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the nursery while the study \olas ' in p'rp1gress 'and one new 'child was introduced , 
a fe~ da~s before th~ · comple~ian of the'study. 
The_ children's backgrounds :were quite heterogeneous. Most were of 
,. 
. middle and upper class ·backgr~urids (i.e. fathers were doct~rs~ piofessors, etc-.:) 
. . . 
but a number of children came from lower class· backgrounds; All children were 
~hit~·, ~~cept fo; ~ne .bla~k chlld, and most .of their parents came from · 
mainland Cjmada, .although others came from New Zealand, Cze·choslovakia, Denmark, 
.Scotland; Engla~d and .the United States. 
. '· 
· ·. For the comput~tion of the dominance hierarchY:, the observati.ons of ' · 
· jurisdictional beh.aviot.-:·, and ·the ~d· lib. contact_ sample, · ~n . thirty_.·four chil.dren 
. · were observed.- For the collection ot' :the ·pioxemic d,at!i ·i:line cbiidl:'en·· of each 
·.· 
- . 
sex w~re chosen for observation, that is, eighteen children :out '.of, th.e·total ,. 
group of th_ir~y ·four were obs~rved; The original conception was to choose t~e · · . · 
. . ' ., 
r ' . . . 
three highest rankers~ the •three lowest, and. _ the three· medium ·rankers of. ea'ch . 
' 
sex. However, in the boy's case, two childreh (those ranked ·second and sixth), 
.. l . . . . . 
withdrew from the ·group leaving a total of nine boys. This number was simply . . . 
I •, • • 
divided into groups · of three. h_igh,' thre~ ·medium, and three low rankers • . If!. · . 
~he girl's case, the top six girls were designa~ed ~o~inants, the bottom six 
, . . ' . 
su~ordiriates, . while the remaining ele\_'en ·were termed·· medium rankers. · Of .this 
• I I • I • . • . . 
numb'er, girls ranked one-two-three, tenth-eleventh-twelfth, and .numbers 
. . . . . . . 
. nineteen, twenty two and ~wenty three were chosen for observ~·ti~n. Number 
nineteen was chosen beca_use .the .g;trl numbered twenty o'ne left on vaca.tion · 
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Data and Instruments ... 
. , . 
·Four different. sets of data were collected, all by :direct observa.tions: 
~ 
(1)· dominance ·inte~act.ions; (2) mi·crospatial pro~emic behavior;· (3) macro.,. 
. . ' . . . ' ' 
spatial proxemfc· b~hav~or; and (4) jurisidctional ·behavior. 
/ , 
Th~ .domanan~e . da~a ·~er~ recorded on prepared forms which showed the 
'loca'tion ~f the dominance interaction,. individuals involved, and· outco~e. The 
.. . 
· . .,. ... behavioral sampling method"use~ was · "ad lib" or 'event 'sampliJlg (Altman, 197.4); 
. . . 
. .. 
thai:· is, · the &r?UP was .scanne~ .and· the appropriate behaviors were noted when they 
.. . 
.occurred. · This method suffers from . "differential. o}?aervabi.lity" since · some · 
\ . . . . . . . ., 
ind:i.vi.duale or o~e se~ may be . more visible than . others which would 'le~d to . 
. -biased data. Two methods were ·employed t~ cou~teract ·this fiaw. First~ 
observation time. was ~ivided equally:~tween concentrating on ~ale and female 
individuals or groups,.', This was' done ~o ensure; as best as p~ssible, that the 
agonistic behavior of both se~es was r!=!COrded equally. Second~y:IO ·"o.bservability 
• • 
samples"_ were done; once· 4u~· ~ng each hour of observation a · two ~inute period 
was devoted to n'oting which. individuals- were present and' hence being observed. 
.. . . . . 
This partly 'ensures that ~ach ·.child's scores .would not be b{ased. · i.e. scores 
- . ·.· . . ' . ' 
. ': 
on agonis ti.c behavior cou~d be compared to th~ obs~rvabili ty sampl·es to see if 
. . . . ' . 
. there were a~y biases du~ to· th~ir not being observed either 'enough or too much: 
Finally, some focal individual. smapliilg (Altmann~ 1974) ·was done on children . 
for whom mor.e data w~re needed to construct a domanance ma.trix. 
. . 
·: 'rhe data on jurisdictional behavi~r were cilso c~~lecte~ on prepare~ ' form_s 
, \ 
showing· the location of the a.ct and inqiv,iduals· inv~lved. The ad lib or event 
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·method of sampLing was · also uied. 
· The mic.rospatial dat·a· were : coll~cted on checklists. Individuals w~re 
. . 4 . 
, randomly listed for observation and starting, with the ·first . individual a line . 
of pro~emic dat'a was tak~n . o~ t~at :i.ndiv~dual and ' the ciosest ·~arne. sexed p.eer~ 
. . 
in the viCinity of whoa~ presence the focal individual ' was aware. The 
-. 
behavi:or of the foc.al individual "directed ·at the other person' was recorded. 
. . . 
• . • . . • •.. .. . . • • . I 
.'fhe sampling· method used ·was ari .instantan~ous . scan ·sampl.e·; the focal indlyi-
• • • 0 •• 0 
.. 
dual's current behavior at ~ .s.peci"t"ic motllerit was recorded (Altmann, 1974). 
• ' • • j • 
· · · Preliminaty· practi.ce observations showed that lit t ·le data on tactile 
' • ' I 
contact could be coll~cted using this m~thod so. some ad lib or event samples 
. ·were . done to supplement· the . other observa tio_ns. This consisted of ~canning ·t~e 
. gr_oup"s• and noting any phy~i.~al "c~ntact that occ~rr"ed; 
The data on macrospatia1 proxemic beh_avior was recordeq on maps . of the 
• . . • . f ' 
nursery. Th~ s~mpling method used was .an instantaneous . scan on focal in~ii-
. . . . . . . 
vidua·ls. Every .five minut"es the· .group was scanned and the spatial .location of 
the ·-tdcal individuals . were plotted • 
. · .Th~ . dominance and .. jurisdiction data were c,ollected between February 4' and 
M~~ch :s, 197?.· Approximately thi-rty hours of observati9n were done and - 32~ 
dominance interactions and 65 cases of juri.Sdict!iona1 behavior were recorded~ 
'The microspatia1 proxemi~ data were collect.ed between March 5 and April .9, wi th 
. . \ 
a total of l,Q12 obs~rvations being made. T~is . was preceded by .a period of 
.. ,I 
p·fll~tice observations which were . done· from Feb~uary: ·3-17. Finally, the macro-
. . 
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Meas'ures and ·o~erational Definitions 
... 
l• 
individual has .over another (Kreveld, 1970) • Dominance must be ·seen as a 
pro~~ilistic concept and not: as al1 ~solute pri~ri ty of one animal over 
a~oth~~, i.e • . ·the dominant does not necessarily w-in all fights but he \.till· 
,win appreCiably more than anothe·r person. · . Indicators of _dominance/ 
. . 
·subordinance consi:l:(ted ·. of recordin9 the f~equency, . dir~ctionaltty, and outcome 
• • 0 _.,. • 
. ·. 
of dyadic physi~al and verbal ·agonistic encounter'S, .. McGrew. (1972: 22).· . 
. . . ." . . . . . . I . . . . ' . . 
.o~era.tJ,on<!-llY de.~ined . a~on~stic be~av'ior a·s · ~onsist~ng ~o~~owing:. :· 
aggressive behavior (i.e. behavior which...-normally ·· · ·· 
. . ___...-:- . 
'prod~ces inj)lry to or ·_~gg*.by -~he _child_ to whom_ . . 
. ., it is directed,-e·;g~---:-attac6 . threat) , fearful · .. 
behavior· (i:.e. behavior by an aggressed il.gai'nst;. · 
child ~hi eli r.educes damage, o.r threa terting, e. q. 
flight, submissive post~e) ·, and defensive behavior 
(f. e. behavior by an aggressed against child_-. wh.icf\ 
prevents an .. aggressor's attack from being completed, 
but without either attacking in r_eturn or .fleeing' 
' ' .. 
or submi t~ing, e, g~ reta1iatory threat). . . 
HcGrew' s definition was used in this· rese.a:r:9h· A<Joni.stic . behavior is 
composed of the followin~ behav~oral Wlits (after Smith and Connolly, 1972~: 
·. 
Threat - threat 'of attac~ as indicated by verba'l ~tterance · · 
(I • 11 hit you!) or.· by an ~xpre.ss ion ~r posture. 
-Hit - hii:. or . beat wtth an· extended aim in an .agonistic context~ 
. Co~tact is sometimes made .but_ not necessarily s~ • 
.:. Fight - ago.nistic. behavior involving cjross physical contact, - · • 
. . 
. . . . 
- S.ubmissive - allowing another child .to take possession of a toy 
.. 
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. - 'rl·ight - locomotor beha':'ior away from a threat;. 9t i.minediately. 
. . \ ' 
after surrendering .a toy or apparat~s to ano.ther· ·child (distiri.ct 
, from flee in a ·play context) . 
- Try to t _ake .toy - taking . or attempting to take a toy (which has 
• I 
no.t be~n offerred) from another child.: · 
":; . . . 
} 
. . ., · . 
- Try to keep toy - ~n response ·to· ~nether child·· tryi.~g. to take a 
tby, holdii).g on t~ the ~oy artd(or followiJW .the cqild .~who has 
' I 
taken it, trying to get. i ~ back. 
' ' 
-verbal command~ .Positive- (c;me. her~·!) ... or negat.ive ' verbal mandates··· . 
. . . ·.. . . \ ' . ~ . . . . . 
. ' 
(don't do that!) in 'an attempt .to 'eontrol··,.anather• s ·behavior.:' · . 
: t ' • • • ' • • 
•, ' 
Submission consists of complying ·with the .commands (Gelle.rt, .··196li. 
· I w .. ~ ' ' , , • ' 
Winn~r refers to the chiid . gai~in-g or :';etaining. PoSSes~i~n of· an object, 
·giving conunands ' tha;t are c.ariied out, or being .'the, last: .to show submi~sion. 
. ,. 
Loser· refers ·to the .child losing or failing to gain posse.E!sion ·qf. an object,_· . 
obeying comm~nds; or b~ing the · first to . show submission. , 
: . ·, . . I 
Th~ microspatial proxemic data was· m~asured through five· v~#ables: ,· 
• ' ' ' I 
(_1) pers'Onal distance; ··(2) bo~y orientation; (3) eye contact; 
CO;fltact; and (5)" voice loudness~ 
(4) tactile . 
Personal d'istance - this category measures. the dis~hce' between two 
people in termS' of the. potenti'ai to hold, 'grasp ~r touch •. 
The ·categories are {after· Watson, 1970): 
1.· Within body .contact distance. 
2. Just outside this dis,tance. 
'3, With-in touching distance wi~h forearm extended. ' 








:_ { . . · 






5 •. Within touching distance. with arm· ·extended: 
. . . 
·. 
.. 
6. Just outside this distance. 
7. · 'Within to1,1ching distpnce by reaching. · 
. ,. . ' 
a·. : Just outside . this distance. 
.. 
9. No potent~al for touch., .· . 
' . . .. 
Body Orientation· - -this category measures the relation of the axis 
. . 
of one person's shoulders· to th~t of the other. · This · is sco-red 
• . • ! - ' • 
on a scale of one to ten as. follows (after Hall, .. 1974): · 
t. ~ tr.' ~ .... J'\ -~ ~f.;) _J ,; . i t . 
: . -~ ' .·: 2 ·3-1 4 ,• 5 6 7 ·8 9. . ·10 ·-




- , t , • 
Face to.· Fa.ce· · ... . · · Back ·to Back . 
. . .. . . 
•. ..: Eye contact -:-. meas·ur~s the: amount ' and kind of visual communication: 
.~ . 
1: _:· -~~cik ·at.- \a'ze. di~ecte9 .~t- a~o~her' ·s t"ace.· 
·. 
. 2-. Look a~a~ · .::. ~~ze dire~·t.ed· · ~way from . a~other's face. 
A more el~b~_rate :~perationalization of th:is . variabl-e. was originally 
. . . . - . . . . · 
• • > ' • • • 
planned but du+ing- th'e preliminary . observations 'it' was 'found that accu~ate .·. -· 
. . . . ' . . . 
'ob·s~~vatio~s of ~ye .. _contact ~ere very ·hard · to tQake. ~Other researchers have 
• ' , I • • ' ' • • ' • • 
·had simil-ar. ~r.oblems w'hich l.ed Vf~e jl971: 326) to state that; 
. ' . . -
. ·i·n real life inter~ction we tend . to give _- a 
direc~ eye gaze 'or" to look' well away froD_l 
.. 
the face. of ~he other person ... If. th~s is 
the case, '· then obse-rver j tid&ment can be 
·~xpected to . be fairly adeq,;,ate in studies. 
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'.t'actil~ contact - tbj.s category IIleasures the; amount and. type of. 
< -
. '- . . 




. ·· . . . 
. ~ .. 
exten!?ive phys_i~al contact- - · chest and :Pelvic regions 
in _c_ontact •. 
9 • 
c . • 
holding_. eo; · arms encircled .. · 







. .o• , 
-Voice lqudness· - ,ill\easures the level_, of .· a pe:son • s ::vq.i,.ce .during 
, / ' e .... -, ·~ocial intera~~ion. . 'fhis w,as' me::is'ured :0~. oea~~---aS! --b~st . as .: .. 
• ;- • •' • · ~ • _·... 0 e• o • to , • 
P9:ss~~~=~- _.·. · ·:_"J·-~-
.r: ·.;. _.-_·. ·v~r.f -.xb~.'v 
0 . .• ) 
2. Loud. ) . 
,o 
3. Norma~. ::, / 
./ 0 '· " ~ 
// 
.4 • Soft: 
' 
' f : 




0 • ~ • • 
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I 
I 
. , . 
t) • • . . : • • •. •. •• • . . , . . • • . , ' . , } 
·overall le~el of · intimacy-,·- ·since -~·u: ·the microspatia·l ·,scales: run 
. ... 
in the same' d_i,?;ection,· from ~ost i~timate to least, a 
. . ' -:· . .. . 
• o' • • • , • . · · a ~ 
summation of the scores for the five variables can· give an 
' 
in~~x. of the overal~ rl,~vel of intimacy._ The lo'i.ier the total 
u !. 
·r' ' 
" score tbe ~ore sensory invoivement there is in an i~teraction · 
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A number of •concepts are ~se~ in the macrospatial proxemic section. They 
.. . 
a r e · lis ted her e w~th" their ope;r!ational .definitions. · 
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. .· 
Freedom of movement··- th~ .tota.l n~pet '91: :areas or. subs~cticins of · 
. ' 
rooms entered. T.o ,qualify as· ari ·enfered area, a.n indiyidual 
. ·must. have been there · fa~· at. least 5%· o{ the . loc~tion . 
-
·.cbserva t ions. · . ·, '' ''": f I 
···' : . : 
· . . \ . 
Avoided ~r~a ·- .a. r~·om , o.~- .. a · ·~u~'Sec~ion. of .a r.~o~ : (l. e.' t~~- adjaceni:· 
. '· . . .. . .. 
- \ . . . . 
squares) in .. which an,-indiv:i,dual was · n.ot pra~ent for :. at least 
.. 
'. . . . , . .· . : . . . ;; ' 
.... 5%.of'.the· 1oca._tion obsei:v.ations (Esser et ·a1-, 1965). · 
' ., 
' • • • • • •• 0 • •' : • ' • • • - • ~ -. .. • ... • ' • • • 
. . . jl!rf~d:i,~-tion -- ~emi>-ora'.r'y' ' d~fens_e 'of ~pa'!7~. ~n obj e'ct, 'or-. some ot.he'r · 
. . ... ,. . ' ·. . . . . .. . . . .'·. . . . 
.! ·• ·commodity (Roos, . 1.~68)':. .. .' I • • • -~· • • 
. . . · . : .. ... · 
area ·..., . the .area-. or -areas predominantly ·'us·ed ti<.aufman, i.962r. ·.·· 
' ' • .. • ' ' I ' ' ( ' o • t ' :·· : ' . o • : o • •\' ' ' • \ 
~~ i~~~~i,d~~\ m':l.s.t ·Q~ r-i~~~~~·.}e~~ ior,:at' 1e~~·~ · is% ~~ i:he 
.. '. . . . .... 
'I} 
' .. 
. . : iocat~~n .. c{bs¢f'v.a~~ot.ls· ·1 : :·:· /. ~. ·:: .:··:· 
Mo~op~iiz~<l .z·o~/.:. an:·ar~~-: . .;·i· :~du f~e.use ·(J~well-,"-19-6). An 
• ~ ~ • \. • • • • • • • ••• ·.' • ... • • t : • • • • • • • ~ • • • • • • ~ • • • • 
· . .' ··..indi.vidual' . nnJ~·t . b~. ~r~sent 'her for: at le~st'' 25%, of the 
. .. i~~-a~~~~:. 6~~e:v~~i~-~:~ ~·n~ ·~~ q~~er . . lndi~~dt!~ls ·may .'h~ve .\}ee~ ·' 
.. . . :• :.. . . . ~. . . . 
· · ~: · .. pr~s:en~ . · f~r .s%. of<tne· ·l~ca.tiori obser'vations. 
·. 
Relat.ive db~i-n4nc·e· -:- · ~here .. t~~ ~ut~om~ · of ~ dotpinance fnte~act: i.on ' 
. ' . . .. ·: . . ' . - . . . . ·. ~ .. ~ ·, . 
···: ·.·-' cl~p·~~d'S : o·~ :s~·a·t:i~~ - lo~a-~~6'n . ·.(L~yhause~,' 1971). A~ individua~). ' 
. : . . . :-.. · ........ ··. ·: ... : ' . ·.: . ·. ... . ' : . : . . . . ... . .·. . . . . . . . 
must• win . a signiffcantly :higher percentage of the f~ghts 
: ":·. . . . . . . ~. . .. ·. . : 
. . . . th~t· : occui'· it.'(_ ~is: ~on!' ~:rea ~~·an he does . e1sewtaer.e. 
. . . . .. \ : -· . . - ·: :· . " ; . 
• • • • 'o· o 
. . . 
• • • o ' 
... . : ·. :· . . . ·: . 
. . . 
• I , 
·: ·Ariaiys.is ::· 
... 
. ... . 
~ 0 ' • • • • • : . ·' : ; .. "' · .... . . . · .. · .
. I . . .. . . •' . 




o O • • • • • • " • • • '- • • • • • 
· · ~ .. . ~6·e .:r~~ d~~in~~~e ·.'da.~~ /n th~ : i?~ of· wi~·s· .~_nd ~lo~'ses ·-~~~ween· .~liffe~ent 
• '~ · • • • • l • ' · • • • •• • • · • • • • • •.• \ • 
. · individ.ua'is· .: ~ere · use.d ~a : co·~~i~uc~ · .. ~cilllf~~nce nierarcn:ies <~ee ·Figur~s ·3. and 4)~ .. 
' . . . ., · . ... . _: . . : . ·' :. · . .. . · . 
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Figure 3 Boys ~minanc~ Hierarchy 
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.. 
: . ' The~e· figure~. show data on :wins/losses and fr~q~ency of agonistic .~ncoun't~~s 
between each dyad, each ce'll ent!Y refers t~ the .. number of do~in~nce inter- · ·. 
actions th.at ·the dyad .eng~ged in.: 'I~~s t·e~hnique .is ~i~o u'~ful . f~~ . sh~~i~g 
. , : 
, . 
-~he. directional! ty. and .degree of onesidedness in a r~~ationship (Alt!nann., 
19i4). If a dominaiu:e hierarchy is. f.g_rmed, agon~stic interactions should · b~ 
~ni-directional;. that is . . the celi"'entries a~~y~ . t~e divi;;ng diago~al line' 
' . ' 
. . 
' should excee~ . t.hose' below. it. ' Two, matrices ·w.ere done, one. f~r e~.ch sex •. 
The d~minance hierar.c~ies. were . further analyzed in three ways1; ~hey were· 
. : . . . . . . 
tested J!Sing Guttman Is coefficient of ' reproductibiHty. (see . Torgerson, 1958). and 
~ ' • • 0 • -~ • • • • • • ' ' • ' 
. r • • • , ' . • , ' • 
Menze+.'s·(l953) coeffiCient · of r:eproductibility. The third m~thod 1ised wa~ · to. 
. . . . . .. ·. . . . . . -
' . 
. ' ' . -domdn~nce (where one·individual 
.' I • , 
COJllflar~ the·p!'!rc~ntage 'of dyads ~ith 'es-fablished 
\ . ' . . . : ' 
. . . 





: . .' esta9lish~d qy'ads as Edeltiia.n . all~ Omark (1973) did. , · 
. , . 
. . Knudson (l967: 1973) used b'oth.Guttman'·s and 'Menzel's 'scal'ing . techniques · 
. . . ' , ' .. . \ . 
' • ' • I 
• ' , J • 
in bex'research on oonnet macaque and preschool ~hildre~'s~dominance hierarchies. · 
' • . •• · . . . • . . • • : . • . . . . • t.• 
She notes that a p~rfect scal'e wo~ld b~ o~e ~n wh:i:ch ·.the n~mbeF one . ranked: 
· · individual -won all enc~unter:s ·~ith others, the number t'wo individ~a) woo' over 
• Q ' 
. .. 
·' ~veryone e.xcept· numbeJ;" .one/ and so .o~ . down tl;te .list ·until we reB:ch 'th~ l~west~ 
. ' ' 
. r~n.k~n~. in~~_vidual:s wh~ :neve~ .w.ins'. ·~s·uc.h a · hierarchy ra~ely exists in nature, · 
. . . '. ~ . . . . . .. . . .. . . ~ 
. ·. there· :are usually "errors 11 where lowet ranking individuals do on occasion beat . 
. . 
.• 
~ . . 
'. ' higher rank.ers. · The. following fo11!'u-la · (see ~~rge,rson, 1958) based on the 
number of ·11 errors;, 
degree.Pf rigiditi 
or deviations from a 
. . . ~ . . 
of th-e ·h~er~rc.hy: 
~erfect seal~, w~s used to test the 
. .. 
: .. 
. • number of errors 
coefficient of ,reproductibllity · .. 1-________ _ 
· number· of .responses · 
• I 












.. . , 
. •, 
. . , .. 
.· 
. ·· ~. 
.. 
··.· 





3·and 4. · Here; th~ number of errors refers · to the. sum of the· ceil ·entries 
J?elow· the ·diagonal...line.while t:h'e : t:ot~l n~mber o~ responses. equals · the . sum of 
. .. . . . . "'~ . . . . . . 
air <;ell ent~:i.es . on eithe~ side ·of the line~· This will be termed' the · 
,. 
coefficient of uver~ll .r~prod.uc't:ib'ilit~- · . Nex~, the . ,form~la ~~s :·appl:i.~(to . 
' ' ' I \ • 
the data.- shown 'in· the matrix ·of established dyads ·,~· (Figures · 5 and 6), .~here 
' • • I ,• -~, ' • ' o• 
0 , 'o A I 0 , · 0 • 
the · X's represent ea~h indiv~dua~'s consolidated score; th~t ia. t~e . X's r~pr~sent 
< 
dy.ads where one individual won over the o.th~r ·more than_. 50% 'of .. t~e timet Using . · 
these data,. the nu~ber of e_rrora !!leans the number of X' s below the d~~gona'l line ·: 
.. 
while t,he- number of responses ,equals· the sillli of all the X's and E's (wher.e: one 
. . . . . . ..... . 
. . 
individual did· not dominate .. the other more than ·5.0% of th~ .time) on both sides of. 
~he ' line. This is termed the ·coefficient of reproductibility' o·f established 
.. . . . . 
· dy'!odS •. · .• • r • .. 
Knud~on "(i967) notes · that Guttman:' requires a coefficient of reproductibility . 
of 0·. 90 fo.r ··an acceptable scale. whi~h le·aves ,very. ~ittle room fo,r. "errors".. 'In . . 
. . . . . . .. . . \ . 
. . 
a dynamic so~.ial ~ystem some inst.apility is to be expected sb .tnis coeffici.ent .is 
too high. Further resea~ch will be ne~ded ·to test · this s·cale. ·on animal .. 
. -hierarchi~s· before . an aaceptabl~ . ~ut-off poin~ . can lie. established . .. In this· 
thesis·, thfs statistic will be used ·only .loos~ly .·to detet:m~ne the , sta?il~tY.. of· 
o'\ 
tHe hierar.ahies. ( '. 
• 0 
Menzel's (195)), "-coe'fficient of scalabil~ty11 is similar to Guttmn.n's 
' 
technique so can be used as . a sorf of back-up test, which ·~ill also guard~~ . 
~gains~ the looseness of the ·Guttman iechniq~e. The following formula · 
represents t.he coefficient of s.ca~ab11ity: · 
number of errors 
'coefficient of scalabi'lily "' 1 - · · ------~------~~--------
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This form~la ·can only be used on' the established · dominance dat·a since 
· · . consolidated scores· are n'ecessary in ·or~er to k~ep the maximum -~umber of . 
possible·.errors finite, i.e. i~ the overall data the number of-possible errors . 
' . 
is infinite wh:i,.le in the ' estabiished domirui.nc'e data the ·number of maximwn -. 
I 
errors is limited by the number of possible dyads. . In · the formula, number· 
of-errors eqai.lls the number of x•s be~ow the diagonal l.in~ while the maximum 
poss~ble errors equals the ' total n~er of 'dyads which is · determined by the 
foll~wing formula (Carpenter, . 1965): 
· n~e·r . of dyads = n (n - 1) 
2 
N here equals .the totai nuJ:nber of indiv'idu~ls in the gr?UP (i. ~· n = 11 for, 
' boys, n = 23 for girls) • Menzel offers no dividing line.for when a scale is 
· not an a'<;:ceptable scale, so once aga_in t)1is result ·will be liberally interpreted • . · 
, · The 'third analysis of the dominance da:ta ·follows Edelman and Omark (1973) 
who compared the number of estab~ished dyads to the number of dyads -without 
established· dominance and used .this to dete~ine whether or not' hierarchies are . 
presen~! . This is represented by· the following formula: 
\ ·of established dyads overall = number of ·established dyads 
•,I. 
. number' of possible -dyads 
This formula will be tested on the data in Figure~ 5 and 6 in two _ways. 
·. • 
First, the number of' establi~hed ' dyads (i.e. th~ s~ o-f the X1 s) I 'will be 
. . . 
• • · · . . · n :. 1 
compared to the number of possible dyads (1.e . n ( )) • . Secondly, only 
·, -- · . -2-
. ·those dyads · who-have actually fough~ with one anothe~ w~l+ be exami~~d - to see 
what perc~n.~age have e s tablished dyads. Fof: e·xample , i .':l Figure •5 the number . 
· .
'· . \ . 
















. of X 1 s. will: be compared to the· number . of dya.ds which ·fought but did riot 
establish domini:mc~, i.e • . those designated 'E ~n the· figure. 




%·of establi~hed dyads which actually fought = 
·number of ··es.tablished dyads 
· number of X1 s and ·E 1 s 
/ 
. . 
It shou.ld be ,not~? tha·t the ·number of E 1 s must 'be divided in half since they 
. ' 
are represeQted in' both ind~vidual 1 s ~~lls ·(i.e. the dyad MK and DD was equal 
so ari E is ,put in the cell MK and DD and also in the cell DD to MK). The 
' '· 
cQmbined use of the cot;!ffi?ients ot' ~eproductibility and scalabilit:(, and the 
percentage·of established dyads should ·giv~ a good measure of the degree of 
stabiiity and r~gidity in'the hierarchie~. 
In · ~rder .to get .an<11 in depth11 look- at· the dominance hi~rarc.hy, Knudson 
• • • • 11 
. . . . . . . ,· ' 
'(1973) ·. investi~ated 'int~raction rates . (tot.al. 'amount of d~~in_ance ~ncourlte~s -
·. I 
inv.olved in) ·, b:readth of domi.nance' '(numb~~ of individuaj.s one is' dominant over), 
and the effectiveness of dominance (how successfui'one is in dominance 
en.couriters) ~ These measures help to · .. flesh out11 the r~w domi~ance data· and 
. ' 
also ·se~ve to ~ighlight the.differences fn dominance behavior between dominant, 
4;"medium and subordinate individuals·. The three. 'measure.s: ~coked a.t· .above. wer~ 
examlned · for the.hierarchies . discovered ·in ,the research· reported here. · 
. . . ' ... ' 
Al·s~, in order 'to examine the dyn~ics of domi~ance behavior, background 
. . 
,variables consisting of age, siz~, nursery school expe~ience, birth order, 
family s'ize·, _presence .or ~bsence o! siblings. ~n the . gro~p, r~ral/urban back<4round, 
. ....-
. a~d w~ether parents w.ere Newf0undlanders. or Canadian mainland~rs were examineQ 
to see . if 'these factors exert any influence on dominance behavior. 
Finally·, . the data gathered from the .observabili ty and focal individual 
.. · 
. ' 
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. ' . . . . 
samples . were compared to the r~w dolriinance data to dete~~ne whether or not 
any biases due' to differen~ial observability exist. 
. . . 
Three statistical tests were utilized in the analysiS of the micro-
. . 
spatial proxemic data: (l) the median tes.t (Yeomans, 1968) 1 (2) the chi-
! ' 
square ' test . (Weinberg and Schw:naker; l96,9) 1 . and (3) the proportions test . 
(D~wnie an~ Heath, ~1959). The hypotheses concerning sex differences in 
. . ,, . 
... 
personal distance i. ·body orientation, tactile. contact · (the proxernic sample-) ·' 
.• 
·. voice loudness and total :scor~s were compared .using the statistical-tests 
between two .rnedi'ans while the eye contact sex differen<'es were analyzed usi~g·. 
the chi-square test~ : 
· T.he . hypot~1~ses ~on~ern~ng. rank .· ~.iff~rences in ~ers.on~l .. di.s~ance-,, ~oc1y 
orientation; voice loudness, and total scores w.ere' analyzed using the median . 
• • • • • • l 
t~st . . while ~h~ chi-square test w~s used for eye contact, and the 'proportions ' .· 
test used for . tac~ile contact. 
In the case of all th,e yar1ables except· tactile conta,ot, dominants were 
, • 
·compared to subordinates while the : rned~um rankers were used as a qu~si-control 
. . . 
group. In the caSes where the scores for medium rankers·ware not inter-. 
' l t, 
mediate between those of· the dominants and subordinates, tests betweeJ::l mediums 
and dominants and ~ediums ~nqo st$ordinates were also done. 
. For · tactile contact, the percentage of contacts where fol~ow~n9 the pa.ttern 
dominant touches. subordinat~ were compare( to, contact subordinate ~ouches 
dominants using the. p.roportion~· test. 
. . \ ' 
Only in~ra-sex contact ·wa& analyzed. 
' . 
on the macrospatiaJ,. prox,ernic level the· t- ratio or student's t- ·test.whioh 
. . - . 
. . 
measures the difference between means (Do~ie and Heath, 1959) was used ~long · 
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avoided were analyzed ·with the t- ratio test while the p~oportions t~st was 
~ . ·'· ' 
used in the ·CaSe of jurisdic'tio~al. behavior, For relative dominance the 
perc,entage of· win's within an individual' s · te~ritory was .compareq. to the 
percentage .of wins outside the territory. Monopo~ized zones w~re n6t f~und 
































QHAPTER .IV ·. 
'•-3 I ' • 
RESULTS & DISCUSSION 
. ? . ! • 
This chapter will be divided into three sections. ·The first section 
will cotis~st 'o'f 'a di.scussi_on of the f~ndings of the d~m~nance aspect. of the 
study_ in · relation to the four core structural units :discussed in Chapter Two·. 
Th'e second sec~ion will b.e devoted .to ,the results of the seventeen hypoth~ses 
·tested, . The third section will be an overall distu~sion centred on. rank and 
sex differences. in ·pre.school . chi,Wren' s · proxemic ·behavior • . Th·e find.ings .of th~ . 
. ' . . 
study will then be discussed· in relation to the: findings of .other tesearchers· · 
and also in terms· ot the theoretical precepts of the · study. · 
Dominance Behavior 
I~ ·this section we· will discuss . the findings of the domina_nce section in 
·relation to pr'imate studies 
sys terns. .The findi~gs _will 
Os well' as .other studies . of human hieiar'chial ·. f/ 
:th'en. be ~-~late_d to the . four cor~· struct~ral unit'. . 
... 
· discussed earlier. '. 
The r~su~ts of the. study· are shown in the dominance hierarchie~ (~igures 
3 ·and 4). 
. . ~ . ·. A , 
A total of 328 dominance·interactions wer~ noteg in approximately 
r 
30' hours o_f obs~rv~tion wh.ich gives a rate of about e~even· dominance. interactions 
. ' 
per hour, . which is· quite high considering that many more probably took p1~ce ?ut~ 
·, 
I I 
side bf observation range. · Of ~his total of 328 dominance interactions, 110· 
or 33.5% of the .total' took place betw'e..en males while females act;ounted ft>r· 92' 
·. 
' • 

























or 28.1% ·of th~ tota1 . . The r~mainfng 126.' dominance e~cou~ters · ('38·. 4%) took 
Of th~se male~fe~ale do~i~~nce ·interactions the . . place between the sexes. 
. '\ . 
males w~re ' successful - in 82 or .'65-.1% while' the femcile_s ~o.:: '44 or 34·. 9% of · ~he . 
' . 
· total. Hqwev_er, as one may see· in· the effectiveness ·of .d~minance a_ cores in 
. ~ ' 
Tab'le ·1 for inte!-sex _inten;u;:.tions, some o.f · ~he high ,ranking'· fema~es can hold 
. . 
their·own · with s~me of . the ' male~. ~owever, . in gener~l. males-are dominant 
• < .) . . • • 
For example, _' as Table .2 shows, ·· ~nl,y- two males (t'ii'ose ranked · over: females. 
. . . 
sixt_h and eleven.th? had l.ess' than s~ccessful -records ·:ln inter-:sex .. dominanc:;e 
encounters ·while the maj~rity of females had losing recorda. 
. . . . , 
. ,. ,.J I 
A general gl~~~e at _the do~inance hiefarchfes . (Fi~ures .3-6) s~~ges ts that 
I . . • · . . . 
the boys were e~siet to rank a_nd . hp.d mo~e stahl~ hierarchies • .. T~is . was .. bor.ne 
out by o the· st,atistical 'analysis •. · The· - coeffi~ient of. overa·ll . ·rep.rciduc.tibility·· 
• • 0 • ~ ' • • • • • 0 • • 
·was 0.85 ·f~r the bo_y~_and 0;71 for girls, ~hi~h · s}{ows .ttfi~t._. the . boys' .d~~i_nance 
en.counters were more · uni-directional than those of .~he girls. The. ~oeffi~iE~nt 
of reprbductibilit.y .for e~tabl:i.shed . dy.ads (see Figuf~s :5 and 6) a·l~o confirms 
. ' . : 
• •• • • 0 •• • 
this. -The .boys•· coe'ffiCi,ent· was o.n while the girls' . score ~as only 0.65 • 
. M~nzel' s · -coef,Ucient of scalability sh~wed · ~hat .. _. th~ . sex7s' I?.ierarchies ·were · 
similar; both sexes ·had. coefficients of 0. 95 • . Ho~ever, for t:his measure ·cells 
that are empty ·are ~ount'ed ~s i' positive .scores"&!l'and ~s Figures s· and ·6 show, -~ 
. . . · .. ~ . . . . . :., ·.. . . . . 
the fe'lllaies had a much greater j.ncidenc.,e .6f 'einpty cells, probably be'cause of t;he 
1 • • D 
. . 
. . 
greater numbe·r of indi vidu.als in their n.i~rarchy, and this tends to inf;late their 
. . 
coefficient scot~~ 
The . percentage of established domi!la.nce dyads data gives c_ont.radi~tory 
· results on · the male vs fema l e hie'r a r chical stab i iity _questi on. The perc.e? tage' of 
• • 0 • • 
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, 1r, . , .. . • ' , • 
··· girls. .Ho~ever, _for~·· per.centage of ~stablisheci ,dom.inanc·~ in dyads whic~ . · 
• 0 • • 
· ·actually fough ·t, ... th~ · fe~ales had, a sligh~ly , high~r s.~o~e'::- 92;'<:~:...· than .the males 
·who scbred 87%. . However, this differenc~. is · on~y .~light: ,, 
. . , . 
. Tab.les ·.l - 4 show th.e d.omihance data b;roken .a~n into· interaction rates,, 
• • • . . • • • - • • •. •• • . • ll 
• .' , I ' , .. . , I '• , ' • 
~~readt'h of. dom~?a,n~-and e.f~.ectiveness . ~f· dominance· fp;r ~11 individu.~ · 
s .eparatefy · (Tabl~s ~ ~ ~) and for t.hese inl:liv:tdu-als' st:ouped. int~ -dbtdnan·c~ 
..-.. . . . . . 
r~nks (Tabl~s 3 4). The interaction rate ·scores (tot~l number of dominance 
·. ' 
.. 
lb . I • I . . 
-~~~\mtet·s · ~~vol~ed · i~) sh.ow tha~ ·in. l>oth boys ~nd . gi;i~, do~in~nts. te~d t~ be ··· .. ' 
.·. . . . .. . . ' . . '. , , 
more invoJ,ved in dominanee inte;actf6ns ~h'im 'o~hers. · This holds true for girls 
•··. 
. . . 
.in· both inter and int.ra-sex dominance •intera~tions · whiie for the{ boys, 
. ': . . . . . ' . 
· d~minants ·are more inv.c;>lved in· intra-sex i.nter<:~ctions· but · they score the same 
. \ ' a~·.subordinates 'in inter-sex int;e.racti'on. With reggrd to boys-, both· mediums 
and subordinatc;;s engage in ·slightly more d,ominance interactions. wit~ · g~rls tha'!l 
- . . . ·. • . • '• : . . . ' u • ' 
·boys, wh~le 'the opposite _is· true of t 'he dominant boys. ·This suggests that 
. perhaps l~er ranking ma~es are redirecting, their agonistic b~havior . at girls 
•' 





. , .. 
' . 
' : 
.... : ' 
I '. ~.: .. i . 
higher ranking· males. · Loo}tin~ a~ the gHls' interaction ra~es, we can see ' 
. ,.1 . . \ . • .. • ' 
· tha·c ·inter and intra-sex dominance interaction .. rates ·are very ' similar for . all 
' ' " .. • 1 ,'• I : ' • ' ' 
ranks. I-t is also ,interesting td note the -.rari'ty 6£ the, 'Subord.inate girls' 
participat-ion ·in dominan.c~ 
only 11.8{./ ~£, the domin'!~ce 
inte;-~ction~:t ; ·. they 
' encount~~s whe~ by 
p~rticipated in a~ _average of ' 
•I 
' . . .. . 
chance·. they would have been_ 
. . \ 
expe~ted to.partlcipate .in 
. . 
a · m~~h hig~t;l_r percen.tage on· the iriteractio.ns • . 
'" The .b'readth ~{ domina~~:e data (number ~f· individuals one :l:s · .... , 
• lo • • . • . . •• . . 
· ~o~i~ant over~leariy sh~~- . that hi.gh rimker~.'dominate ~ore in_dividuals 
'• 
< • 
This is :particular.ly. apparen't i~ . .- the case 'of. the : . , 
' ' . 
· · · than pthers. 
subor~linate girli:;. qf -these .Six girls, ·~not .one was. ,domi nant oV.er ,another 

























Dominants 13.6\ . 
Mediums 5.2% 













3-- AVERAGE ·DOMIN1\NCE SCORES BY RANK: BOYS 
'l-
Int~action Rate o; Breadth of Effectivene~s 
' -
·Dominance 
M-F -oVerall M_;M M-M M-F. :Overall 
.. ··.· 
"10.5%. 13~0\ s . .s 0 .5%" 76.6\ .69.4% 
8. 7% . ·_ 6.9% 1.8 44.6% 59.3% 53.9% 
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· The effectivenesn ·scores (perce·ntage o.f total encr;)unt~rs one was sue~ 
cessful . in) for in.ter-sex interactions also highlight :the differen~e.s betwe,en 
. ~ . ; . 
' . I . . 
~the three rank groupin~ and lends further support to the proposition . that the 
•' . .· .. ' 
gr'O-ups are organized hiet'arch,ically. They• als·o 'support the . findings that males 
. . . ~ . 
are ·gene~ally do~in~nt over. f~IJI.ales. ,J All three groups of, boys had winf?.ing 
\ . . . . . . ' 
records in inter-sex agonistic beha'l/ior while not even the dominant girls had 
• • -, I 
a winning percentage~ 
. ' 
As ·noted earlier, since the' behavioral sampling_ method used was ad lib 







sex.rnay enter into the results. · For this reason differential observabi"lity and . . 
focal individual sampl!iJS -wer~ ·~one. Tables '5 and 6. show t'he results o(' th.ese 
... observations~ 
I 0 f • ,' f I • ' ' 
These results show tha boys were observed somewhat more than 
. . 
girls but -it also· shows' that far mor.e focal individual sampling was done on. 
. . . J • • • 
·· girls 1than· boy.s .(170 minutes. for 'girls vs 20 for boys) which should have .. . . .. . 
corrected any ~ias resulting fr~m di.fferential observ'abil.ity of ;.tha sexes • 
: . . . . 
~ Concerning dif f ere_n,i:iaf obser'-J'abili ty- of individ~als, we can s~e that some 
'individuals. were obserVj;!d le~S. ·than o'thera an~ 
f( 
this could affect their rank 
' . . ~ . . . 
relati.ve to others. · In the ·boys' case, this could affect those ·ritnl<ed : third · · 
.. .. . f • • • • •• ' • • • • 
·· While both_. may .h~ve and eighth~ who were observed less than the other boys. 
-moved up ·or down th'e hierarchy wi~h- ~ore observations, it i~ . unlikely that · : 
. 
I • ,' 
either would switch to a different gro~ping; ;hat is, Er would not likely 
. . 
become a ine#urn nor would Jn become ·either a domlnant or subordinate. In. the 
•• 
• o t • ! " • I ~ , : ' • • I ' 




·: onse most af~ ectcd. . Both number 'thi rteen a.nd . twent:y attended the nurse~y···~nly; ..• . 
; .. 
·· part' time • . N~mbor .~Jt·H·.tocn was 
. . ; ' ; . . .~ .... 
,,. 
·~ I , ,1 ~ 
, ~~· · ·· , , •• ) • 0 
p;~~ent ·-fO.r only . 8% 'd.f. th~ . observation sample:; a . 
. ,. ' , 
. ' 
·~ . 
. ~· ... f • • . I 
·i . 
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T~LE 6 DIFFERENTIAL OBSERVABILITY AND . FOcAL iNDIVIDUAL SAMPLING: 





• • ., ol, 
1. Ty 2': sa .· 
3. AX 
4 • 5h I 
. 5. Knl 
6. La 
7 .• Be 
8. - Ge 
g, .. Ay 
10 . . J 't 
11. Fy 
12. .. Da 
13 . . Bl 
14. Hn 
. 15. sz 
16. Gs 
17 l .Rn· 
18. Di 
' · 
~9 .-- - As • 




23, Dy · 
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· · · .· Average 
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and pro~ed vecy hard t~ rank: .MY g~ess .'would be that; 'with more observations I 
'~1Hl would r.i,s~· in rank b~t· probably ~ot ns high ns dominant rank. 'The other 
' 0 • 0 ~ • • • ' 
two girls, when pr~·sent, gave.· ~~ery. indi~ation 'of .being· subordinates so they 
were placed con.fidently in this group • 
, . , • •·. ,: • r 
FinAlly, background information coriE!isting of age, . musculature (i.e. 
~ I ' 
·h~i~ht + woight1 nurseJ;y school experience 1 and so on was. c~llec~~a on the 
. . ' 2 ' ~ 
0 • ~- children , from scho'o;t' recorqs and. quest~on.ing ,thei~ par~nts. · ·These data are · 
. ,· 
1Ve'rj shetchy -and unreliable since 'ma,ny parents had either moved away, could· . 
• ' t o • • 
not be contacted, did not k~ow the. information requested, etc. Nevertheless," 
. ' ' \ • 0 
. we will .examine this' data in rel.at:l,on to rank. · The· variables number. of · 
0 . • \ 
•• • 0 0 ' ' • ' 
~iblings ~ parents from Newfoundland or. elsewhere; parents' bltckg~ouncl. rural or 
. •' 
:urban, and birth order were .not.related to ran~ for either· seK. For number 
•, 
. . . .. .... :1 · • • 
9f s'lhl.ings, 74i of.·the chiislrcn had ono sibling, while 26' had either none· or 
.. • \ • • • 0 
' . 
rnq-rc than .one, · These: 26% w~rc .scatter.ed even).y ~hroug~out the hierarchy, 
only 5\ oi' the ·p~rents were fr.QII\. Newfoundland and/or of a .rural background~ 
• • 0 0 • • • • • • • • .' • • • • • .. ' ' .. • 
Sixty percent of .thd-children WC7'~ 'first horns and the other 40% wer.e· 
•. 
' ' , 
• I 
distributed randomly throughout the hierarchies. 
J ' 
• ·.·0 
', . ... 
. "; . 
· ·Thc're were no. rnnl( differences in nursery school expede'nce fob girls 
.. . ., 
• . • • • • • • lo • • • • ~ ' ,.. 1 • • .. 
·but- for boys it mi!Y be s'oniewhat irOportant because the 'lowes~ ranking ~~y had · 
' . . . . . 
•. . 
· tlif? lcnst. ?xpericnce. I I f ~ 
' . 
There were two pairs of sib~il}gs in the nursery~ t~e brother-fiistcr 
•• • 
, \ • 11, . • • I , . 
.. 'pnir·· Jn-Dv and the· si'ster-sistor pair;' Be· and. De'· and ·whfle they cUd. tend to· 
, , t + o I flo o 
·. · 
Dpcnd a g:~at •. !lenl of time together 'there·· were no·. appnr.ent effects -of ·,this· · 
.. ·. -~' .. 
. var~.~blo on · dom~11anca ran~." , . . , ·\ 
'1\go and musculature may be somewhat important for rank. . . ·1\s Table 7 shows 
.. 
. .. ·0 
~ 
(' 
I ' . ., . 
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:, . . . . 
AGE AND MUSCULATURE IN RELATION TO RANK 
.· 
RANK''• AGE · I {1USCULATURE ·. 
·. 
·"' 
Boys· - Girls Boys . · Girls 
' . , . 
/'' . . ~ . 
·~·/:! J /' . ~ t 
47 ' .4.,9; s· 
.. / 
"45 ~ · 3 . 












.. . ·; subordina,te 
. .. 
' 




~dominant individuals tend 'to be older in both s~xes ,· 'although •the d~fferenc.es " 
a~e' oniy in the ra\'}ge '".of ~-4 ~qnths. In t;he boys 1 .~a~ I'!, domin~n ts"' tend to · 
, . 
' : . ... . be s.lightly larger than others, while ' for girls .there are no rea·l d'ifferences. 
') 
Kn~dsol'l ( 197 3): in her study· of preschool children 1 s ~o·~inance hier~rchie s; 
. . . . 
· . . 
found that ~ge and muscuiature were sig'nificantl; related to rank for girls . 
. . 
•, 
~ - . 
• .I J ' 
but not for boyi: · McGrew , (1972) also found these variables to be important · . :~"~; : 
. . . 
1 
for ,boys. Both Knud'son .and McGrew a1:'so fo}lnd that . nurse.ry school exp_erience · · 
I, . 
was 're~atod to rank. A ql.la;J.itat.iye observation made' ~n ~hi~ study supports. 
·. 
· ~ ~hei/ .. lat.t~~ .finding~ . A •. numbe~ . of _c~.~ldr~.n · in .. t~e: grof de~cr~b~~.:fn 'this ·. ~ 
\ , ) . .· . •. . . . . . ' 
thesis were members of another. group qn ·which I did a. pilot study about a year 
f ' ' ,,. o f ' ' f • I • ,' , ' • • ~ ' 
, : .e~li'er·: '.I~ the obs·e~v.ations ~one· on t~~ ·Pi.~o·~.: study group, ·i_: . ~as .. ~ound . t.h~t · 
the alpha ·male fn. t!:te .ca~oup d escribed ·.he~e was a very .. low ranking individuaL · 
<t. • ., .'"' • • ' • 
·• 
. §o·; in the course of 4 year. he moved from the ~n·om .of one, group 1 s hierarchy' ~ ... ' 
.. 
• .. 
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to the top of his next year.' s group. 
. . In Chapter Twc?·, _' ·after ~ review of priinate ranking syst~ms four core 
structural units of rank orders were identified. They are: (1) males are 
.I . . 
. generally dominant o_ver f~males and a;re more involved ~n . dominance lnter'actions; 
(2)' males are easier to rank than 'f~ales and have more stable hierarchi:es1 
. 
(3) each sex has a separ.at;e hie'rarchy; and (4) dominance. relations ·are learned 
.. 
· · in early peer .behavior. 
• ' I . . 
This fourth principle was used ~ore as. an ·assump~ion 
.. 
than as a principl~ to be empirically examined, 
I 
so · the data r~ported here ha~~ 
no .real bea'ring on _it. However, we can examine t~e othef:' .three principles .to 
see if they· apply to · preschool children 1 ~ hierarchies as. Kriudson (1973) , 
Edelman and omark (1973} and others h~ve found . 
. 
The first pr:lnciple co~cern.~ng m~le dominance was confirmed in this · study. 
As we 'noted, males won 65\ 6f 'the dominance interactions .that took place . between 
"' ' • ' I . . . ' . 
the sexes wh'ile they . lost only' 35%. Males were also involved in more dominance 
., 
interactions tha!l females. Male-male interactions comprised 33.5\ of the 
.. . 
total, while, female-female· encounters accountE!!d for 28.1%. This difference 
' , 
becomes more significant when . it.,is recalled that males comprised only 32.4\ 
. ' . 
. ,. I 
of th~ g~oup and females 67 .6%. . B~cause there· were mo:r;e females they should 
have been involved in more . domin.anoe interactions,. but the opposi.te was ' true·. 
T~e· second pi-ind~le that ~ales . are · easier . to rank, and bad mo~e st~l~ 
. . ' . "' . . ' . .. 
hhra-rchies wa s also ,confirmed. Th,e boys were easier .to ran~ pro)?ably because . 
. ~ . 
they engaged ' in more doqiipanc.~ inte ractions, ' L e. _the l>?YS averaged ten 
' ' 
' : dominanc~ inter~ctions each . while the girls'. av~rage was only four. There were, 
. : . . 
' . 
abo a large· n~el:' · of girls who rarely' engaged in dominance behavi9r s1 
0~ ' 0 ' • O 0 I •• 0 , I: • • 0 0 • , ~' • ' , ~ •' I ' I t .. 
· this 
wa~ not true of: the ·boys . The boys I Mer'archy was ' alSo more sta,bl:e . 
I ,' :."' 
! . 
. . .... . . . 
'·" · 
.... ' .. 
j, , • 
., 
. ~ . . . ;--
: 
·.-:.,. ·r 
. , ·,, . 
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five ~tatistical tests 1 th.e boys' hierarchy was shown to be more stable in 
,. 
I . 
three tests ·(coe.ff~cient of overall reproductib~lity 1 coefficient of 
reproductibili_ty for establish'ed dominance, -and percentage of dyads with 




. . 'scalability) , and the girls scored higher or, ewe (percentage of' established . 
11 
- . ' 
dominance in dyads which fought) , alt?~ugh the ' difference here was slight. 
The boys' hiez:archy may have beeri more _stable because it 1)1volved fewei · 
individuals. 
. . 
The boys' hierarch'y contained eleven individuals whereas the 
girls' was ·composed of twenty _three, 'it is <?bvious that' it would be easier ··to 
rank oneself in relation to ten others tha~· . to twenty two others. Also, while 
boys were easier to r::ank, the dividing of the · hierarchy in~o high, medium and 
I • ' • I • • 
l9w was easier .to do ~or girls than boys. 
. . . . . 
In the :~rls' h,ierarchy 1 ·as Figure~ 
4 . shows, the top ~ix girls were clearly dominant (altho~gh t.here 'wa~ a lot of . 
jockeying. for positions' within tf\is ~ategory) , the bottom six girls wer.e. very 
subordin'ate, '1hile the othe! eleven .were of medium ra_nJs,. In the boys' case 
. . 
' (see Figu:t;e 3) there was an undisputed alpha fnale and three · clear subordinates, 
' . . \. ' 
· bt!t ·the othe~ divisions were ha+d to make. Nevertheles~, . the h).erarchy could be 
divided along high, medium , a~d · low. gradien~s 1 although not as . easily as could 
the' girls. 
The third prinCiple,_. that. each' sex would. have .a separate' h_ier'archyl was·. 
only . partial.ly confirme~. Whil·e, as · we have seen, each, sex does have a 
·' 
·----separate hierar-chy, there were more bet'w~e11:-s~x agonif{tic e~counters than 
.. I \ • • • 
expected: There were' 126 such . interactions, -38.4\ of the total amount, which 
is mo~e th~n for - ~le-male' or fem~le-female .i:nteractiori, wh£ch suggest_s · that 
... ·. th_ er~· !'Ia~ be an overall . Cjroup . ~.ierarfhy as well. . Howev~r 1 because of the large 



























· numbe~ of individuals .involveq (34) and als'o' because there we're n~t . en~ugh 
.. 
dominance interactions for many children, an overall hierarchy _was not , 
•• I • • • •' 
cons true ted. If an oyer:, all hiet'archy was .construct~d; it 'woul.d generally 
follqw this pattern; dominant and medium males on-' top, dominant females and 
subordin·a te males in the middl,e, and medium ·and subord:f;.nate· females on the 
bot to"in. .: 
To summarize, we have seen that the preschool children ' s group described 
her.:e has a ;elativ:ely .well-d~fined and sta'ble r~nking system which shares many 
common features with primate rank orders: For example, males are mo.re involved 
' . 
iri dominance, are e~sier ~o . rank, have mo_re stable ~ierarchies, and a~e gene~ ally ·. 
,dominant over fell!ales. However, dominance· hierarchies are. not .synonymous with 
' ) 
s9ci:al organization, 1they form only one aspect of group structure, 'arid .. they are 
' 
useful only ih so much' as they functlon as intervening· variables whic~ can · 
. ' ' 
predi<:t other social behaviors (Richards, 197~). The follow).ng _two I!Jections 
assess the degree to which ·domi~ance rank, along with sex; influences preschool 
children's · spatial b~ha.vior. 
. . . 
' ' . 
Hypot.heses Te'sted Results 
. 
. (1) Dominants would .. use. lea's . personal space · than subordinat~s. 
This hypothesis ·.was not confirmed. ·· As" Ta_ble 8 shows, the differences / . ' ' . 
. betwe_en the median . scores of high~ mediu~, and· low . ranking children di.d 
: I • • .~ I 
' . . 
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.. . : 
,.• 
.< 2)_· · femaies w_ould use less personal d~s tance than mal~~. · 
~ . . . . . ,. 
This' hypo:thesis· was not c·o~ffrmed. 
. ) . . . 
0 liol' . . . . :· 
As Table 9· show!:l, . differences ~ 
. . ' 
• • ,J • 
between the median .SC(!res of- -the_ boys. an~ _the gir.ls ·_ did ,pOf; reach sta~fstical . · · 
.. 
o ' ', o o I • : ' ,' • ' ( o o • o o '" • o o o o o 
. (3) . · Dorn:f:~~nts . will have -a more . di~ec~ body or:ient:~.'tio~- · th~·- subordinates • 
• (J .. • . . ' • . • -A . • . . • ' • " 
' ..... 0 
Thi·s h¥pothesi8 w·~s not confirmed for. -~fther .sex.,- as. Tabl~· .8 . s-hows. 
• • • -. • • • •• • • • • • • ' • • •• • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • , , '.. • • .. ' •• ~ ... • .. 
However, for t~e bo~s _t~er~ · we·re~~ignific~~t. r~hk d~·~f~reri_ces with J,ne,qiu~ . 
ra.n~e~!i using ·a ~or~ - dj_re~t. ·body · o.~ie-qt~t~q? . th~~- .:d~~~-~:ant~-. & !s-~bord~_~;·;·e~ •. 
• • . . . . • .· : . I. ·• • •. I 
For the girl_s tne medi~~ score~ .w~re . not sig.nific~ntly · diffe~~~t· • . .. 
.::·: 
, . 
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·(_41 : ~ales · ~o~ld .u~~i 'a _ rna·~~- -~_ireet. ·bo~~-.~rienta't~o:n .t;~~n -~~~ . ". a • .• "'. 
.. • - . • • • . . • - . fl . '- • • • • • 0 
. ~ 
This ·hypotheses: was corifi'rm~d (Table 9). ·Males did . use a .more direct' · . · 
'\ . . ' ' • • "' ' :' •. . ' I • • •. ' ~, • : • .\ ( ' tO ' • • • • ' 
::' 'body orieri.t:at'io~ than ·females i'n. same-se~ed pee'r int~r-aotions· . . 'th:f.s . :· , .. _ . 
· , : rel~tions~lp ~~s ·.te3ted. ~.~·t.rig~-· ~11~ ·m~d:i~~ t;~~~- · (Y,eo~~~~., i~.6S).- .~n~-:~~~~J~:~~ots> ·. · 
' • • \ • • • ·: • J • • ,. • • • • • • ' •• • t.. \ ·. : . · :· . .. . ' ~ ·. .. . : .. . . ·, . . 
. .. ·showed. _t11·at the .dif~ere.nc~ was·· s_ignifi'?an.t (p .( ·.01) • . , · ·· : . - · " · · -
• .. , " : •: ,;, " 'I 0 , 0 , 
0 
,1 I ..... • ' ' , _,C) 0 ' ~ ' , ' • , 0 0 ' • 
0 
,. , • ' \ 0 ' 
. . · · (5). Dorninant:s·:woli!'d engage ··iri' _more eye·.~ont'act.t;han :subdrclinat~s. .. . .· . . 
. l . ,: . : . ... ' : 
• • • • .. • •• • .. . ' . \ • • • '. ' • • • • • • •• • • J •• : • • • .,. ... , • • • • • •• • • • • 
This. hypot.hesis ·was .. conf:t:rme·d .f"Or . g~rls :but. no-t foi' boy~ : (s~e :·'table· 10) • . , • ·.· 
'o ' ' ,• ~ ' , ' o r' ' ' •., ,o ..: ..... ~ · ~-· .· , ' ... •, • , • ,'o • , ' ~ , , •''J.~ t ~,: · : · :_. ·: I .... . • 0 ' :)· .' . ~.' 
In. tJ\e ,girls'. case·, 't_h:t:s relationship· _ wa~·. tested .t~:sing.the'. ch;l.-:-squ_ar~. te~.t which ~ 
.,· • • "•• ~": .~·~ I ,' ' • ·, I .~' '', ~ .'· • • t, •• ' • •~ ~} • • : • .. • • " ~ ~ 
· ~how~d t;ha't do_min.ant~ d~f{e~-~d ~~gni,flc~~t~y_. from . su~~rd.inates ·-'(_p~~ : .ooi-). ;. : · ~ 
~~d· m~diu~s··.(P -~> ~o~) . : ~~ -F~r\b-~_:'~~y~ --~~~-:~cl~~f.~f~~ce~ · ~~~e na~ ·.~ignf;i~·;~t~· · 04 ~.: ;· · .': ... . ' . ·· 
... _ .. . . . . . ·: . . . '/ .. . - . .. . .. . 
betweim:·~rhe d,i·~~- ~re.n~." _ cl~s~e~~-.:. ·.::: ~ : : .·.f"<.·· ... :··t: ._: .... ~· .' .,. . -~ .. -, ·.· · ·· 
• ' 0 
... ! 
., 
. ' .. ,_ · ··. ,_., 
·.· .• 
.a. . • . . ) . . . ' 0 • .) • • .• , •: • • ~ 'g • • ' 
. : ·· :Domi11ant g~~.rs· · ~eie '~i~o · ·_the ·:'r~c.~iv~r!3~0~ ni~r~ ,eYf .cgritac.t ·_il:ia~· -~ubo:·ci- _, . ':, '1 ~ • , I 1 : 
. .: .. 
o:.r ' ' - . •: lo o \ · : • o , o I ; , ' ',.. , ', f , o ' • • ' I ~ - • ',', •: • 4 o ', :-'~I • t -~ , • ',1 .._1 
imite~}.(p. J:. .Ql) :·or m~dil,l\llS :(~ _ ~ .• O_?J' whil~ . fn. th~ boys; ca~e··. t~e~e-=, _w~re;·nc;' : . 
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Rank 
Do~inants 
·. · Mediums 
Subordinates 
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Look · Look Look 
At Away_ At 
.. ' 
~ 
39 128 36 
36 . 128 23 
37 152 10 
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.. - ~ 
signific11nt differences between the : ~an'k cla~se·s in eye' ·contact rec'Edved. 
.. .. . . " 
-( 6) ~emales would engage ··in more · eye· con tact_ tha!} · m13:.les. 
. -~ .· 
As Table 9 sh_ows, this hypothesis 'Was· not confirmed, · In fac t', m~les · · 
• • • • • • • • 0 
used sigrlific~titly ·more,. ey_e conta'ct · t~an. females·: . Thi~ -was tested 'by _ b'oth 
the median test and· the chi-s_quare test' and i~ b~th cases .ma,les. we.re .fo.und 
~ .. • 0 • 
t~ engage "f.h E!igni'ficantly more ey~ contact (~ ~ • 01) ~ 
• f o o I 
(7) · Dominants \'lOUld ·touch more and be .touched less. 
' ' 
. o 








' . • ' 
.. 
. ~ 
.. . . .. 
icant relationship was found_ f or the ad lib . s~mple . (p' 4 • 05) but not for .... 
the p_roxeinic sample. :When :the ~ata ~rom. the proxemi~ sample · and ·ad . . l .ib 
:sample were .combined' the relationsh'ir was significant '<p"' .. 01). 
· .... · 
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TABLE 11, . 
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' ~ '•• • • I • ' • 
Prqxemic Sam.ple Ad Lib S~~l.e • . (;ombined ·sample . 
.-Girls . Boys . Girls ·- .· B_oy~ Girls 
-.. ; 
22~62.'9%) 16(5_0%) ' -. 35 (7.0%) 57(62.:6%) 5 7_(67 .1%) .73 (59.3%) 
. ... . 
13(37 .1%) . 16(5~~0 . .- 15.(30%) 34p7.4%) 28(32.9%) 50(40~ 7%) ·• 
.. 
NS .' -NS 
·* *· ** NS-
.<> · 
. ~ ' . . 
-· f" ·-
.. . · ,. 
. . f: 
·..; 
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pr~xemic S~IRpie •Or . the combined· s)impie While .in "the 8Q lib 
at ion rip' w~s s;gni~icant (~~- ·.'os) ~: . ' . -:. ~ ' . ·.:· .. : _: ~h ' ; I ' . ...~ · , . < \ • •Jt, -
(8) . .Females would engage in more tac'tife conta'ct tha~ J!lales •. 
.. 




. . . ·· . . This · hypo~hesis ·~~s not. ~nfirmed . . (see·· rabl~. 9) ·.'. The data,"from th~. · . 
. . . . 
I • I 
) ' ' p~oxemi.c sam~l~ o~ly were' .statist~c~lly anabyz.~d an,d ·.the dif.ference was 
. . . .· . , • "\ .. •.. . . .. . "' . . . ... ' 
. ·_.. significant; . · The proxecilic sa~ple only·~as. used in thfs case b'ecause ·it is 




, .. ·.less s~bj ~ct .to : obs~rver~ Oias ~~ah is ~the ad lib, sample . 
(9) 
. < 
Dominants would \.!Se a· louae-r ' 'vof~~ than subo.rdinates. 
' • ' I. 
' '· ' 
relationship' .was tested ·using 
,' I . . . 
This hypothesis was con,firmed for ' ·b~th~s·ex~s. (see -Table 8) . . This ·· 
•• '. •' • : • ' I • ' ' > ,., 
the . ~~dian tesi: and result~ showed · that. f~r ' '·, · 
' • ' ' ' I ' • : o • • , ' • 
tha~ . sub~rdin~tes (p ~ • o'n ' and medf_um; rank~·rs ; ' . . . . . . boys; gominants· talked 'louder 





. : .. 
. . 
. : . ' 
•l 
' \ 
/! (p t:.. 001). ·rn the girls' case, · dominan~s 'talked· louder than both .. subordinates 
• • • ' ' • ' • ' ; ·. • • : ' ' • • • • '. f ••• ' • • ' . ' • ' ' 
. ' . 
.. ' 
' -· 






. I .. 
Boy; wou.ld · ~~ ~ louder !Voice· than . girls . .. 
• • • • • 1 
. · ..... 
I 
,This hyp:othesis·- was .. not . CQ.nfirmed 
• • • ~ ' • ' ' • c • • \ •, • 
identic~1 in "yoice loudness. o ' ' : ... . _: 
• ' ' ~ • • ,, l o ' 
' . 
(Tal)le 9). Bpth ~xes. were • almost 
' . : 
- • o '• r .. ·!l ' 
. . .. . · · (11)· . . ~ominant~ would · be moJ:'e in.timat_e· than · subor~i·nates .• · · 
..  : 
.. . 
·• 
:._. \~ .·~his :~yp6th~sis. ~as n~t confirmed.' 'As. Table . 8 shows ."th'e rank di(ferences · .. 
:we~~-. quit-e sm_all and no.t statistically diff'erent • 
. ·.· ., ·, 
(12) Girls·. ·woul,'d be" mor~. intimate than'· boys·. 
. .. '. . • ' 
• • ' • ' ' ' •' ' ' f ' : ' ' • f o I 
·: between the boys and girls were far too ·small · tp _. b ·e significant. 
. . .. . . . . . . . . 
. · . . Thi~- hy.poth~sis was, not cpnfi~~d . .. ·As Table' 9 shows the differen.ces 
. ; 
. . 
. (13). · .Dom:l.~ants ·would eriter -m~re :arteas and avoid. le·s~ than: . s~bor,dinates· • . · 
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./ 
' ' Thi~ i~ypothesis 
' . 
wlls ~ot·~ .~onfir!lled fo~ boy~ .and ·o., ly partia.~ly·.· ~·o. for . . . . 
For girls · there were rank di'fferences itl areas· avoided 
. ~ . 
·girls ~see ~Table· ·12) ~ 
• • • ~:. · ... 'tJ • . ... .. ·. :· . . . . . ·. . .. . ·.· 
wi ~h subordinates'· avoiding .more are~s .~.ha~ ~om.~r~nts . ~p .~· . ~.5). '?h.~s wa~ 
te~t~d us~~7 or te.st ~f ;dgnlficanc between. m~ana. .· .. 
TABU 12 - RANK Din:ERENCES· r/N. MACROSPATIAL PROXEMtC BEHAVIOR 




. A):eas Enter.e~ · 
' (mejtns~ .' 
. ' 
.Boys .. Girls · 
. . , : 
' ' 
.. 
. , ·. 
Areas AvOided. . .. ·. 
(mea.nsf 
:Boys . Gf:.r~s 
l'l' • , 
. , . 
. .. 
·. Jurisdiction ·· 
B~ys. Girls · 







~ ' ' . 
.. .·. 
' ' 
., . . . . ·" . . ' 
. : ' 
Dominants . . 
·· . .. 
9 .. 67 
8.6? 
6.67 ' 
i ', 7.0 0 2.67 . . ·16(43A·%) .': ~ 25(8~.· 3%~ 
. · . . 
• 
.Mediums . . · a.67 . , ' '· 3 .. 39 6.00 .5(13~ 5%) 
.. · 
. 1. 41 
' 
6'.67 16('43 ~ ·2%')' . 0 ·. (0%) 
.·· ... 
* ; p ~ • 0,5 .· 
**, P. 4- ,': ~1 : . ·. 
I . 
NS. : .. - . NS 
' • .... : ~~ o o :' o ' I ' o o o o 
· ( 1:4) · · Boys · wo{,lld ·enter more areas than girls. : 
..... ' . \ , . . 
* 
·. 
I, ' • ' • 
: :: NS · ·** 
This hypothes.i ~ was not confirmed (see· .Table l3-). ·In 
.. . . ' "' . . . . . . . ' . . . : . · . . 
f~~t, t:h'e two 
' . - . 
. ~.exed were : aimos t iden~ical on'. thi~ . m~asure. 1 
• • , • •• • • • ' • • • ••• • • •• 0 • ' • • •• 
. . ·: 
~ ·. 
· (ls) ·oomina~~s . would ~·~ mor~ . Hke1~ .. ·.to 'o.ccupy .. m~nopol·i~~d.: zo~e~ · · and show. 
- '. •. • • l . : .. 
. 
• 'r ·' 
~ •' I 
·' 
•' 
' \ ,' .. 
·' . . . . . . ·.. : . . . . . . . . '· . . . . . . •' . - ,, : .. " . 
. j uri'sdi~t~oncil -behavior ~han su~ordin~t_es·, .... - ··. .: :. ' 
. , 
• •• • J. ••• •• ' · ; ·· 
.·This .. iwpothes~s .· was· n~t . con.fi~e·d for bo.ys '· b,ut was · pa~tially conf~~ed·. f~r· · 
' • • • • • • • • • ' • • • • ' • '..,;,/ _ ., •• '. , ••• 1 ., • 
• , 
:4_,; . . i. 
·! . '' 
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TABLE 13 -
.• ~-.. --.-~--:---~. ·. : . _/f· . . ' 
SEX DIFFF!RENCES· IN··.MACROSPATIAI;_....PROXEMIC .BEHAVIOR 
. : ~--~ ... _ : : . . . 
·· ..· 
. : -.,~.. 
















' . , ·.~ 
. . ;'-· 
A~ • • ' ' 
I 
· NS' .,. no- s;i.gnificant d:i.f~erence · 
. .. . . ' 
. .. : 
' ' 
).7 (56. 9~) 
, . 
, 28 (43%) 
. ' 
. - . ~ . 
' . 
111 . 
.. . , . 
\' 
/ 









.. , ' 
' Zones bu,t there ~as a ve_ry st'rpng relationship between domi nan<;e 'and ·; . . 
' ' . ".' ... ' . ' , .· ' ' ' 
jurisdiction in girls. · This was ·tested using the proportions test ·and. the 
. . . . . 
• . 
, ·. results sh.owea· that dominant girls · were more jurisdictional than both subor- ·. i 
' ' ' , ' • • I 
.. . •
. ' ' 
·· dinates (p4:. : ooi~ . a~d medium rankers .<P_.c. · .05) • ... 
'(16) Boys . will be more likely to show jur~sdi~tional beha~io\ th~n · girls. 
. ' 
This hypothesis was not con~ir!D.!'! d. · Table :13 shows t he differences 
bet,:~een the 13exes we.trr not lar;ge .en~ugh to be significant. 
I . 
' ., I . ·. . 
(17) If relative dominan~e is shown .it will b.e characteris.~ic · of subp'~4inates . 
' - . 
As ·T.able .14 .'shows,. only. one 
I ' 1 ' • • • 
individual· (i ~ e. DD) ~ showecj. relativ~ domina~ce. attd this was a high rankin'g.·bay ; ' .. " 
~ ,• . ' . 
. . . 
' ' ' 
,'. '' · .· 
, ' 
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TABLE 14 - ·· RELATIVE :ooMINANCE 




within Cor e· .. Ar ea . . Outs id~ Core Area 
. Wins. 'Losses . % Wir~s Wins· Losses % Wins· 
. . 
7 .. o. . .' lQQ. a 44 4· . 91.7 
5 ' 2- ' 7L.4 23 8· 74 ~ 2 
5 
.. 
1 . 83.3 20 21 48. a· 
' 
1 .i 33.3 '• ' 15 ·13. 53. 6 l 
a. . . 2 . a. a . 12 12 50. a 
2 0 . :100. a 7 - 3 ~ .70.0 .. \' 
2 : 5 28.6 12 10 . 54. 5 
: ' . 2 . ·5 28·. 6 6 9 4o.·o 
~ ~ 1 10 9.1 8 '27 ' 22.9 







2 · \ 1 66 •. 6 23 8 . 74. 2., 
2 c 
. 2 so.a 30 17 63 .-8 
·a .· 1 . .o.o 9 ·. . 5 . 64.3 
1 ·o ~ -- .. 10a. 0 \ 2 '4 33.3 
0 · 0 O.Q 5 8 '·38. 5 
.. a 1 o·. o 3 11 23 •. 1 
.. a 1 o;.o· + 5 .16.7 0 0 o.a ~ ' 7. o .• 0 .. , .. 6 25.0 ' 0 1 0.0 ' . 2 
., 
5 7 41. 7 . ·75, 71 51. 4 
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The main qu'estion ·to be addressed in this ' s~ction i~: To what extent · 
' ' 
.• 
I • \ ... : • I • • . . . 
are the r'elationship varia~les, , ,dominance rank ·and sex, useful as inter~ening 
V!lriablea for ·preschool )children? . More specifically, 'to- wh'~'t' extent do 
. . ·. • ' ·. . 
dominance rank anc;l sex ~llow. · ore to predict the' p~ox:mic behavior of· pre-
. . ~ . ' . ' ' 
pchoolers? . The erten~ to ~hich these variables are involved in proxemic . . 
I . ~ . • . . , . 
. I· , 
behavior will also aid us .in evaluating ·Baldwin .and Baldw n's (19,74')' social 
I .' , . . , . , . . 
learn_ing theory o~ s~cing_ ' and Meh;rab~'an' s · '(1971) ··power 
I 
.. , 
· The' effects of r~~k·a~d · se~ on 111ic~ospat:la1 
' 'i • . 
. ·I I I • • 







\ . . ' ' 
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1 ' \ • • I • ' 
an overall discussion o,f the. usefulness of these two. var.'iables in · predictinf? · 
. . . - . , . . I . . . . . . : • . 
p~oxemic beha~ior wii1 ;be pr:esented.: - :_ · . .-. · . . . · 
. I 
On th_e -mic~ospat~al level, there · were significant rank di'fferences ·in 
l .oud;es's f;J bot s~x~s, . 'while- ther-e were rank 
differences for b~dy · o1 body. ~r~:~n~at.~on 
. most direct) ,. ·and for .girls · on eye · 
. . i 
. . 
n-;,t domin~nts. , ·~ere, : 
, • Dominants i -n general 'are more 
~. . . \ 
. , • I . ' . 
direct and involved in ,their proxemic behavior ~han others. Th'ey on~y 
I 
• . ! ' , I 
~ . va~~~b~~- on. ~hie~ .tli~r, w~~ no r~nk dif~ e~ences .was personal distance • 
. · Tht,ts ,. we. c,an s.ee that Jomina~c~·. r~n~ ts. !1 f,ai~ly . ~ood ,'predictor of inic~o:­
· . , . s~atial pr?x~~ic .. behavfor for, both, .. sexes·, _ a.l~_hou~h -there ~r.e·some sex . \ ' 
. -. ' ' :· ' . '. ·_.. '. . - " ! ' . -. , :' '• ,., -. ' . . - / . -. ·.. . . 
· · - dif f erenc'es in the .variables · with which dominance rank is.· invp·l ved. 
:· - . ~ : .. · ·_·. -.. '·. , .. :. ::·i·-·· ,. >· ... . · : .. ,.: .. ·· · · ~·· · .. . · .... ·,·-· : . ·.· .. i 
I• I '• • ' ~ 
• I • • I \ ~ 
- • • •' I,. . , ' I ' t •, ·,,' · .: ' 
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• As npted, ·co .significant rank differences were reported for per~ona1 
space. Howeve~· , Hudson et . al . (1972) · a~d King (1966)' d.id find· tliat measures 
• . -- I ' 
.. . t . . . 
similar to .dominqnce· were i~t'ant factors·. in determining ' cltild'ren's 
\ • • • • ' i ' . . . ' • 
" . . . , , . I . . 
personal space, which su~ges ts .that further · r,~search might. v~lid_ate. this • 
' . . . . ~ ··>-.·~ I . , • 
• • • , • • , t •:·.!": . I . 
relationship. . . · · ~¥ I . , · · · 
r / \• 
. , I 
Concerning· body ori~n;atlori, we saw·that ' d~minance rank exertS an 
I ~ ~ impor~_~nt . ~nfluence in many ' nonh_um'-!n a~~~1!!~1s . H~ll. ,(:i963), ar~ues that rank 
. . ', '·'l . '. : .· . . . 
. .. ,\ I . . w I , ... • 
~lso ~xerts a~ impo~_tant tnflt,tence on dire~tnesj of body or~ent~~ion in 
· human~. . Very little · e~pirical·· work. ha~· eJ_<:plo·r~d this re:lationsh:I,p and 
dur results .;do llttle to Clarify it.· . ·For- bo~rs · it turned out .that ni~diums; 
I 
~m9 non .dominants as hypothe~ized, were' m~~e dire~t. The gfrls' data, which, 
showed ,no significant differi:mces, a~so off~rs lftt1e empirical support to 
Hall's hypothesis. Cle~rly, muc~ more research is nee.ded. J 
Data fro~ studies on nonhuman a~imals and hum'an adults suggest that-
' ~; . . 
·eye con.tact is sued· to communicate dominance. D~~inance .and . eye contact 
. . .. 
were significantly related' in girls an~ the rank di.f ferenc~s . app~oa~hed_ 
, ~ ' ' . . . . . . . 
signHicance in. bc;>ys ; ·which suggests that dominanee in - ~_reschool children 
is. also COmplU_!licll_ted by ~re contact. 
' \ 
0 




' . ' ··), 
' ' 
. \ 
• *. ' 
I t was also found .that• in the · ~ase ' of the ~i'rls ·,, dom.inants, _w~re _lookeGI ;, ~t · . . 
·. 
by others more· than were ~lowe~ rankers .. ··This': findlng s~pport's' ·chance's . ,(196'7) 
• ' , ~ '• : ,. ' , • "' • ~ • • I • ,' • ' • • g a ' • • ' ' ' 
' ~ ... : ' 
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: · .. 
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·, 
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. . , . \\ . . . i{ ·. . . I .i - . . 
coriceptio~ of attention structu:~~·.: which' h~~ds - that ~ubordi~ates should ~pend 
more .'time monitoring domin~nt~ bha~ ~ice .ver~a; Hudson et al (197.2) and Omark 
. . . . \ . . . ' - ...---- . - ·-
• • t ' 
(1972) ~ also found .. the at,tention- structure in~del useful· for ~e-scr.ibing young 
ch~'ldren 1 s · b~havior·: . l " This ' finding that lower ranked g.irls. wat;ch domin11nts 
. . "'Ilore also ·- {itf! Edelman and Omaf'k I 9 (19 73) thesis that girls' . participati~n 
. . ,' . . . . . 
i~ domlnance is .ot ·~n observatpry ~~ture, while boys · are' pa~tici~a~~ry. 




is., boys obtain .i,nformat"ion on -relative ranking by· fighting while g~rls l .ear!l 
. . 
t}le rank .or de~ ~Y watch~ng and observing others' ··behavior. 
J • 
., 
. Nume:_r'ous ~onhuman :primate studies hav~· ·found rank di~ferences · in tactile 
. • . . • j . • • 
contact but little research has explqred thi~· relationship on· the human level. 
. . . . . . . . . . .. ~ . . . . 
. . ·V .. . I, 
'·our results shewing that dQm:f:nants touched' more and' were· t ouched l ess,· 'wh"ich ~ 
"I • • I I . . . . .. ' • 
. ~er~. f?und to:. be significan.t for the . ad lib and ·COI\Ibirted sanip~ea for boys and 
. . . ~:m . the· ad lib ·sample .f~r girls soppo!t the h;YP<?thesis that 'th~s relationshi p ' 
. . 
bet~een r.:ink ,al).d 'contact operates on the. human level ·as well~ at l east for .. . · 
: preschool chf ldren. · . · 
~ ,~. . , 
Almost no· research .. has, bee~ · done ·on rank differe-nces in vqice .. loudness 
. . -
but our data which show~ . 'that dominants of both sexes use lou.der voices , is .in 
"""" • • . .o 
accordance ~ith. 'the few. s 't·u.dies done on adults- ·(i.e. Meh.rabian,, '1971;. Argyl~ 
. I 
. et al, '19JO). 'I t .appears that ~ ioud voi ce.- · 1ik~ eye ~ontact and' ta~tile 
--:::-.-_- . . . . . ' . . -: ~ ·.  .. ~ . . . . • · . 
. . co~ tact, ·may be ~se·d t'a communic-ate dCI~inance i~ preschoolers ; . 
: l c. . ~ . ~, • . . . . . •• . • . ... . . : • . • .. . . . \. • . •. • .. , • • .. 
.'·Moving to· ~ex differen~es', significant ·df ffer.enc.es w~re ,found on t~e. 'micr.o.- . 
spatial ievel f;r ~he1 vari~~les· \. eye c~ntact" a:nd bo~y .' ~rle~tation. ·There.·w·as ·~~~Y 
. • • ' • ~ • • Ill ' • • •• • ~ • • 
. •, 
. . 
. l .i't t'le. dif·f .etEm.ce 'for. t~c-tile ~on t act or voice lo~~t}~SS bu~ ;maJ,'e.s · di.d u.~.e ·~· mo~e . 
:· ; ".. .... • • •• • I .. I • • • . ' • " • '.I •• .. 
di.r·~ct body orie:Otation and· more eye c~ntact when i:ntetact:i.ri.g· ~ith . 
.. . ·, . ;.' . -· . - '.. .. ·. . . 
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. . .. 
same-sexed peers than did .the f-emales • . ThQs, it' is ·· apparent t~at' fi,ex, like . 
. , . . . '• ' .. 
~omi~~{:tce. ran'k, also. exerts ~n impq.rtan·t ~~flue~!=e on the m~crosp.at:hal behavit?r· 
of · yo~t:J..& children. 
,, I , t , • 
Females t.end to uae ·less space in· both nonhuman primates a~d hum~n adults . 
but very miied. resul ~s have been. found. i~ studies of you~g children.· Some 
have found that females do us·~ less 'spa~e· (Oroark, 1972), whi,., Be~ch and 
I -' • .I 
.Soko·iqff . (i9T4) · found that females used"triore space than· males, while still 
-, 
. . 
other:s repox:t no . sex·differ,ences . (McGre~ and McGrew; 1972; .Eberts and Lepper, 
1975) • . Our · r.esul~s d~ · lit.t:l~ 'to cla~ify' . th.is confu.sion . . ,Mor~ .resea·rch on . th~ 
. . . ... . . . . 
developmental· asp~ct.s of .Pers·onal distance . ~re ·~e~d~d before ' any firm ans\olers 
I :- ••• , • r 
. . ' ·"' 
can be· given · to the question of sex differences • 
. c· Mixed results are also ~he rule for sex diffe'rence's · in body orientation. . : . ' 
Fem!iles · a're usually more dir'ect fn adult~ · ·and ol,de~ childre'n (J~nes, 1971; 
. ' 
• • I • • j •• \ I 
A~ello · and. Cooper, 1972), pu-t in youn~er · .children "l)iales are ~!~OX:.e di~ect: (Aiello. 
and Aiello, 1974; Aiello a,nd Jones) , ~hi~h is in accor.da~ce ' w.ith ou'r ·results. 
'· . ~~ 
~·o~ever,. J.o~es and ·Aiello. (1973) fo,und young males to be 'less di~ect, .. whiie · 
, I ' . . . . 
~ . • • I ' 
Beach a-pd Sol:olo,ff (1974) f .ound·· no . sex differences, 'although their meas~r~. was . 
.. 
~ery simplfs tic (i.e. eith . er direct · or nqt di~ec~. . ' Again, more studies are 
- \!! ,, 
~eeded ·to clarify thls ·' issue. ·. 
j' \ ' . . . . : ~ I • . • . ,' ' ' 




11females cou·ld perhaps be th~t body . ·ori~~tatibn is conriected"with dciininanc~·. ' 
' ' I • • 




: • . 
' . 
·· Jacklin, · 197 4), · they woul d be 
·j 
.. ' . 
.. . . .. 
I , . 
,, ' I 
.. . . , 
. ··'!' 
·. '• . . ·.. . 
e"~~~·t~d ·"tq · ··u~e . a . ~·re . ~·~r.~·c t, .. body. ori enta tton. 
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0; 0: ~ ~ . , ... 
fac;t · that .;J:>ody orient<1tion was . Hc::>wever I ·this conte}l'tion is weak~ne~ by the 
"o" 
.,o 0 . ' ., . ' . ,0 . ' ~ 
_not relat;ed to ._ hi{Jh r~nk• for . either boys o·r girls in this :st1,1dy. 
0 • Q f -
· Maf·es "'~ere also found. to. ul?e Jllore . eye'·~ontact tha~· {etnal,.es. . ~his is in 
. . . . , 
~ . 
·opposit,ion. to .. numerous studies.-' on nonpuman pr'hna~s. hurn5ln adults·; as ·· well ~s 
• t- 0 • ' 
. . : . . . . ' ' . . \.. 0 . 0 
' . ' 0 (I • ' • 
young children (i.e. RUsso, 1975) which 'nave .'found .that f'emales . engage in · · 
: . . ;- o , a . \ . • • 
more eye contact. 
. . . 
The oonly other study, besides tnis · one/>·on. pre'schoolers" 
I . ' , , ' , • ' t G ' 0 
found "no sex differenG·e~ in eye cont~ct, :. (Beach and Sok9lo,ff I 197.4). 
. . . -. 0 f • • • 
It was 
·, 
. ~ . fc;>_und that eye contact cou·ld be · used to commur?.icate do~inance ~n. thiS' study so ·. 
s,ince, a~ we ~uggeSted earlier, be~~ a~e m?re !nvol:'Jed in Pdom~riance; . 'they wo~l~ 
. o ' ' · · • ·o ' · · 
I o, . . ·~ . . . I 
:be expected to engag:e ,in ll),O~e ey~ · contact. · ~Y 'aduli;hood~ dominance may be . 
less impbrtant in social in~~r~c-tion . so ·o~er f~nc~i;gs 'o~ ~ ey;·. contac{may·~. ~~)(~·· 
Cl • • • co . ' . • 
-· 
over,' :j,eading females to use more eye· contact •. o More · research 'is'needed to 
' ' 0 I I (J 
det~rmine .:~hat>· :eye _ c:ont~Ho:_t · ,;means"'· to. presqho?i · qhil~e~0 · ·~ 
·- (' • o 't ' a D • • ' ' ' , • , d ' , · l~ . , • I 
Girls were ·expected to enqage· in· more tactile .,contact but: no sex : 
. ) . : t 0 
' 0 ' 0 . 
This 'could be due t9 t]lE:. fact thl'it a:l ~t~es : of 
' ' 
0 
J :differences were found. 
. . 
physical conta~t ~ including agonisti.q •conta~t; wer~ scor~d as C0°ntac'!;: 'i~ ~:i.'s :. 
. . ' . . . ' ' . •. .. . .. 
' 
A more likely measur,e ·on which sex. •differ~nces . wo\lld c,ecur would be on 




' I {~ 
' j~ :L 









. •. o . .. . a . . : •. . 
·a more restricted measure consisting of positive, non!.agoriistic -tactile .contact. .... 
• • .. , . ~ • • ,; • 0 0 . . . . . . · . . 
0 D ' d 
Very :little ,research has beep\ done on ~ex'; diff'erences in VOiGe . loudness 
'o o. ' . 
0 . , • .. · " 
_a.nd no sex Clifferehce~ wer:e fOUJld here,. · .Th~s ,;ari~ple is very hard to measure 
, . 0 .o 
' o 4> I • ; . ' • , • ' • • • ' 
b'~._- · e~r and is .mo:r;~ amenable to laboratory st-udies where more rig.:>rous measures . 
0 ~ 0 • • • g . . . ' . . ~ 
would. be better abie. to c~ncretei;·- iqentify a~y ~eX0dlf~ereni::e.s. that "may 'be 
• e .,. • .. ~ • . . . 
' ' ' present in this variable.· 
.. ... 
.... . · 
' • '1/J. I 
, . , ... 
... " . . 
• • • Q • ·.: . ~ ·· .:: • • •• .. • • • • ' • • • • ' • G~nerally, tn~ ·ns~J+ts of . th~s study·, along w~th others, snows that sex · '· 
0 • ' 
·I 





.:; .• : ~ • • f ~ Q • • • ' 
preschool children'~ ~iar~§pa ~ia~; proxemic 
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~ 
.. · . ., b~ll~vior ; _ ·A:f.:ello · aQd .Aiello's (19?4). predic:~~' based on st~~ie;""o£ · :ol.der·. 
' · ~·children, that sex differe"~ce's would b'~ of only · mi~i~al i~po;tance~or pr~:... " 
:s~o,lers is. not suppprted by the available empirical. data. Sex differences 
• • • f ' • 
.,., 
. 
. .. ~ 
. ' 
' ., 
·.were .fourici· in b~dy . orientation and eye contact ' in this study and ·ather researcHers 
. . . •' . . . :~ 
) 
.~ave to'u.n~ sex dif_fe~~nces in perso.~al .. d~stance" ?n~:· tacti·lJohtact .which . ,.· 
A , 
I 
.. support th1e argument that sex. is· ad important determinant of per school children's · 
, r.. • • •• ' 
• 




_,.Proxemics. However, the·· directional~ty · ~f . ~any 'of these seX" .differences· ar~ 
unclt!ar at the moment. ~ 
,. . v 
r) _. <1· •• 
"' 





Mo~ing to. the 11\acrospatial prox'emic levH, dominan'c~ rank .was related to 
.. 
' . ' I f. • • f 
/__.... jurisdictional behavi~9.r an·d, areas avoided for girls wh.ile it. was not · signific:-
. . . ·\: -· ' ... - ~· 
: ~qtly related to any ~f 1the mat:rospahial m~psure_s · fo~ boy's. ' 
. .. . -... . ' . . 
. ·. · The concepts of monopolized ' zones and relative dom~nance did not .prove to 
. , ·, 
' b~ usef~l tn this group of c_hi~dre~ •. No monopoliz'ed zones .. were · tou~d . an~ only ··. 
• • 0 ' • • \ • ( 
one· individual s.howed relative dominance which suggests that these concept~ . are 
,.., - r. • • t~ .. • • • • • ~~ 
~Ot ·apptlc~ble t~. preschool childr.~n. Howe-ver, _ othe~s (~.e: .Esser, .i9?0) hc\ve . 
• o p~_ofit~bly utilized these variables..i'h ~tud~ing humans so their ~ppl~cabiiity· to· 
·. : .. 
". . 
..J . "·."'. · 
.. ' . 
·ptes~;~ool children should .be in.Jestigated in further.- studie·s ·done· in .. di!ferent , 
• t • .. '·• •• • 
;1 • • ., • • 
physical~ environmetits •. 
.. 
., 
· . . ' 






' \ ·:. : . •\ ~ ... Areas en~er~·d or·. freedom o.f. •f!\OVeme.p.t was no.t st'gn'iftcantly. related to nmk 1'· 
, It . l . 
, " .. " 
'\r- - . • 
• ( : in· .either s·ex. Thus •ft appear's that th~ principle 
~. : 
\ ~ . . ·~ ... ~ . 
of d~ffe~ential .mobility 
. , ·' I . ' .. . ·, 
' '} 





· ' ·. · .. Areas , avo.id_7d. was significantly' related to rank for '1girls but ~ot .. for ·boys • 
. .... 
..  , ' 
'{•. .. . \ ; ' o' 
l . 
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. For, ·the girls, dominants avoided significantly, fewer areas· than "l~~er...:r~~k.ing 
fndividuals': ' . PreviC?US.ly I ' this r~lationsh'i~ had been reported only .for adult 
male n{ental patients (Esser et al, .l9q5) · but our : results suggest that it applie·s 
'. 
to ·prescho~lers as well, at least to females. Since subordinates avoid more . 
I 
areas, they are morE;! limited . in ·what the nursery can offer them while ·tn'e higher 
. ,. 
" . . .,. . . 
rankers are more free to part1c1pate 1n ~any var~~d experiences. 
. . 
Jurisdictional behavior was also .sign.ifican,tly· related to rank, for girls, . 
· but. not fo_r boys. This relationship- ~as very s~gnificant for girls, although 
: dominant;:; ·made up only 25% of the .- group ' they acc?Unted for .89.3% o~ · the 
• J • ' t 
jurisdiction~! behavior, while the subord~nates showed 'no jurisdict~onal 
~ 
· ~ 




11 . The effects of the physical environment pn behavior is clea';='lY shown in ,·;· 
.. 
-~ 
' the case of )urisdict'ionaf, b'ehavior. 
· ' .. • . . 
In a pilot study on childre·n · in. another 
• • 1 , • 
··-· · 
' school, very little jurisdictional .behavior· was shown while in this study· the 
\ehavio~· was not unconunon. "tover . 2 ·• 2 occurrenc:eiper hou~ C!f observat}.on) • It 
-·app;ars that this differen·ce was partly due to the physical structure of the · 
·. nursery school. 
'in· three area.~ ; 
. ,·' 
In this study, 69\ .of tn~ · jurisdictional· beh~vior took place 
scauares number 14 (2'6i); 15 (23%), and square number 13 (20\ ) . 
. ' ' . 
. "' ·. 
. . . · 
·All three ~f th~se areas; a partitionea-off.play kitchen, · a · walled-i n ~to~age 
'• . . .. 
room, and a gym!lastic appiiratus, wer~ 'easily 'defensible because o"f bar~.t~rs, . 
doors, etc. In areas wnich were less defens~ble, jurisdiction was rare. One 
.· 
:r;-e~son why ther~ may have b~en, littie jm; isdictional· beh9-vio~ 'i n tqe pi1ot · stu,dy · . 
· i s ~at the ·children had f ew defens i ble areas •. 
". 
As we· ·have seen. in the review of· the liter~ture ~' t here.·have been:. ambiguous · ·,. 
. . . 
.. <"" . · ~ .. 
. ' 
I ,' ' 
















. f_ind~ngs. d~~c~rning 't?.eyelati~n-shi'p. ~e~tween :domi~a,nce. ~nd t~rriforialit~r . 
jur-isdiction. The probl~m als9 sh.owed up on OU~ · .results, Wbi .. ch found that · 
dominance was related to jurisdiction for girls bu~ n~t for bo~s~ Ed~ey (1975) 
' I ' 
ha~ re<;:ently propqsed ' that. the broader coneep't of 11 ~ontrol11 'be' substitute~ for 
domipance. This c~ncept, .~hich refers to .. the . g~eral · ;i.nfluenc~ one person has 
~ver· .. a~other has . ¢ie ~dvantage o'f making -the concep,t b'~oader .. by making it 
applicable to cognitive ·id.::as as well a:; SOCial ~enaviOJ; .bUt it needs a. more 
• • ' J • • ' • 
. refined operational definition ·and.has empiric~! validation • 
. • 
. • .
S~x was~ very poor predictor of.the ~acros~atial'beh~vio!. ·No signifi~ant 
. ' . 
sex differences ··were founq .. ':m any of the measures which · could be due to t.h.e 
, small sample ·'size;:more data, I · bel~eve, . w,ould hav~ statist.:i.cally ~onfirnied . . · 
I 
~" that boys · were more J.u.risdict:f_onal. 
~ . .. . - .. 
,> • I "• 
This assu~ption is based ~n the. oba~rvatfons 
.... t • 
of others ( i·;~e·. · Kn.ud.son, 19.73) and .·the .·smEdi s~apl~ size:· problem. However, 
empi.rical dat'a are necessary to validate this·. . · . . 
.. 
Oroark (1972)'· and Harper and Sanders (l974) both fo~nd :that boys need more· 
- . . . . . . 
space in pla'y. than girls. How~v~r, this was not· fourid in this study; Both 
"'" 'Omark I~ and Harper and Sanders' . observations were made' on· 'outdoqr b'ehavior so the . 
p'hysica1 environment of . the .'nurs'er.y scho'ol may cause · th~ male~ to· .ton~ down 
their_ gross ~otor ac~ivity • . · 
. l 
P~edicting Proxemic Beh~vior 
·.By way of summary then, it can be .saic:! . t ·hat sex and dominance rank are · 
E'airly useful pr'edictor~:> of preschool children's proxe~ic J>ehavior, ~nd as such 
• .. .. Q • • - • 
a re useful as intervening .variables·. '!'his ·. i s especially impor·tant in· the ~a!:le. 
t • • • • • ~ • • • ' ,' ~ • • • • • • • 
. . 
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' . ' •t 
.and Edelman ·and Oroark_, ·1972) haye · in:gued that Clomirtan<;'e 'is not; .a · useful conc~pt 
for describing or. .' explaining prescho~l ch_ildren Is behavio~~ The resuits Qf 
·this study, by showing that dominanc~ rank -was an important determinant· of · 
O O O \ O 1:l l . O ; 0 O O I R 
. . ' . . . •' .. . . 
preschool ·children's proxemic behavior, erodes confidence ·in Blurton Jones' 
' . . . . . . . ' . . . . : . . 
. .. 
and 'Edelman and Oroark's ass·ertion. 
I 
• • I 
Further studies · are neeq.eq. _to -determine what 
other . so~ial behavio.rs ar.e . influence_d by .domina~ce • . . T\~ ies~l~s .. ·of ~h~s r!'!se_arc.h . 
. . · al~o . l(md .som~ empfri~;:ll _supp~rt · to Bald~i~ .·and. ,B.aldwin·' s .. (lg/4) . so;ial. le~rning , . 
. . ·. - .· . 
· proxemic beh'avior. FoF both ~~xe~ ·ther.e .~ere rank difference's ·of three of -the 
five. mic'r~sp·atial p~o~emic. v~ri~ble~ .. whi .. le ·th-~re ~ere .. sex Aiff~re~c~~- · bn t~o o.f -\ 
\ • ' • I th~ variables. On the macrospatiai . level there were r?nk · dif~erences 'on 'tw6 
' : . c. . . 
v·~d.ables _. ~or• girl~ -b~t ·~_oi-t~ ~oi· boy~-• . Th~r~ were al~o np · sigl_lific~nt s~x 
diff.erenc'es. '· on·. a.n:r of -the ~acrospatial measures .. 
· Rank was a . sqmewhat ·better ·pre.dictor · of .the girls' .·spatial behavior·· than 
' JI 
... 
_the boys I. ·. On . t~e microspatiai level· ther~ . were ~0. d.iff.erence's . but on the 
~acrospa.tial · ievel there were more rank differences. f~r gi-rls .' than boys.- . 'This : 
. . - . . : '• . 
is surprising beca~~_e_, ·s -~nce· dominance 'is m.or.e a~ issu~ in boys' · groups·, it wou,ld 
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t ' - ~~~7~)· : _ dra~ng from Bardwic~'s (197~) res~arch · ~hich sug~~~~s- . th~~ rela~ionshi:. ,LJ, , . {~ -~ 
variables ~xert more inf~uence ·o~ .g-ir.ls 1 beh'av;i..or than boys', argues th~t 
.·. 
relat i onship vad<ffiles may ais o be mor~ i mportant .. determinants of gir'!s' .' proxemic 
I • , , ., , • , • . I • 
0 
· ' • • • • • 4 
beh av i or' .than 'of 'boys' ' behavior~ . Some empifica l data ·to su~port this ' 
propos iti,on a~~ available: (i. e . Hashka and Nel son, i972); This woul d m.ake . an 
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. .. . 
·. 
. . 
.. - inte~e~-~ing .and' important tcipic 'for further _research. • @ 
·In: C0!1cluding this . se~t;on, lt ·.is neces~ary' to poirit' out tha~ pro_xemic 
.,.. . ~ . . . : · 
' . 
-research is st~ll ·in the. early.· formative . stage and ·much . mor'e empiricai data· .. 
· ~;e· ~ee~~d.' both .on· diff~~e~t ani~al sp~ci.~s ··and ·Ciiff~r·e~t: po.~u-la~i'ons ~~f ·. 
' •, . . 
. ~, · . . . 
humans before ·any firm e>q?linations of 'th'ese behaviors : can be offered. It . 
. ' l . . . . . 
. 
is hoped that · this thesis may be a con.tribution to .this data bank. 
. . . 
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0 ') 0 0 0 C~TER V 
.· 
.· .. 
' 0' SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS I ,· •. 
. . ) . .. 
0 0 
rel.at:ionship · faot~rs ,. dominance-rank and ·sex,. on' pr.eschbol chil'dren·ts . 
• , 0 
I . , " 
proxem~c . be~avipr on both t:he micro and macrospatial · behavioral · levels· •. . ·.The 
' > t • ') ... ,' : o • o ' , • ' o ' , ' • o • ' ," ' I I •' 
• I, • • • • • • • 
was to dern~n'strate that .these two variables;. contrary to 
d • • • • 
. ' . . . . .. ..  . . . . . . 
· · the : exp~ctations of. ~orne researchers, . are u.~eful a~ ·intervening · va'r.iabies :ana · · 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
as such c~~id help .()'ne ~0 predict preschool.e.rs '. spa_tia~ .-behavior. 
' 0 
A 
' • ' I 
0 s~c'ondary, and more general goal' was to ·show :that studies' done .. on oth~~ 
' . . . . . . . . 
0 ° 0 
anircial species, e~pecially_ nonhuman . primates, can be used· ·profitably as a 
...~.. . . ·. . . ·r . . . . . . . . . . '· ... . 
· . . ., . guide ,to" deriving .aria· 1;:e~ting hy~'theses on·· ~uman . behavio;-. 
~ \ . . ' 
•• • - • • • • ... • ' • ~ • t • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • 
. To these ends a number .. of hypotheses were ,generated from. revl;eWJ.ng 
. . . .. . ' . 
. ., . 
. studies of ·animal . and .. human · adult ~z;-oxemic.J?ehavior, as well as from a f~w .. 
general theoretical prec.epts. 
0 ° ' 
These were te'sted ~n ~ grorip of' pres~h~pl ~·: 
' 0 
~hildr~n attend.ing a day care cen.tre irl St." John~s .. ; An ~ight· ·we~k field·. 
study was conducted on the ~~ildren : . 0 using n~t~ral is tic . m~.thod? . of ·observa~ion. 
• • • • • • • ~ 0 • 
It was found that the pre~cnool . . chi~dren had a relatively .we~l pefined arid 
' . 
j 
stable dominance hierarchy · which shared many f~a.tur.es with nonhuman.· primate .. ~/; 
. . . . . ' . . : .. ' .. . . / 
ranking systems • . · ·Three hi~:.;-':lrchies we·r~ presen~,. eac~ sex had 'its owt~o . / / 
hi~rar~hy .and there' was some evid~n.ce ·~hat . th~ group · as a whole . w~s . ioos~ 
/ / 
/ .· A· ~~er of · sex diffe~ences in dominance ~ehavior · 
' . . 0,/ ' 
0 • .. 4 ' / 
·were noted.· Boys were generally dorilinant ov:er girls, they engag'eq. in more 
0 t · 0 , / 0 0 
· organized hierarchially. 
dominance .interactions·, were :easier to .. · rank · and had ·better de.fined and more 
.. / 
/ 
.' . ,. 
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• • • • . • • .. • • • ' · I • ' . I ' 
stable. hierarc~ies · than did. the· girls. · ·Dominant indi~iduals ·of both · sexes . 
' ... . ' . - .. . ·. . .. . . ~ . . . ~ ' . 
were more ·i~v~lved · in ·d~minance. ln~eracti~ns, domi~~ted·. mt;>re 'i~di~iduals, and' 
. • . . a . • ~ • 
~ere I more • suc'cessfui in ~heir' dominance behavior • than were lower-ranking ·. • 
. • . •• . . • r ' . 
·i~#vidual.s ... : D~min~n~e· wa~. ~el~ted .io age 
size ' and ~ursery 'schoo~:eJ<;perieru:e f~or ·tlie boys only. · ·Other V;ariable·s . su~·h . ·. 
. . . ' . .· .·. ·. . ' ' 
as bitth order!· ~umher 0~ s-~~l:ing!'l; and par~n~s ~ backgrpunds . were not· ·.r~lated 
. \_:: .. 
· · ' As . h;p~th~s-ized ~ d'qniina~ce· ;an~ and. ·se~· did .. p_ro~~ to 
' ~ . . ' \. .. . ~ . 
~e. ueefu~ .as 
: . . , ' . . . 
· · interv·ening ·-yariables in th.e pre.d:Lction of -prox~mic b.~havio~, · altpough· ~~eY., · 
. . 
· · w~~e · m~ch mo~e ~sef1.,1l . in predicting micro~~atial .behavior th~~- mac~o~p~tial ., . 
. / '· • ' . . '. . . 
1 
•' ' , ' • . ~ : ' ' ' • 
0 
' r 1 ' I 0 ' <._ ' ' ,. • 0 • o • , ' 
0 
' 1 ° ' 1 ' , • 
/ proxeniics. Ran~ dif_(~rences w.ere fo_und i~ voi~e . lo!Jdn~s's .and. ta:c.tile contae:t ·· 
I . . . ' I • I " 
. . 
.for both. sexes while ·'ey~ contact ' ·was significantly· related to' rank to'r gir~s 
' ' ' • : o : \ ~ ' I • o • ' ' ' 
only ~nd. ~ody' orientat;;Lon to rank for boys only·; .Personal distance was ·the. 
• ' I I • • ,•, ' ~ : • • ' ' I ' ': • • I ' . • o ' · ' • ' ' o \ ' • ' 
only· microspa·tial variable for which -no·. rank: differences · for either sex were 
. ' . ' . ' ~. . 
.. 
found.. 
t' · • • 
S!'!i ·di£ ferences were . fqurid in bo~y : .orientation, and eye con t_aet, with 
. . 
IJ!ales •.being more dh~ct. i~ - each ··case. :·There· were no dif.fereric~s ~or ,ta~ti~e 
. ~contact or '-voice ·ldudHess. '. 
. . . . ' .. . . :' . . . ' . . . " 
;. On the . macrospa tial' level rank was significantly related .t .o Juris'dictiqnal . 
' ' • • • , · 0 I ' ' -• I • I '" ' , • ', • ' I I 
l?eh~vior 'and ar~as avoided for · girls,_ ~hile , th~~e· wer'e no .rl!-nk dlffere.nc~s o~ · · .. _: · 
' . . 
,..J 1 ,• • • 
· a~y . of "the variable_s . f~r ~oys. No ~ex differences were found fo·r · _any · of · the_:.._. · 
' macrospati_lil variables:. 
. ' . 
, . 
. . ' 
The results· ~.l.l~w the following two conClusions to · be mad~: 
dominan,ce and sex are 'useful "as -intervening var-iables in ·the study . of presch~ol . 
~ ' . . 
0 
·. 
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~, :' ~ . . . • . 
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' . . . ' 




. . ' ·" 
.. 
. ' . 
. ·. 
0 . 
child.ren; s proxemic ,be,havior ,especial_ly :<?n th~ microspa~ial· proxe~ic .. level. 
. . .. ' .. 
. This .findihg also . sho~s that '·the concept' o,: dominance is a ~sefu.i. c6ncept · . . 
. . · ·· .. · '': / :-·····.· ... · · . · : .. · ·.·· ·. · . ......... ··. 
Whfch Can ~e profi'tably · USed in the .StUdy 'of ,·J_n::e'~ChC>'Ol .ch;i.ldren I 5: SOCial . 
• I o • o ' > / : \ o ' 
,•' 
,. . •. . . ,· . , .. . 
research is usefui f6r deriving. hypotheses which; can be tested. em human 
. " : . .. . . . 
· (2>,. _ ' th~t .~n~al ·be!la~ioral. : 
. , . 
. behavior. 'Tnis · r'eser~qir of data off~r;s numerous <?oncepts imd' research · 1~ads. 
o o o ~' o I 
to proxemicists fo·r use -on the ·human 'level. A truly -cross-specific, evolutionary 
. . ' . . . .. . . . . .· . 
orient~-~io~ to p~~~emic. r~~e·~~~h migh.t ·al~o · ~nte·g~~t~ .t~e· d~sclpl~ne of prox~mic.~ 
., . . . . . . 
.'. '• 
. ' 
.' , and add to the · f i eld 1 .s lack of theo.~y. . · 
. . . :. ~irl~e ~.om~n~nce rank successfully "pre-dicteq .niany asp~cts' ·0~ the chiidren' s . 
.. . .. 
· pro'x~mic .behavior it would b~ . int~res1;::ing to ·u.se the concept in studyinQ ·other 
,./'< • • •• 
' aspe9t5 Of children 1 S.· SOCia'! behavior to a·S,SeSS its range Of .. in,fluence, , i.i:his 
. . ·. . . . . . I . . . . . ' . .. . .. • ,. 
,' ';• 
• . . • • .• . I . . .: ~ 
· . '''study could also ~e. replicated· o~ other populat~ons · such\ as different · age gro_ups, 
• • • ' • • 0 ' • • • • • • ' • ~ .. • 
dif~aient cultures,. ·o~ _different· speci~s. · · In ,tpe .·future + ·hope to replicate 
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